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This dissertation focused on the IRIS design since this will likely be one of the 
designs of choice for future deployment in the U.S and developing countries.  With a net 
335 MWe output IRIS novel design falls in the “medium” size category and it is a 
potential candidate for the so called modular reactors, which may be appropriate for 
base load electricity generation, especially in regions with smaller electricity grids, but 
especially well suited for more specialized non-electrical energy applications such as 
district heating and process steam for desalination. 
The first objective of this dissertation is to evaluate and quantify the performance 
of a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) comprised of two IRIS reactor modules operating 
simultaneously with a common steam header, which in turn is connected to a single 
turbine, resulting in a steam-mixing control problem with respect to “load-following” 
scenarios, such as varying load during the day or reduced consumption during the 
weekend.  To solve this problem a single-module IRIS SIMULINK model previously 
developed by another researcher is modified to include a second module and was used 
to quantify the responses from both modules. 
In order to develop research related to instrumentation and control, and 
equipment and sensor monitoring, the second objective is to build a two-tank 
multivariate loop in the Nuclear Engineering Department at the University of Tennessee.  
This loop provides the framework necessary to investigate and test control strategies 
and fault detection in sensors, equipment and actuators.  The third objective is to 
experimentally develop and demonstrate a fault-tolerant control strategy using this loop.  
Using six correlated variables in a single-tank configuration, five inferential models and 
one Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) model were developed to detect faults 
in process sensors.  Once detected the faulty measurements were successfully 
substituted with prediction values, which would provide the necessary flexibility and time 
to find the source of discrepancy and resolve it, such as in an operating power plant.  
Finally, using the same empirical models, an actuator failure was simulated and once 
detected the control was automatically transferred and reconfigured from one tank to 
another, providing survivability to the system. 
viii 
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Nuclear power plants generate about 20 percent of the electricity produced in the 
U.S. alone, and more than 15% of worldwide generation of electricity; however, all 
recent electric-generating capacity additions and projected future additions are primarily 
fueled by natural gas.  Despite the excellent performance of current nuclear plants with 
capacity factors of over 90% in recent years, and decisions by power plant owners to 
seek license renewal and power up-rates, no new plant has been built for more than 25 
years. 
As of May of 2010, there are 104 commercial nuclear generating units in the 
United States, mostly built between 1967 and 1990, distributed in 31 states, operated by 
30 different companies.  In 2008 alone, the U.S. generated 4,119 billion kWh net of 
electricity, with 49% of it from coal-fired plants, 22% from gas, 6% from hydro and 809 
billion kWh from nuclear.  Of these 104 reactors, 69 are pressurized water reactors 
(PWR) totaling 65,100 net megawatts (electric) and 35 units are boiling water reactors 
(BWR) totaling 32,300 net megawatts (electric). 
There have been no new construction starts since 1977, largely because for a 
number of years gas generation was considered more economically attractive and 
because construction schedules were frequently extended by opposition, compounded 
by heightened safety fears following the Three Mile Island accident in 1979.  Despite a 
near halt in new construction for more than 30 years, US reliance on nuclear power has 
continued to grow.  In 1980, nuclear plants produced 251 billion kWh, accounting for 
11% of the country's electricity generation.  As stated earlier, in 2008 that output had 
risen to 809 billion kWh and nearly 20% of electricity, providing more than 30% of the 
electricity generated from nuclear power worldwide.  Much of the increase came from 
the 47 reactors, all approved for construction before 1977, that came on line in the late 
1970s and 1980s, more than doubling US nuclear generation capacity.  Another PWR 
 2 
unit (Watts Bar 2) is expected to start up by 2012 following Tennessee Valley Authority's 
decision in 2007 to complete the construction of the unit.  The US nuclear industry has 
also achieved remarkable gains in power plant utilization through improved refueling, 
enhanced maintenance and safety systems at existing plants. 
But with annual electricity demand projected to increase to 5,000 billion kWh in 
2030 (annual per capita electricity consumption is currently around 12,400 kWh) this 
scenario is rapidly changing.  The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is 
responsible for regulating and licensing all commercial nuclear activities in the United 
States, and has received, as of March of 2008, expressions of interest for building 32 
new reactors and have received four license applications for combined construction and 
operation, and several utilities have submitted Early Site Permits (ESP), including 
Southern Nuclear (Georgia Power) and Duke Power.  Many countries are building or 
planning to build new reactors, including Canada, Brazil, England, France, Bulgaria, 
Ukraine, Finland, Russia, China, India, Japan, South Korea, and others. 
The reason behind this resurgence in nuclear energy interest stems from various 
reasons from public acceptance rates (75% or better in every aspect) to environmental 
concerns with global warming, from cost of producing electricity to technological 
maturity and safety.  People have become aware that for several decades, nuclear 
power has had an incredibly good record of safety, environmental protection and low 
costs, and the public wants a way to produce electricity that minimizes pollution.  But 
most importantly the US government Research and Development (R&D) funding for 
nuclear energy is being revived with the objective of rebuilding US leadership in nuclear 
technology.  In an effort that brings together government research laboratories, industry 
and academe, the Federal government has significantly stepped up R&D spending for 
future plants that improve or go well beyond current designs.  There has been particular 
attention to the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) project to develop a Generation 
IV high-temperature gas-cooled reactor, which would be part of a system that would 
produce both electricity and hydrogen on a large scale.  The US Department of Energy 
(DOE) has stated that its goal is to have a pilot plant ready at its Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL) by 2021, with total development cost estimated at $2 billion. 
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1.2 Small and Medium Reactors (SMR) 
 
In today's world, small or medium sized reactors can play a significant role in 
energy production as the U.S. and other developing countries embark on what is being 
called the “Second Nuclear Era”, or most popularly known as “Nuclear Renaissance”.  
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has been very active in coordinating 
the development of smaller sized reactors, especially for their member countries that do 
not currently use nuclear power.  The IAEA defines a ‘‘small’’ reactor as one having 
electrical output less than 300 MWe and a ‘‘medium’’ reactor as one having output 
between 300 and 700 MWe.  More often, the two sizes are combined into the common 
term ‘‘small and medium-sized reactor’’ (SMR) representing a reactor with electrical 
output less than 700 MWe.  Therefore, a ‘‘large’’ plant is assumed to have a power 
output greater than 700 MWe, although most large plants being planned or constructed 
today have capacities of less than 1000 MWe.  The IAEA’s definition of an SMR is 
expressed in terms of the reactor’s power output; not surprisingly, most SMRs are also 
physically smaller than large plants.  Both their lower power output and their physical 
smallness contribute to their associated benefits in areas of plant safety, fabrication, 
operations, and overall economics. 
Out of 442 commercial nuclear power plants (NPP) currently operating 
worldwide, 139 can be considered SMRs, according to IAEA definition of plant sizes.  
However, most of these are merely scaled-down versions of large plant designs, and 
the focus of today’s trend is in smaller sized reactor designs that are “deliberately small” 
[1], that is novel designs that do not scale to large sizes but rather capitalize on their 
smaller blueprint to achieve specific performance characteristics.  The Integral Primary 
System Reactor (IPSR), design led by Westinghouse Electric Company [2] [3] [4] is one 
of the many reactor designs available [5] [6].  It incorporates the reactor core, steam 
generators, pumps, and pressurizer into a single common pressure vessel that may be 
appropriate for base load electricity generation, especially in regions with smaller 
electricity grids.  It is also well suited for more specialized non-electrical energy 
applications such as district heating, process steam partitioning for desalination, and co-
generation.  This design is based on very mature Light Water Reactor (LWR) 
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technology, and is currently being developed by a consortium of over 20 different 
organizations from 10 countries, including the U.S., Italy, Japan, Brazil, U.K., Croatia, 
Lithuania, Spain, Mexico, and most recently Estonia.  The International Reactor 
Innovative and Secure (IRIS) project was initiated as a DOE-sponsored research project 
and has evolved into a vendor-led project with international participation of suppliers, 
national laboratories, and universities, and is estimated for deployment in 2015. 
In June of 2008, an Oak Ridge DOE-supported project published a report that 
provided a roadmap for the development of what was then called "grid-appropriate 
reactors" with emphasis on Instrumentation and Control and Human-Machine Interface 
technology (ICHMI) [7].  In this report, numerous challenges were listed as being 
absolutely important to be overcome in order to fully realize the benefits of ICHMI for 
grid-appropriate reactors of the future.  The following broad set of projects towards 
overcoming such problems was recommended: 
Sensors and electronics for harsh environments 
• Design of control systems for active grid stability support 
• Intelligent controls for nearly autonomous operation 
• Plant network architecture 
• Intelligent aiding technology for operational support 
• Human system interaction 
• Licensing and regulatory support 
• Technologies to support water desalination integration 
 
Also, the instrumentation and control design to avoid and to mitigate the above 
problems in SMRs requires further research in the design of control and monitoring 
systems.  The necessary R&D must include a detailed simulation of grid dynamics and 
the effect of postulated scenarios that cause grid instability.  The simulations would 
identify the power plant response in terms of voltage and frequency, physical limitations 
on transmission circuits, and the effects of automated load shedding and emergency 
disconnection of the NPP from the grid.  The following section is an excerpt from the 
document mentioned above. 
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1.3 Overview of Electrical Grid Stability Applied to Small and 
Medium Reactors 
 
An electrical grid is said to be stable when “the total mechanical power input from 
the prime movers to the generators is equal to the sum of all the connected loads, plus 
all the losses in the system.”  Grid instability is concerned with the oscillations in the 
voltages and the mismatch between generator frequency and the grid frequency.  If the 
grid experiences a wide range of operating conditions, then the “coordination among 
adequate generation, transmission, and operation within the stability limits and load 
demand becomes a challenging task.”  In order to maintain the frequency of the turbine 
generator in synchronous with the grid frequency, it is necessary to regulate the 
generator frequency using speed governors. 
Voltage regulation, power transmission limits across a transmission line, and load 
disturbances must also be considered as part of the Instrumentation and Control (I&C) 
design. In general, frequency stability and voltage stability are affected by load 
characteristics. In some situations, grid frequency decay (external to the system) or 
voltage variations affect the performance of induction motors by providing inadequate 
reactor coolant flow.  This form of grid disturbance may require a low-frequency reactor 
trip.  Alternatives to such drives should be considered for SMR equipment. 
The engineering considerations of electrical grid interface of NPPs include the 
following: 
• Magnitude and frequency of load rejections, and loss of load to the NPP 
• Grid transients involving degraded voltage/frequency 
• Complete loss of off-site power to the NPP due to grid disturbances 
• NPP unit trip causing a grid disturbance and ultimate grid collapse 
 
The I&C design to avoid and to mitigate the above problems in SMRs requires 
further research in the design of control and monitoring systems.  The necessary R&D 
must include a detailed simulation of grid dynamics and the effect of postulated 
scenarios that cause grid instability.  The simulations would identify the power plant 
response in terms of voltage and frequency, physical limitations on transmission 
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circuits, and the effects of automated load shedding and emergency disconnection of 
the NPP from the grid.  It is suggested that for remote deployed SMRs it would be 
necessary to install diesel generators and fast start gas turbines (for diversity) in order 
to provide safety margins for the on-site power system. 
About grid stability, the following excerpt is taken from the book authored by 
Kundur and it explains the stability of power grids [8]: 
“Voltage stability is the stability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable 
voltages at all buses in the system under normal operating conditions and after being 
subjected to a disturbance. A system enters a state of voltage instability when a 
disturbance, increase in load demand, or change in system condition causes a 
progressive and uncontrollable drop in voltage. The main factor causing instability is the 
inability of the power system to meet the demand for reactive power. The heart of the 
problem is usually the voltage drop that occurs when active power and reactive power 
flow through inductive reactances associated with the transmission network.” 
 
 
1.4 Application of SMRs in Co-Generation and Desalination 
 
When the first nuclear power reactor at Calder Hall in the United Kingdom came 
into commercial operation in October 1956, it provided electricity to the grid and heat to 
a neighboring fuel reprocessing plant.  After more than 40 years, the four 50 MWe 
Calder Hall units are still in operation.  In Sweden, the Agesta reactor provided hot 
water for district heating to a suburb of Stockholm for a decade, starting in 1963 [9]. 
In recent years, the option of combining nuclear power with brine desalination 
has been explored to tackle water shortage problem in semi-arid to arid-areas 
worldwide, especially in developing countries [10] - [17].  The desalination of seawater 
using nuclear energy is a feasible option to meet the growing demand for potable water. 
Over 150 reactor-years of operating experience on nuclear desalination has been 
accumulated worldwide, of which Japan now has over 125 reactor-years.   Kazakhstan 
(Aktau fast reactor BN-350) had accumulated 26 reactor-years of producing 
80,000m3/day of potable water before shutting down in 1999.  Several demonstration 
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programs of nuclear desalination are also in progress to confirm its technical and 
economical viability under country-specific conditions, with technical coordination or 
support of IAEA [18].  It is expected that there will be an increased role of nuclear 
energy in various non-electrical energy services (desalination, hydrogen production and 
other industrial process heat applications [19]), which, at the moment, are almost 
entirely dominated by fossil energy sources. Table 1.1 summarizes past experience as 
well as current developments and plans for nuclear-powered desalination based on 
different nuclear reactor types.  Most of the technologies in Table 1.1 are land-based, 
but the table also includes a Russian initiative for barge-mounted floating desalination 
plants [20] [21].  Floating desalination plants could be especially attractive for 
responding to temporary demands for potable water.  Recent demonstration projects: 
there are three nuclear demonstration projects presently under construction in India, 
Pakistan, and Korea.  Useful design and operational data are being generated and will 
be available for these plants.  These examples demonstrate the use of nuclear energy 
that is unfamiliar to many - its capacity to deliver heat for industrial processes and urban 
needs and to help generate potable water from brine [22].  Some of such applications 
started at a very early date, practically at the same time when nuclear power reactors 
were first applied to electricity generation. 
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Table 1.1. Reactor types and desalination processes [17]. 
 
Reactor type Location Capacities 
(m3/day) 
Status 










In service with operating 
experience of over 125 
reactor-years 
Republic of Korea 40,000 Under design 
Argentina 12,000 Under consideration 
PWRs 





-- Never in service following 
testing in 1980s, due to 
alternative freshwater 
sources; dismantled in 1999 
India (Kalpakkam) 6,300 Under commissioning 
PHWR Pakistan 
(KANUPP) 
4,800 Under construction 











1.5 Objectives of this Dissertation and Original Contributions 
 
A comprehensive and critical literature review over the most recent progress in 
small and medium reactors has shown the need for answers to help solve the problems 
involving the utilization of such novel reactor designs.  One of the key features of such 
design is the employment of Once-Through Steam Generators (OTSGs) instead of the 
classic recirculation steam generators (SGs), used in most PWRs.  Such SGs present a 
fundamental difference from those used in B&W PWRs, in that the secondary water flow 
is inside the tubes.  This provides unique challenges such as tube drying and 
uncertainties in the level of secondary water.  The power removed through the SGs 
depends directly on feedwater flow rate, meaning that, following any large loss of main 
feedwater, the turbine must be rapidly tripped by closing the Fast Closure Admission 
Valves (referred to as fast valving).  These characteristics of IRIS steam generators 
make it challenging to implement the classical PWR control logic. 
Furthermore, IRIS has a large reactor coolant system inventory of over 16,000 
ft3, significantly larger than any other PWR, leading to some distinct impacts on the 
overall system behavior such as more time needed during cooldown/heatup, startup 
and dilution procedures, and most importantly a weak coupling between the reactor 
core and the steam generators also due to the low flow velocity, which in turn results in 
a characteristic residence time of about 40 seconds (compared to the 10 seconds in 
typical PWRs). 
In hindsight, having a control system that can help anticipate transients (i.e., a 
model based control system) can have a significant impact on procedures and lead to 
better plant design and utilization, specially in view of such large thermal inertia which 
allows for a relatively large delay between reactor trip and turbine trip to provide 




1.5.1  Objectives of the Dissertation 
 
1. The first objective of this dissertation is to evaluate and quantify the 
performance of a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) comprised of two IRIS 
reactor modules operating simultaneously with a common steam header, 
which in turn is connected to a single turbine, resulting in a steam-mixing 
control problem with respect to “load-following” scenarios, such as varying 
load during the day or reduced consumption during the weekend. 
 
2. In order to develop research related to instrumentation and control, and 
equipment and sensor monitoring, the second objective is to build a two-
tank multivariate loop in the Nuclear Engineering Department at the 
University of Tennessee.  This loop provides the framework necessary to 
investigate and test control strategies and fault detection in sensors, 
equipment and actuators. 
 
3. The third objective is to experimentally develop and demonstrate a fault-
tolerant control strategy using this loop.  Using six correlated variables in a 
single-tank configuration, five inferential models and one Auto-Associative 
Kernel Regression (AAKR) model were developed to detect faults in 
process sensors.  Once detected the faulty measurements were 
successfully substituted with prediction values, which would provide the 
necessary flexibility and time to find the source of discrepancy and resolve 
it, such as in an operating power plant.  Finally, using the same empirical 
models, an actuator failure was simulated and once detected the control 
was automatically transferred and reconfigured from one tank to another, 
providing survivability to the system. 
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As stated earlier, IRIS is to date a conceptual design with several of its features 
still to be experimentally evaluated and proven.  Hence, in addition to the objectives 
mentioned above, other objectives of this dissertation are: 
 
4. Development and implementation of a multivariate flow control loop with 
two tanks, a series of control valves and sensors, to provide the necessary 
framework to develop research related to instrumentation and control 
strategies, equipment and sensor monitoring. 
 
5. Application of data-based empirical models for on-line characterization of 
the experimental data generated by the multivariate flow control loop and 
the use of these models for steady state fault detection. 
 
 
6. Implementation of on-line, real-time fault detection and isolation, in which 
the steady-state estimated values were used to replace faulty sensor 
readings. 
 
7. Steady state actuator fault detection and controller reconfiguration on the 
multivariate flow control loop. 
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1.5.2  Original Contributions: 
 
1. Existing IRIS single-unit model is extended to a twin-unit IRIS plant. 
 
2. Results show the impact of having steam from two steam generators 
converging to a common header and subsequently to the turbine 
(balance-of-plant was not modeled). 
 
3. This solution to the control challenges posed by the operation of a twin-
unit IRIS plant with steam mixing is a new contribution. 
 
4. Evaluation of the control performance of such novel design when subject 
to different load-following scenarios, resulting in an IRIS model capable of 
operating as a single-unit plant or as a twin-unit plant. 
 
5. Investigation of the controller robustness in load-following mode under 
limited fault conditions such as: 
 Feedwater temperature perturbation. 
 Feedwater flow rate perturbation. 
 Hot leg temperature perturbation. 
 Cold leg temperature perturbation. 
 
6. A digitally-controlled multivariate flow control loop with model-based on-
line fault detection and reconfigurable digital controller capacity. 
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1.6 Outline of the Dissertation 
 
Chapter 2 presents a review of the current status of the so called “deliberately 
small and medium” reactor designs.  Deliberately in the sense that such designs are not 
downscales of large size reactors, but rather these designs capitalize on their smallness 
to achieve specific performance characteristics, introducing in some cases novel 
approaches based on years of experience from designing and operating larger reactors.  
This chapter also provided a short review of fault-tolerant and reconfigurable control as 
an active approach in utilizing control theory to automatically achieve fault-tolerant 
control whenever failures occur in sensors or actuators in dynamic systems such as 
aircraft flight control systems, petro-chemical plants, mineral processing plants, 
spacecraft maneuvering, robot control systems, ship control, etc, thus providing means 
of survivability to the systems they control. 
Chapter 3 describes the IRIS system highlighting the current status in its 
development with emphasis on instrumentation and control needs.  A description of the 
current dynamic model of the IRIS Helical Coil Steam Generator (HCSG) and reactor 
core model systems is provided.  Load following maneuvers using various power 
profiles is investigated. 
Chapter 4 describes the twin-unit IRIS system approach, providing a description 
of the model assumptions.  A load-following maneuver is used, as well as some 
controlled faults are introduced in the model to test its robustness and the results are 
discussed. 
Chapter 5 provides a description of the two-tank multivariate experimental flow 
control loop built to study and develop research related to instrumentation and control, 
equipment and sensor monitoring, which provides the framework necessary to 
investigate and test control strategies and fault detection in sensors, equipment, and 
actuators. 
Chapter 6 describes how empirical models were obtained and used to detect 
faults in six sensors and one actuator using real data obtained from the two-tank flow 
loop described in the previous chapter.  The faulty sensors are isolated and their 
measurements are substituted with predictions obtained from the models, and in the 
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case of the actuator fault, the control is successfully transferred from tank 1 to tank 2 
and reconfigured providing survivability to the system.  Results are presented and 
discussed. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation with concluding remarks, along with 
recommendations for future work. 
Several Appendixes provide additional results of analysis, a user manual for 
operating the experimental flow control loop, and the computer codes developed during 










In nuclear power industry, unlike in many industrial undertakings, the long-term 
viewpoint is predominant.  Planning, designing, project preparatory activities, and 
licensing takes years to be completed for any new nuclear reactor, and is a little easier 
when renewing and up-rating existing reactors.   Reactors are designed and built to last 
for about 40 years or more, and to achieve the economic benefits expected, they have 
to be operated with high load factors during their operating lifetime.  There are also 
infrastructure issues, which require time and considerable development efforts, if not 
already available. These efforts are only justifiable under a long-term perspective 
directed to a nuclear program. 
Siting of nuclear plants has become a major issue, even in those countries that 
are proceeding with their nuclear programs by initiating new projects because of limited 
availability of sufficient water for effective rejection of the waste heat from any new 
nuclear power plant.  Such problem is worse for nuclear power plants because of their 
slightly lower power conversion efficiency compared to fossil plants, dumping two-thirds 
(typically) of its produced thermal power to the environment, normally an adjacent large 
body of water.  Building additional units at existing nuclear sites has been a standard 
practice lately, and opening up new sites for nuclear plants are a rare occurrence. 
Due to the size effect, nuclear energy economy, in general, is better for larger 
units.  This has led to the development and predominant deployment of large-size 
reactors in industrialized countries with very large interconnected and stable electrical 
grid systems.  However, today’s electricity markets are aspiring for alternatives to large-
footprint expensive large reactors, improving the market for small and medium sized 
power reactors (SMR).  As stated earlier, current design SMRs are considered to be not 
scaled down versions of large commercial reactors, but deliberately small designs and 
are intended to be economically competitive.  A good example is Babcock & Wilcox’s 
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125 MWe integral nuclear system design modular pressurized water reactor (called the 
mPower reactor), shown in Figure 2.1, which will be applied for design certification in 
late 2012, according to an April 1, 2010  letter to NRC, and is expected to be deployed 
in 2018.  This reactor is intended to be manufactured by North American suppliers, and 
will be built underground.  The spent fuel will be stored in a containment-enclosed pool 
during the 60-year operation.  Two to six modules could operate at a typical site, 
providing power in increments reasonable for mid-sized or small utilities.  However, the 
bottleneck in cases of novel designs like this could be the regulatory body.  Budgetary 
reasons limit NRC’s personnel interactions with designers of small power reactors to 
occasional meetings or other non-resource intensive activities [23].  But just recently the 
NRC has informed several designers that through the end of fiscal year 2011, the 
offerings from Babcock & Wilcox and NuScale Power will be given priority over designs 
from other manufacturers, clearly showing the ever increasing importance of such 
designs in the new nuclear industry [24].  Deviating very little from the parameters of 
PWRs now in service, some of the characteristics of such design are: 
• Integral nuclear system design and passive safety systems. 
• Underground containment. 
• Five-year operating cycle between refueling. 
• Scalable, modular design is flexible for local needs. 
• Multi-unit (1 to 10+) plant. 
• Used fuel stored in spent fuel pool for life of the reactor (60 years). 
• North American shop-manufactured. 
 
A South Korea's design called SMART (System-integrated Modular Advanced 
Reactor) is a 330 MWt pressurised water reactor with integral steam generators and 
advanced safety features, and is designed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research 
Institute (KAERI) for generating electricity (up to 100 MWe) and/or thermal applications 
such as seawater desalination with a design life of 60 years, with a three-year refuelling 
cycle.  With a basic design already complete, the absence of any placed orders for an 
initial reference unit has stalled development.  KAERI is now intending to proceed to 











2.2 Steam Mixing in Multi-modular Reactor Systems 
 
This section of the dissertation provides an overview of what has been published 
to date concerning multi-modular reactor systems. 
During the late 1980’s Lanning [25] referred to the nuclear status as a "window of 
opportunity" for innovation in nuclear power technology and regulation.  In his paper [25] 
he introduced the advantages of Modularized High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor 
(MHTGR) systems, specifically focusing on its capacity of providing passive safety that 
prevents fuel damage over a wide spectrum of accidents, as well as safety-related 
cooling components like pump and valves.  The concept presented included a system to 
bridge between the integrated approach to the MHTGR design requirements and the 
regulatory licensing process.  He also discussed designs with the passive safety 
features, both pebble-bed and prismatic cores, and some incentives and impediments 
for deployment of the MHTGR.  Attractive passive safety features and characteristics 
resulting from such design are reproduced in Table 2.1, while pros and cons for the 
deployment of modular MHTGRs are reproduced in Table 2.2. 
 
 
Table 2.1. Passive safety results from material characteristics and design. 
 
Feature Result 
High temperature stability of reactor and fuel 
Fission products retained in coated 
particles 
Large negative temperature coefficients Shutdown without rod motion 
Small thermal rating Limiting amount of afterheat 
Core geometry 
Providing for removal of afterheat by 
passive conduction and radiation 
Slow heat-up of massive graphite core Large thermal storage 
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Table 2.2. Advantages and disadvantages of deployment of HTGRs. 
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Passive Safety features allow elimination of active 
safety components (e.g. pumps and valves), 
allowing: 
• Cost reduction 
• complexity of operation and surveillance 
reduction 
• Design that is easier to convince regulators 
and the public of the efficacy of safety    
• Simplified human factor considerations 
 
Modular plants also allow: 
• Factory fabrication, offering lower costs and 
standardized quality 
• Stepwise plant additions to match load growth 
• MHTGR technology is not as 
mature as the LWR industry 
• Fission products still produced 
• Waste disposal 
• Initial cost of establishing a 
factory must be justified 




In addition, suggestions for university research related to MHTGR were 
presented, along with 15 references.  Of special interest are modularity issues like multi-
modular control, expandable single control room, and optimum module output 
capabilities. 
Concerns with control of multi-modular reactors are not limited to gas-cooled 
reactors only.  Otaduy and Brittain [26] proposed a supervisory, hierarchical control for a 
Power Reactor Innovative, Small Module (PRISM)-like Advanced Liquid-Metal Fast 
Breeder Reactor (ALMR) multi-modular plant as part of DOE’s advanced controls 
program.  Dayal’s paper [27] describes a then state-of-the-art multi-modular PRISM 
1395 MWe plant comprising of three power blocks, each made up of three identical 
reactor and steam generator modules connected through a common steam header to 
one turbine.  General Electric’s PRISM was a modular liquid metal-cooled inherently-
safe reactor.  Along with national laboratories, GE was developing PRISM during the 
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advanced liquid-metal fast breeder reactor (ALMR) program.  No US fast neutron 
reactor has so far been larger than 66MWe and none has supplied electricity 
commercially.  Today's PRISM is a GE-Hitachi design for compact modular pool-type 
reactors with passive cooling for decay heat removal.  After 30 years of development it 
represents GE-Hitachi’s Generation IV solution to closing the fuel cycle in the USA.  
Modules are 200 to 360 MWe and operate at high temperature - over 500 °C.  The pool-
type modules contain the complete primary system with sodium coolant.  The Pu and 
depleted uranium fuel is metal, and obtained from used light water reactor fuel.  
However, all transuranic elements are removed together in the electrometallurgical 
reprocessing so that fresh fuel has minor actinides with the plutonium.  Fuel stays in the 
reactor about six years, with one third removed every two years.  The commercial-scale 
plant concept uses six reactor modules to provide 1200 to 2200 MWe [28]. 
 
 
2.2.1  Modular Gas-Cooled Reactor Designs 
 
Modular reactor designs are not limited to PWR designs.  China’s experience 
with MHTGRs is demonstrated in a few important papers, especially with the experience 
and technology developed based on their 10-MWth research reactor (HTR-10) at 
Tsinghua University, in Beijing, and their resolve to develop a 200 MWe pebble-bed 
reactor around year 2013 [29] - [31]. 
In their paper Zhang et al. [30] delineate the following objectives of such reactors: 
• demonstrate the claimed inherent safety features of the system, 
• help reveal the potential economic competitiveness, 
• reduce technical risks, employing the rich experiences gained from  the 
HTR-10 and other mature industrial technologies, and 
• provide a sound basis for achieving modularized design and construction. 
In the 2006 paper by Zhang and Sun [29], provided economical and technical 
comparisons between a typical PWR plant and a High Temperature Reactor Pebble 
Bed Module (HTR-PM) plant with comparable power capacity output, that is, 6 to 10 
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Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) with 100 MWe each, are shown, as well as 
some cost breakdowns, sub-system technical features, and their pros and cons. 
Of particular interest is the fact that they are considering only one control room to 
monitor and control all NSSS modules, the turbine-generator and its auxiliary systems, 
and that most auxiliary systems should be shared as much as possible among all 
modules.  An exception should be made with the reactor protection system and other 
relevant nuclear safety systems.  In the end, the authors concluded that: 
• The costs of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and reactor internals of 
PWRs have very limited impact (~2%) in the final cost. 
• The costs of an HTR-PM power plant RPVs and reactor internals are 
significantly higher, but around 50% of this increase could be 
compensated by simplification of the systems. The rest is expected to be 
compensated by the cost reduction of the turbine plant equipments, by 
benefits of modularization and by a shorter construction schedule as well 
as by less workload of design and engineering services. 
• Estimates show that capital costs of an nth-of-a-kind HTR-PM plant with 
multiple NSSS modules should be in the range of 90–120% of the costs of 
a PWR, with additional reductions being possible. 
 
Ways of attaining economical viability with MHTGRs include: 
• Multiple NSSS and only one turbine generator. 
• Reduce RPV and internals by mass production. 
• Share auxiliary systems as much as possible. 
• MHTGRs modularization and inherently safe characteristics can reduce 
the workload and engineering management and design, and shorten 
construction schedules. 
• A ready-to-build 2 x 250 MWth modular plant cost is only 5% higher than a 
1 x 458 MWth plant, with the first being attractive, given the uncertainties 
with the latter design. 
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It includes 4 references, one of which says the resulting construction schedule for 
PBMR commercial units, after the initial demonstration plant, is planned for 24 months 
from first concrete to fuel load for a single module or for the first module of a multi-
module plant.  Of significant informative importance is a paper by Wallace et al. [32], 
with details on the "field to factory" advantages of pebble bed reactors, to be 
constructed in South Africa [33].  A demonstration plant layout is shown in Figure 2.2.  
The HTR-PM reactor primary system is shown in Figure 2.3, with the reactor unit and 
the steam generator unit arranged in what is called "side-by-side" design, with the main 
helium circulator sitting on top of the steam generator.  Figure 2.4 shows the flow 
diagram of the HTR-PM steam turbine cycle with all major typical numerical values, and 






















Table 2.3. HTR-PM main design parameters [28]. 
 
Reactor thermal power (MW) 458 
Designed operational life time (year) 60 
Expected load factor (%) 85 
Fuel elements  
• Diameter of fuel elements (mm)  60 
• Nuclear fuel UO2 
• U-235 enrichment of fresh fuel (%) 9.08 
• Heavy metal loading per fuel element (g) 7 
• Number of fuel balls 520,000 
• Number of graphite balls 225,530 
• Average discharge burn-up (MWD/tU) 80,000 
• Fuel loading scheme Multi-pass (6 times) 
• Average time of fuel elements in core (EFPD)  647 
• Number of fuel balls discharged each day  4,821 
• Number of fresh fuel balls required each day  804 
• Number of graphite balls discharged each day  2,091 
Nuclear design parameter  
• Diameter of central graphite column (cm)  220 
• Inner/outer diameter of fuel zone (cm)  220/400 
• Average height of active core (cm)  1,100 
• Average power density of fuel zone (MW/m3)  4.75 
• Maximum power density of fuel zone (MW/m3)  12.85 
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• Average output power per fuel ball (kW)  0.881 
• Neutron leakage from the core (%)  15.08  
Reactivity control  
• Number of control rods 18 
• Number of absorber ball units 18 
• Worth of control rods (%) 5.25 
• Worth of absorb ball units (%) 11.32 
• Worth of control rods and absorb ball units (%) 14.08 
Coolant  
• Primary helium pressure (MPa) 7.0 
• Helium temperature at reactor outlet (◦C) 750 
• Helium temperature at reactor inlet (◦C) 250 
• Primary helium flow rate (kg/s) 176 
• Maximum fuel temperature (normal operation) (◦C) 1055 
• Maximum fuel temperature under accidents (◦C) 1520 
Reactor pressure vessel  
• Inner diameter (m) 6.7 
• Height (m) 24 
• Wall thickness (mm) 146-250 
Steam cycle  
• Main steam flow rate (kg/s) 155.4 
• Feed water temperature (◦C) 205.3 
• Main steam pressure at turbine inlet (MPa) 13.5 
• Main steam temperature at turbine inlet (◦C) 538 
• Generator power (MW) 195 
 
 
Haipeng, Huang, and Zhang [34] clearly state in their paper: "Issues in the 
operation and control of the multi-modular nuclear power plant are complicated."  Using 
fundamental conservation of mass, energy, and momentum equations, a simplified 
dynamic model was developed and mathematically formulated.  The reactor model used 
in a personal computer simulation was a high temperature gas-cooled reactor, pebble-
bed module (HTR-PM) to evaluate the power increase process of the HTR-PM 
operation.  An open-loop operation was first simulated and the results showed that the 
essential parameter, steam temperature, varied drastically over time, reaching 
temperatures outside the allowable region for a normal operation. According to the 
preliminary control strategy of the HTR-PM, a simple steam temperature controller was 
proposed, using a proportional controller with a time lag, or time delay of 0.1 second.  
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The closed-loop operation with a steam temperature controller was implemented and 
the simulation results showed that the steam temperature and also other parameters 
were all within the allowable range.  Figure 2.5 shows the proposed design used.  It is a 
two-reactor, two-module design, one module being characterized for having one 
Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS).  Each module is basically a 250 MWth reactor, 
with one helical-coiled once-through, shell-and-tube counter-flow steam generator, one 
blower and appropriate connecting pipes. The steam generated by both modules is 
connected to a common steam header, which delivers the steam to a 200 MWe turbo-
generator.  A side-by-side design is used, i.e. the reactor and the steam generator are 
housed inside two steel pressure vessels and are connected to each other by a third 
vessel, or hot gas duct.  Figure 2.6 shows a HTR-PM schematic with the two vessels 
and the connecting duct.  These three vessels come into contact with the cold helium 
(about 250 ºC) as it leaves the blower, which is located on top of the steam generator 
vessel. The helium enters the main blower and is pressurized before flowing into the 
outer coaxial pipe of the hot gas duct.  It enters the channels in the side reflector, and 
then flows through these channels from bottom to top. The cold gas directly enters the 
reactor core and passes through the pebble bed from top to bottom where it is heated to 
a temperature of about 750 ºC. The hot helium leaves the hot gas chamber in the 
bottom reflector and flows through the hot gas duct to the steam generator. The heat is 
transferred to water in the secondary circuit and the temperature of the helium falls back 
down to 250ºC.  The secondary feedwater is heated in the tube side to superheated 
steam. The steam from two modules is then connected to the common steam header, 
where the steam is then delivered to the turbine for electricity generation. 
A simplified model with lumped parameters was used.  As shown in Figure 2.7, 
the nodalization breaks down the reactor side into: core, reflector, lower plenum, lower 
header, riser, upper header, downcomer, and outlet header.   The steam generator was 
broken down as economizer, evaporator, and superheater according to the secondary 
water/steam status, and further in radial direction, the steam generator is divided into 
primary side, metal tube and secondary side, respectively.  The interconnecting 
sections of the reactor and steam generator are inner duct, outer duct and the blower. 
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The rest of the plant nodal sections are steam header and turbine.  Only one of the 























Figure 2.7. Nodalization of the HTR-PM plant [34]. 
 
 
The reactor kinetics model uses a one prompt neutron group point kinetics 
equations with six delayed neutron precursor groups, and two reactivity feedback 
mechanisms.  Feedback mechanisms in the model are expressed as a function of the 
mean values of the core and reflector temperatures, resulting in the total reactivity being 
the control rod reactivity combined with the feedbacks described as: 
 
 ( )( ) ( )00 rrrccmfrod TTTT −+−++= αααρρ  (2.1) 
Where 
ρ  : is the reactivity 
ρ rod : control rod reactivity 
α f : fuel temperature reactivity feedback coefficient 
α m :  moderator temperature reactivity feedback coefficient 
α r :  reflector reactivity feedback coefficient 
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Tc : reactor core temperature 
Tco : reactor core temperature at steady state 
Tr : reflector temperature 
Tr0 : reflector temperature at steady state 
 
The control strategy used was grid load demand, having a power dispatcher to 
dynamically assign the nominal power that every module should output according to the 
instant conditions of both modules, leaving the control systems from both modules 
manipulate to achieve the appropriate outputs.  Since the modular nominal power is set 
by the power dispatcher, the operations of two modules are almost independent of each 
other. This independence of modules simplifies the operation process, though the 
modules may operate at different power levels.  The controlled variable used was the 
steam temperature as the input and the output was fed to the primary helium flow rate 
to close the loop. 
Simulation power range span used was from 20% to 100% Full Power (FP), with 
operation ratio limits of +/- 5% FP/min, with steady-state inputs to the module shown in 
Table 2.4.  Results indicate the only variable to violate reasonable values during 
simulation without controller was the steam temperature (dashed line), reaching 
temperatures in excess of 650 ºC, as seen in Figure 2.8, where at first the steam 
temperature hovers at around 540 ºC with constant inputs.  With the power increase the 
steam temperature sharply increases to around 655 ºC and decreases to around 517 ºC 
after a very short period of time.  On the other hand, the effect of the controller on the 
steam temperature dynamics (solid line) is very clear, with a smooth temperature 
increase at the beginning of power transient, reaching a maximum value of around 550 
ºC, slowly decreasing to about 538 ºC and finally stabilizing at around 540 ºC, well 
within what the authors claim to be an allowable range of 540 ºC +/- 10 ºC. 
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Table 2.4. Steady state inputs used. 
 
Parameters Unit 20% 100% 
Control Rod Reactivity  -0.00053 0 
Primary Helium Pressure MPa 7 7 
Primary Helium Flow rate Kg/s 17.87 97.53 
Secondary Steam Generator Outlet Steam Pressure MPa 13.5 13.5 
Secondary Steam Generator Inlet Feedwater Flow rate Kg/s 17.87 97.53 
Secondary Steam Generator Inlet Feedwater 
Temperature 









Domestically, another noteworthy novel design is the GT-MHR power plant, 
developed by General Atomics (GA) which is essentially contained in two 
interconnected pressure vessels enclosed within a below-ground concrete containment 
structure.  One vessel contains the reactor system and is based on the MHR, which was 
developed as part of the U.S. Department of Energy's Modular High Temperature Gas-
cooled Reactor program.  The second vessel contains the power conversion system. 
The turbo-machine consists of a generator, turbine, and two compressor sections 
mounted on a single shaft rotating on magnetic bearings.  The active magnetic bearings 
control shaft stability while eliminating the need for lubricants within the primary system.  
The vessel also contains three compact heat exchangers.  The most important of these 
is a 95% effective recuperator, which recovers turbine exhaust heat and boosts plant 
efficiency from 34% to 48%. 
 
 
2.2.2  Large PWR Modular Reactors 
 
The work by Kim and Bernard [35] [36] in the early 1990’s focused on control of 
PWR-type multi-modular reactor plants, with emphasis on the need for operation under 
conditions of unbalanced loads, operating strategies for both single- and multi-reactor 
systems, and the coordinated adjustment of power and temperature.  The envisioned 
multi-modular reactor plant, shown in Figure 2.9, is comprised of several smaller 
reactors and one common steam header.  The paper describes some issues with multi-
modular reactor plant control, especially when unbalanced loads are present.  The 
paper also discusses operating strategies for single and multi-reactor systems and the 
need for coordinated adjustment of temperature and power.  Of special interest is the 
rationale behind why conventional sliding T-average load maps cannot work in such 
multi-modular reactors, except for the highest powered unit, and outlines the major 
differences in operating conditions between single and multi-modular reactor systems. 
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2.2.2.1 Tave Control Program Issue in Multi-modular PWRs 
 
Consider a multi-modular PWR plant consisting of two units of identical designs, 
each being capable of operating between 0% and 100% of full power, with any 
combination of power levels being permitted, Figure 2.10 shows Tave and steam 
generator saturation pressure as a function of module power.  At initial state with both 
modules operating at the same power level, both modules are operated at Q1, the 
pressure in both steam generators being Psg,1 and with the main steam line header 
being Ph,1.  Next, suppose both modules, module #1 and module #2, are operating at 
two different levels, Q1, and Q2, respectively, with module #1 operating to follow the 
original Tave,1 control program, having its steam generator and main steam line header 
pressures at Psg,1 and Ph,1, respectively.  If module #2 were also to be operated 
according to its original control program, both its steam generator pressure and coolant 
temperature would be Psg,2 and Tave,2, respectively, causing instabilities in the system, 
due to the fact that Psg, 2 exceeds Psg,1.  This would cause module #1 steam flow rate to 
be cut off, causing module #2 power to increase in response to the load demand.  This 
instability would eventually die out and module #1 power would become equal in power. 
In order to avoid such a situation, module #2’s steam generator pressure should 
be P*sg,2, resulting in module #2’s temperature not being able to be controlled to 
maintain Tave,2, but instead, it should be controlled to some lower level value, T
*
ave,2 
because P*sg,2 and the corresponding steam generator temperature are less than the 
values specified by the original Tave program for a module operating at power level 
equal to Q2.   
 Such control issue clearly suggests three different conclusions: 
• Tave control program applies only to the highest-power reactor in a multi-
modular power plant. 
• The primary coolant temperatures of the lower-power reactors do not 
depend solely on their own module’s power, but also on that of the 
highest-power module. 
The primary coolant temperature of the highest-power reactor module depends 




















Based on the operating issues posed by a multi-modular reactor plant, the 
following operating strategies using automatic controllers were proposed, as follows: 
 
• Equal load: where all modules share the load equally, picking up the 
same fraction of any change in the load. 
• Equal Change: operating under unbalanced load conditions, available 
modules pick up the changes in load, with demand changes being divided 
by the number of available modules. 
• Extreme First: operating under unbalanced load with each available 
module picking up different fractions of the demand.  The lowest power 
module, in the case of a demand increase, or the highest in the case of a 
decrease, is changed first, then the next, until desired demand target is 
met. 
• Preset Value: permits load swings in the presence of constant load 
demand regardless of the initial operating conditions (balanced or 
unbalanced loads).  Changing one module's set point does not change the 
overall plant output, since the remaining module power levels are 
automatically shifted (using extreme first or equal change strategy) to 
compensate the change. 
 
To illustrate the strategies described above, Table 2.5 showcases an example 
where a multi-modular reactor plant with four different modules, each operating at 
different power levels, is to have the overall power increased to a base-load equivalent 
to 100%, using “equal change” strategy as the initial step. 
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Initial 95 90 85 80 87.5 
Equal 
Change 
Path 1 0 
1 100 95 90 80 92.5 
Extreme 
First 
Path 3 200 
2 100 95 90 90 93.75 
Extreme 
First 
Path 3 400 
3 100 95 95 95 96.25 
Extreme 
First 
Path 3 500 
4 100 100 100 100 100 - - - 
Notes: 
1) The demand allocation method depends on the operational mode and 
operating strategy. The path designations given in the table refer to: 
a) Path l - Use all modules 
b) Path 2 - Use highest-power module and one or more of the lower-power 
one 
c) Path 3 - Use lower-power modules. 
 




In the beginning, all modules are operating at different power levels, with the 
highest-power module being #1.  Performing the operating strategy “equal change” first, 
all modules are active, and all module powers are increased by 5% of full power (FP), 
with a 5.0% FP/min increase ramp rate.  Once this module reaches 100% FP it no 
longer can be modified, becoming inactive and ending what it is called phase one. 
Changing the operating strategy to “extreme first”, module #4 becomes active, 
since it is the lowest-power module.  The maximum turbine output power ramp rate is 
now 1.25%FP/min, because only one module is now active.  Should a higher power 
ramp rate be demanded by the load, the plant power controller must either reject it or 
change the operating strategy, for example, using the “equal change” strategy, with 
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module #1 being held constant at 100% and increasing the remaining modules at a 
maximum turbine power rate equal of 3.75%FP/min.  Module 4’s power continues to 
increase until it reaches 90%FP, matching module #3’s power, and ending phase two. 
With modules #3 and #4 at 90%FP they both become active, starting phase 3.  
Both are now the low-power modules.  The transient continues until they attain 95%FP. 
Now that modules #2, #3 and #4 are at the same power level, phase four begins 
and they are used to steadily increase the power. 
In 1992 an MIT report (Bernard et al. [37]) described the theoretical development 
and the evaluation via both experiment and simulation of digital methods for the closed-
loop control of power, temperature, and steam generator level in liquid metal (PRISM), 
gas-cooled (MHTGR) and PWR-type multi-modular reactors.  The major conclusion of 
the research was that the technology available at the time was able to automate many 
aspects of the operation of multi-modular plants, though an extension to boiling water 
reactors would require a more realistic model.  Another important conclusion was the 
use of a multiple computer/single task system as an appropriate architecture for the 
closed-loop digital control of a nuclear reactor as long it is kept isolated from control law 
software that is updated as plant procedures change, facilitating a fault-tolerant design, 
software validation and real-time operation at a high numerical throughput. 
Signal validation and instrument fault detection was also used in this work by 
means of a numerical technique called “parity space approach” [38] - [41], which is 
based on simple algebraic projections and geometry.  This method computes a residual 
vector that is zero when no fault is present and non-zero otherwise.  The residual will 
also be different for different faults.  In addition to validating sensor readings, this 
methodology performs instrument fault checks in which the weighting factor for each 
sensor is adjusted in proportion to the frequency with which its readings are judged to 
be valid.  Thus, reliance on a failing sensor is gradually reduced, thereby assuring a 




2.3 Fault Tolerant and Reconfigurable Control 
 
Control reconfiguration, or reconfigurable control, is an active approach utilized in 
control theory to automatically achieve fault-tolerant control in dynamic systems such as 
aircraft flight control systems [42] [43], petro-chemical plants [44], brine desalination 
plants [45], mineral processing plants [46], spacecrafts controls [47], robot control 
systems [48], ship control [49] [50], etc., and can be used whenever failures occur in 
actuators or sensors, being capable of maintaining overall system stability and 
degraded performance [51] in the event of such failures, thus providing survivability to 
the systems they control. 
In many cases, the existing controller can be able to cope even in the presence 
of such faults long enough to allow corrective procedures to take place.  In non-severe 
cases it can allow the system to function (even at a lower performance rate [52]) until a 
scheduled maintenance can be performed.  However, if the severity of the fault is such 
that the system behavior changes dramatically and or unexpectedly, the control system 
may need to undergo modifications by adjusting control parameters so it can work 
under such different dynamics.  Figure 2.11 shows the reconfiguration as being only 
one of the building modules of a standard active fault-tolerant control system of a steam 
generator in this example, where the control loop operates to meet the control goals.  
The other module, depicted in the figure, is the Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) 
module.  This module monitors and compares measured and predicted values, and 
triggers an action (fault detection) whenever the difference reaches a preset threshold.  
The action is dependent on what component has failed (fault isolation) and is passed to 
the reconfiguration block, which modifies the control loop to reach the control goals in 
spite of the fault (fault tolerant).  Figure 2.12 shows a two-stage fault detection and 
identification structure for a steam generator controller where faults can occur in the 
actuator and or sensor, and the decision making are based on such residuals [53]. 
In general, fault-tolerant control systems fall into two generic categories: passive 
and active.  When controllers are designed to be robust in the presence of uncertainties 
when a presumed set of pre-determined faults happen, they generally fall in the first 
category, and no fault detection and isolation nor controller reconfiguration is required.  
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If system component failures cause the controller to actively reconfigure by itself and 
still maintain both stability and reasonable performance, then the fault-tolerant control 
falls in the active category.  Broadly speaking, the fault detection and isolation can also 
differ not only in the way the process knowledge is used, but also in the way or form 
such knowledge is required. A classification based on the form of process knowledge 
was proposed by Dash and Venkatasubramanian [54] and is depicted in Figure 2.13.  
Examples in the literature range from using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [55] - 
[61] to Fuzzy Logic, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Artificial Neural Networks [55], to data 
clustering [57] and other residual generation approaches [53].  In many of the papers 
reviewed more than one approach were used, sometimes combining several of such 
approaches as tools to obtain residuals and or control algorithms.  Two important 
papers, by Erbay & Upadhyaya [62], and Holbert & Upadhyaya [63] show the sctucture 
of signal validation systems in which they discuss the suitability of this kind of method 
























When considering a reconfigurable controller able to actively reconfigure itself 
and still maintain stability, a reasonable performance control, and a "bumpless" 
transition between control strategies, such active fault-tolerant control system consists 
of four parts: 
• A controller that can be reconfigured or restructured. 
• A fault detection and isolation system (or module in some cases) with high 
sensitivity to faults (especially incipient faults), robustness to account for 
uncertainties, operating condition variations, and external disturbances, to 
discriminate the fault. 
• A controller reconfiguration mechanism (hardware or software) to help 
reconfigure the controller to achieve pre-fault system performance as 
much as possible in the presence of uncertainties, time-delays, and 
account for constraints in the control input and state limits like actuator 
constraints (output rate, amplitude, stroke time, etc.) 
• Command/reference governor validate or verify the control signals (to 
actuators) and outputs from actuators, and to initiate or terminate the 
controller reconfiguration action. 
 
Of critical importance is also the amount of time necessary for any fault-tolerant 
control action to take place in a limited amount of time, such as in safety related nuclear 
systems, due to fault-detection delays, controller reconfiguration time, actuator speed, 
etc. 
 A paper by Zhang and Jiang [67], published in June of 2003, contains a 
thorough bibliographical review with 250 references on reconfigurable fault-tolerant 
control systems with papers, books and book chapters, and tutorials dating as early as 
1980.  The paper also provides a classification of then existing reconfigurable control 
approaches based on control algorithms such as linear quadratic regulator, pseudo-
inverse, model-following, adaptive control, etc, and on application areas such as 
aircraft, spacecrafts and structures, automotive industry, nuclear, chemical, robots, etc.  
Of particular importance to the nuclear industry are a few papers, summarized below. 
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In 1985 Ray [68] successfully implemented a fault-tolerant, computer-based 
controller in MIT's 5-MW nuclear research reactor MITR-II, performing digital power 
control under steady-state and transient operations, via feedback of a number of sensor 
signals such as neutron flux, primary coolant flow, temperature, and the regulating rod 
position.  The controller used heuristics and learning theory for emulating operator 
instructions as a monitor displayed in real time the validated data and diagnostics of the 
relevant instrumentation and equipment.  The major functions of the on-line fault-
tolerant control system at MITR-II were: 
• Regulation of reactor power under steady-state and transient conditions such 
as xenon oscillations, coolant temperature variations, and rapidly changing 
load. 
• On-line detection, isolation, and reconfiguration of faulty sensors without 
interrupting the plant operation. 
• On-line estimation of both measurable and non measurable plant variables 
such as power, coolant flow, temperature, and reactivity using the available 
sensors and/or analytic measurements that are obtained from real-time 
models using physical relationships among the plant variables. 
• On-line calibration of power sensors to compensate for process disturbances 
such as changes in the spatial distribution of neutron flux due to xenon 
transients. 
• On-line information display of the critical plant variables and diagnostics of 




Experimental results using the fault-tolerant digital controller showed the system 
was: 
• Fault-tolerant to one or two failures in power, flow and ∆t sensors. 
• Capable of calibrating the power sensors on-line during transients involving 
xenon variations, fuel depletion, temperature fluctuations, and operator-
induced power-demand changes. 
• The controller maintained the reactor power at the desired level during both 
steady-state and rapid transient conditions, even though the power sensors 
themselves could be affected by process disturbances. 
• The digital controller was less sensitive to sensor degradation and noise than 
the original analog controller, as can be seen in Figures 2.14 and 2.15. 
• System reliably exhibited on-line information on plant component and sensor 
failures and estimates of measured variables. 
 
The computer used in the experiment did not have a redundancy and was not 
fault-tolerant.  Therefore the experiments were designed such that possible hardware 
failures in the computer system would trip the controller to the manual mode. 
 
  





Figure 2.15. Steady-state power profile under digital control [68]. 
 
 
From studies developed by other researchers Garcia et al. [69] used simulations 
in 1991, on a deaerating feedwater heater based on a model of the Experimental 
Breeder Reactor (EBR-II) at the Argonne National Laboratory site in Idaho, equipped 
with a water level controller and a pressure controller to investigate the feasibility of 
using a reconfigurable controller for power plants by incorporating the concept of 
stochastic learning "automata"1.   According to the results the controller was able to 
work well even under unusual events, and propose further research to implement the 
controller for continuous processes under diverse operating conditions like fossil and 
nuclear power reactor start-ups and shut-downs.  The experiments involving models 
were subsequently transitioned to the actual reactor feedwater deaerator and the results 
are presented in a 1995 paper [70].  Argonne's EBR-II stopped operations in 1994 when 
it lost federal funding.  Youn and Lee (2004) [71] used a model-based approach to 
Younggwang units 3 and 4 deaerator level tank control using operation data to perform 
fault detection and diagnosis  by applying adaptive estimator, a method proposed in 
1986 and successful at tracking target maneuvering [72], along with the Kalman filter.  
                                                 
1
 An automata is a machine or control mechanism designed to automatically follow a predetermined 
sequence of operations or respond to encoded instructions.  The term stochastic emphasizes the 
adaptive nature of the automaton. 
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Other researchers had similar approaches when using fault-tolerant control.  In 
1995 a paper by Eryurek and Upadhyaya [73] examined the integration of a parallel 
fault-tolerant control design, signal and command validations, and diagnostics for the 
main feedwater flow regulation system of a pressurized water reactor (PWR), by 
combining the steam generator water level controller and the main feed pump speed 
controller. 
The fault-tolerant control and diagnosis utilized three different control algorithms 
in a parallel manner. The control module incorporated reconstructive inverse dynamics 
control, which is a model-based adaptive nonlinear control algorithm, fuzzy logic control, 
which is a nonlinear controller where the qualitative information of the process and 
approaches of human operators are utilized based on human knowledge about the 
system, and conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control for feedwater 
flow regulation.  The parallel control included a number of control algorithms, each 
designed to accomplish the same tasks using different sets of sensor signals, offering a 
set of possible control solutions that once evaluated could be selected as the final 
control action based on its suitability for the operation.  The signal validation block used 
two different and independent routines using process empirical modeling, and artificial 










International Reactor Innovative and Secure (IRIS) is one of the next generation 
nuclear reactor designs using mostly established LWR technology (due to its maturity), 
allowing for an accelerated deployment [74] once the proof of concept is demonstrated 
and the license is approved.  However, an extensive number of tests are still to be 
performed for new engineering aspects and components that are not yet proven 
technology in the current PWRs, and present some technological challenges for its 
deployment since many of its features cannot be proven until a prototype plant is built. 
 
 
3.2 System Description 
 
IRIS is an Integral Primary System Reactor with both the primary and secondary 
(steam) loops housed inside a large vessel. The upper head acts as the pressurizer to 
maintain constant primary pressure. Eight spool-type reactor coolant pumps, eight 
steam generators, and control rod drives are also located within the reactor pressure 
vessel.  Major components of the primary system are shown in Figure 3.1, resulting in a 
pressure vessel larger than a regular PWR, despite its lower power rating, but largely 
reducing the size and eliminating dozens of penetrations, virtually eliminating large Loss 
of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) and the number of possible small LOCAs [75].  The 
feedwater flow to a pair of helical coil steam generators has a common feed line, with 
the primary water being pumped from bottom to top through the core and the riser, the 
circulation then reverses in a downward direction and the water is forced down by the 
immersed pumps through the helical tubes.  At the steam generator outlet, the flow path 
goes along the annular downcomer region located outside the core to the plenum and 
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back into the core, closing the path.  Figure 3.2 shows details of the primary and 
secondary systems with the reactor vessel inside the containment vessel. 
IRIS is being designed to fulfill the advantages of the integrated primary system 
reactor.  It improves safety, reduces the site civil works, and improves plant availability 
for developed as well as developing countries with large or small electrical grids that 
can greatly benefit from such design.  The development of autonomous and fault-
tolerant control strategy is well-suited for remote deployment of small and medium 
reactors, such as the IRIS.  Table 3.1 shows the major IRIS parameters currently found 





















Table 3.1. Major IRIS design parameters [76] 
 
General Plant Data 
Power Plant Output (net) 




Nuclear Steam Supply System 




Integral Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
317/5.8 °C/MPa 
224/6.4 °C/MPa 
Reactor Coolant System 
Primary Coolant Flow rate 
Reactor Operating Pressure 
Core Inlet Temperature 







Fuel Assembly Total Length 
Active Core Height 
Fuel Inventory 
Average Linear Heat Rate 
Average Core Power Density (volumetric) 
Fuel Material 
Rod Array 
Number of Fuel Assemblies 
Number of Fuel Rods per assembly 
Outer Diameter of Fuel Rods 
Enrichment 
Equilibrium 












4.95 Wt  % U-235 
30 - 48 months 
60 000 MWd/Te 
Reactor Pressure Vessel 
Cylindrical Shell Inner Diameter 










Thermal Capacity (each SG) 
# of Heat Exchanger Tubes (each SG) 
 


















Pressure suppression, steel 




Figure 3.3 shows a size comparison between a typical LWR and an IRIS 
containment vessel.  In Figure 3.4 is shown the preferable plant layout for a two twin-
unit (1,340MWe) configuration, designed to maximize the sharing of auxiliary 














The steam generator is a once-through steam generator producing superheated 
steam.  The reactor control requirements specify constant average coolant temperature 
across the core at constant steam pressure.  Such novel, integral design includes the 
following advantages: 
• Scalable in power between 100MWe and 350MWe, the basic design being 
335 MWe, or 1000 MWt, in modular configuration, allowing scalability as 
single unit, multiple units, multiple single units and multiple twin units 
(sharing auxiliary systems and common-header/turbine). 
• Reactor core, pressurizer, eight steam generators, coolant pumps and 
control rod mechanism are all integrated into a single pressure vessel. 
• Full natural circulation (safety feature). 
• Is designed to be capable of accepting different cores.  Fuel will be such 
that it will not pose any licensing issues. 
• The long lifetime core is achieved using 5 percent enriched uranium for 
the first reactor core and 9 percent enriched uranium for successive 
reactor cores. 
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• The reactor refueling is needed only at the end of the first five years, and 
afterwards once every eight years. 
• Because of the high burn-up, less nuclear waste per unit of reactor power 
is produced than that in currently operating reactors. 
• The reactor core is comprised of 89 LWR 17x17-pin fuel bundles 
containing 4.95% enriched UO2 fuel and is designed for a 3.5-year cycle 
with an average burn-up of 50,000MWd/Te. 
• Reactivity control is accomplished through solid burnable absorbers and 
control rods, and limited boron in the primary coolant [77]. 
• The primary coolant system uses eight helical-coil once-through steam 
generators and eight spool-type coolant pumps.  The steam-regulated 
pressurizer is located in the upper portion of the 6.2 m-diameter, 22.2 m-
high reactor vessel.  Normal operating pressure of the primary coolant is 
15.5 MPa (approximately 153 atmospheres or 2,248 PSI). 
• All primary piping external to the reactor vessel is eliminated, thus 
avoiding the Large Loss of Coolant (LLC) accident by design. 
• Since the whole control rod mechanism is mounted inside the vessel, 
control rod ejection accident is also eliminated by design. 
• The integral design of the primary side is placed inside a 25m-diameter 
compact steel vessel capable of withstanding 1.4 MPa design pressure, 
making it smaller than the traditional PWR pressure vessel. 
• Annular downcomer is larger yielding a separation of the reactor vessel 
from the core.  This way the vessel fluence is decreased by several orders 
of magnitude (from 1019 – 1014 n/cm2), making the reactor vessel virtually 
free of radiation damage, eliminating vessel replacement or annealing, no 
radiation exposure to crew inside the containment, and substantial 




3.3 IRIS Instrumentation and Control Needs 
 
In June of 2005, a Westinghouse report [79] with a comprehensive overview of 
Integral Primary System Reactors (IPSRs) was published using IRIS as the selected 
representative of such design.  It also provided a detailed list of relevant measurement 
and instrumentation requirements compared to the existing PWR technology and 
identified areas that were not covered by the existing instrumentation status.  Such 
areas were divided between two distinguished areas: engineering solutions and 
technological challenges.  The first was essentially a matter of modifying or adapting the 
current technology, while the latter encompassed the true technological challenges for 
deployment of IRIS as those required new technological developments.  Some of the 
report findings are summarized in Table 3.2, with the reactor system being analyzed 
listed in the first column and the second column being the current issue(s). 
Table 3.2 is not complete, and several other challenges are yet to be resolved by 
either simulations or small-scaled prototypes like the SPES3 experimental facility for the 
IRIS reactor simulation [75].  Two good examples of the challenges ahead are IRIS 
steam generator level and mass inventory that cannot be measured directly, as in 
current PWRs.  In cases like these, other techniques are being applied to try and 
determine the theoretical values for those parameters, based on simulations.  Shen and 
Doster [81] have proposed an application of Neural Networks (NN) based steam 
generator feedwater controller to helical steam generators under transient conditions 
and at low power levels, which is considered the most challenging region for a full range 
feed water controller, even for a PWR. 
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Table 3.2.  IRIS instrumentation challenges [79] 
 
System Issue 
Reactor Coolant System 
Flow measurements for IRIS/IPSRs have 
not yet been identified.  Lack of primary 
piping eliminates the possibility of using 
Venturi tubes.  ∆p could be used, but this 
solution would require a penetration at the 
bottom of the vessel, spool-type coolant 
pumps [80] rotating speed could also be 
measured, however this has the 
disadvantage of being an indirect measure 
of core flow 
Reactor Coolant Temperature 
Not sure where Thot temperature sensors are 
to be installed, either thermocouples at the 
core exit or RTDs in the riser area.  Sensor 
placement is also something which is still 
being addressed 
Reactor Coolant System Mass 
Inventory Measurement 
Not defined yet. Research ongoing at ORNL 
Pressurizer Pressure Sensor placement is still to be decided 
Pressurizer Mass Inventory 
Sensor placement and type is still to be 
decided 






Sensor placement is also an important issue that needs to be addressed for both 
control design and fault diagnosis of IRIS system.  Research has been done to help 
design an efficient monitoring system that will help in quick and accurate identification of 
faults by optimizing the number of sensors in the system and at the same time 
maximizing the chances of detecting anomalies.  A paper by Li and Upadhyaya [82] 
addressed this issue by focusing on sensor placement in IRIS reactor with application to 
the helical coil steam generator using graphical approaches.  Another example of a 
sensor placement research (Wang, [83]) used both graphical tools and an improved 
Principal Components Analysis to optimize sensor placement. 
 
 
3.4 Once-Through Helical Coil Steam Generators (HCSG) 
 
In the HCSG system the primary fluid enters at the top of the equipment and 
flows downward to the bottom on the shell side.  The primary side heat transfer is sub-
cooled, forced convection along the entire steam generator height, while the secondary 
fluid flows upward inside the 656 coiled tubes from bottom to top.  The feed water flows 
into the sub-cooled region of the steam generator, and in this region the heat transfer is 
mainly due to single phase turbulent and molecular momentum transfer and the 
pressure loss is mainly due to wall friction.  The saturated region begins when the bulk 
temperature becomes saturated.  The heat transfer in the saturated boiling region is 
dominated by nucleate boiling, which is much more efficient than single-phase liquid or 
steam heat transfer.  In the saturated boiling region, the generated bubbles do not 
disappear in the liquid core and the pressure loss is not only due to the wall friction but 
also due to the interfacial drag between the bubbles and the liquid.  The saturated 
boiling region ends when critical heat flux is reached.  After the steam quality becomes 
greater than 1.0, the liquid evaporation ceases and the steam becomes superheated.  
The use of helical tubing reduces the size of the steam generator, and results in an 
efficient heat transfer with a larger heat transfer area per unit volume than straight tube 
steam generators.  The HCSG system objective is to supply adequate amount of steam 
to meet the turbine demand.  A feed-forward controller is used to maintain the outlet 
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steam pressure, while preventing the carryover of water to the turbine system or dry-out 
of the steam generator tubes, minimizing the mismatch between steam outlet flow rate 
and feed water inlet flow rate. 
 
 
3.5 SIMULINK Model of IRIS 
 
SIMULINK is a software package for modeling, simulating, and analyzing 
dynamic systems.  It supports linear and nonlinear systems, modeled in continuous 
time, sampled time, or a hybrid of the two.  Systems can also be multi-rate, i.e., have 
different parts that are sampled or updated at different rates.  For modeling, SIMULINK 
provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for building models as block diagrams, using 
click-and-drag mouse operations.  It includes a comprehensive block library of sinks, 
sources, linear and nonlinear components, and connectors.  Models are hierarchical, so 
models can be built using both top-down and bottom-up approaches.  After the model is 
defined the simulations can be performed using a choice of integration methods, either 
from the SIMULINK menus or by entering commands in the MATLAB® command 
window.  Model analysis tools include linearization and trimming tools, which can be 
accessed from the MATLAB command line, plus the many tools in MATLAB and its 
application toolboxes. 
A SIMULINK modular model of the IRIS plant developed by Xu [84] is used in 
this dissertation, and includes reactor core and HCSG models.  The helical coil steam 
generator is one of the critical components and a major contributor to the cost of IRIS 
design as well as being the major difference between a traditional PWR and IRIS 
reactor.  Typical once-through steam generator equations can be found in [85], and are 
listed in Appendix 1.  The model was developed based on a previous dynamic model 
[86] and a SIMULINK model [87] for a traditional PWR plant.  The reactor core uses the 
classic point kinetics reactor model (also in Appendix 1) with Mann’s model for the fuel 
to coolant heat transfer. 
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3.5.1  Computation Algorithm 
 
The IRIS model program involves one main m-script file (listed in Appendix 2), in 
which all design constants are properly defined and input matrices setup. One main 
SIMULINK model and a few user-defined SIMULINK functions or blocks to calculate 
steam and fluid properties based on either empirical models or steam properties tables 
are used.  The simulation sequence used in this dissertation is the following: 
Run the main m-script file to: 
• Define all reactor and steam generator constants. 
• Define initial conditions (power demand, core inlet temperature, feedwater 
temperature, etc) 
• Run both core and HCSG SIMULINK models to use the steady-state 
results as inputs to the dynamic models. 
Run the main SIMULINK model (for one or two reactor units): 
• Define the power profile (or transient) to be used. 
• Define simulation duration. 
• Run core and steam generator dynamic models and store the results. 
Run the last part of the m-script file to format and plot the results. Appendix 3 




3.5.2  Reactor Core Model Steady State Results 
 
The initial work with the existing IRIS SIMULINK model (core and HCSG) 
involved dividing the existing model into separate, independent modules to test and 
check each one for consistency, with emphasis on the reactor model.  Hence, using 
known input transients and analyzing their responses provided a way to check for 
consistency of the results.  Figure 3.5 shows a screenshot of the reactor core 
SIMULINK model, with the six delayed neutron precursor concentration differential 
equations (C1-C6), fuel node temperature (Tf), the two coolant node temperatures 
(Theta1 and Theta2), fuel and moderator temperature reactivity feedback coefficients, 
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the PID control block, and other variables.  Additional model screenshots are shown in 
Appendix 4.  The input to the core model is demand, in percent power, which is sent to 
a look-up table that translates into moderator inlet temperature, in Fahrenheit.  
Therefore, power demand can be interchangeably referred to as power demand itself or 
as Tcold.  The main program outputs are: 
• Power profile (P/P0), P being the power demand, and P0 nominal power. 
• Fuel temperature (°F). 
• Moderator core outlet temperature, Thot (°F). 
• Average moderator temperature, Tave (°F). 
Core model containing moderator and fuel temperature reactivity feedback 
coefficients was tested using known perturbations such as external reactivity and pre-
set core inlet moderator temperature (Tcold) as inputs.  The results were consistent with 
those from PWR core models.  Figure 3.6 shows the reactor power simulation with Tcold 
equals to 556°F (291.1°C) from t=0s until steady state was reached.  Figure 3.7 is a 
zoomed-in version of Figure 3.6, showing the “prompt-jump” portion at the beginning of 
the transient.  Starting at steady state, Figure 3.8 shows a 0.001 external reactivity 
insertion at t=700s, with the resulting core power increasing by about 4%.  Such power 
increase is compatible with a similar transient in a PWR core design for a similar 







Figure 3.5. Screenshot of the Reactor core SIMULINK model. 
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In the available literature, as well as in the complete and comprehensive IRIS 
FORTRAN code developed by North Carolina State University ([88],[89]), Tave, which is 
the average moderator temperature between core inlet (Thot) temperature and outlet 
(Tcold) temperature is fixed at 590°F.  For this purpose, a Tave controller was 
implemented in the SIMULINK model with its set point fixed at 590°F.  Figure 3.9 shows 
how outlet temperature adjusts to maintain a constant average coolant temperature 
around the set point for a Tcold fixed at 562°F, contrasting with Figure 3.10 where Tave 
does not reach the set point for the same simulation without the controller. 
In Figure 3.11 a five percent power step increase at t=800s is shown, where it is 
possible to check the power increasing from 84% to about 88% in 200 seconds, and in 







































Figure 3.7. Power profile showing the “prompt jump” portion circled in red. 
 
 








































Figure 3.9. Tave controller performance for Tcold=294°C (80% power). 
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Figure 3.12. Five percent step increase in power at t=800s and Tave controller action. 
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3.5.3  IRIS Complete Model Steady State Results 
 
After the core model was tested, it was connected back to the HCSG SIMULINK 
model, with the interface between the two models being both inlet and outlet moderator 
temperatures.  The HCSG has a proportional-integral steam pressure controller to 
maintain the pressure set point fixed at 5.8MPa (841 PSI) by varying the steam flow 











)1(0&  (3.1) 
Where: 
=u  controller output. 
=τ   time constant. 
0sW = initial steam flow rate on the secondary side. 
stC = an adjustable parameter. 
If a PI controller is used, the controller output has both the proportional part 




















tdu settb −=  (3.3) 
Where: 
=1k  proportional gain. 
=2k  integral gain. 
tbP =  turbine header pressure. 
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setP = turbine header pressure set-point. 
0P =  turbine header pressure set-point. 
 
The feedwater flow rate is determined based on NCSU FORTRAN code, and is 
set according to the power demand - feed flow program.  In this simulation there is no 
feed-forward controller to quickly move the control rods based on changes on power 
load demands, and the pressurizer model, as well as the balance-of-plant (BOP) are not 
included in the simulation, and both are assumed to be functioning well, and 
temperature of feedwater is assumed to be fixed at 224°C, which corresponds to 100% 
power.  The main program window is shown in Figure 3.13 and the main outputs are: 
 
• Moderator core inlet temperature (Tcold), referred to in the program as Tpout. 
• Steam outlet pressure, Psout in PSI. 
• Steam flow rate, Wsout in lbm/s per tube per steam generator. 
• Steam outlet temperature, Tsout in °F. 
• Steam generator boiling length, Lb in ft. 
• Sub-cooled length, Lsc, in ft. 
• Feedwater flow rate, Wfw, in lbm/s per tube per steam generator. 
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Figure 3.13. IRIS complete SIMULINK model main screen. 
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In order to test the entire model, starting at steady state, a step change in Tcold 
was performed at t=900s, with initial value of 291°C and final value of 295°C (or 100% 
to 95% power).  Figure 3.14 shows the power change profile due to changes in the inlet 
moderator temperature propagating through the remaining of the system, with the initial 
power going from around 99% to approximately 97% in 500 seconds.  Figure 3.15 
shows how the Tave value changes around the set point for changes in Tcold.  The core 
outlet temperatures adjust to maintain a constant average coolant temperature around 
the set point.  The steam outlet pressure response shown in Figure 3.16 also varies due 
to the inlet moderator temperature by changing the steam generator feedwater flow 
rate, shown in Figure 3.17.  And finally, by increasing the moderator inlet temperature 
the power decreased a few percent points because of the change in moderator density, 
and so was the steam generator level, leaving more heat transfer area for the steam to 
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Figure 3.17. Steam flow rate response to a Tcold step change from 291°C to 295°C. 
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Figure 3.18. Steam temperature response to a Tcold step change from 291°C to 295°C. 
 
 
As stated earlier, NCSU’s FORTRAN model is a complete, comprehensive IRIS 
model, so it is interesting to compare the steady state values with those produced by 
that code.  Table 3.2 summarizes the results obtained from SIMULINK and from NCSU 
FORTRAN code for a power demand of 100%.  The steady state results indicate the 
SIMULINK model results are very close to those from NCSU. 
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Table 3.2. Steady state values from SIMULINK and NCSU IRIS FORTRAN models. 
 
Reactor Power @ 100% SIMULINK NCSU 
Design Parameters[74] at 
100% Power (per SG, per 
tube) 
Steam outlet Temperature (°C) 320 325 317 
Steam flow rate (kg/s) 0.096 0.095 0.095 
Feedwater flow rate (kg/s) 0.096 0.096 0.095 
Feedwater temperature (°C) 202 191 224 
Steam outlet pressure (MPa)* 5.8 5.94 5.8 
Average moderator 
temperature* (°C) 
310 310 310 
Tcold (°C) 291 291 292 
Thot (°C) 329 329 328 




3.6 IRIS System General Load Following Maneuver 
 
Load following is the capability of a reactor to follow changes in the grid demand, 
for instance, reduced consumption over the weekend.  The following is the sequence of 
actions during a load-following maneuver for the IRIS plant: the case of load change 
from 80% to 100% 
 
• Operator sets the desired load program (for example, 5% ramp 
change/hour) 
• This creates an error signal between the desired load and the actual 
turbine output.  The turbine header pressure (turbine inlet steam pressure) 
is directly correlated to turbine output. 
• There is now a mismatch between turbine output and reactor power, and 
initiates a signal to move the control rods to increase the reactor power.  
This may be considered as a feed-forward control action. 
• The {Tavg(ref) – Tavg(actual)} error is generated based on Tavg(ref) for the actual 
turbine output.  The turbine output is used for calculating the percent 
power in the Tavg vs. Power program. 
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• As the error between the reference Tavg and measured Tavg increases, the 
control rods move to increase the reactor power. 
• Turbine control valves move to maintain programmed steam generator 
pressure. 
• Feed flow versus load (desired) program determines the desired feed flow 
for that load.  The feed flow moves to minimize the flow error. 
• The error between the desired load and turbine output is used to correct 
for the feed flow by bumping the feed flow for the given load. 
• Increased feed flow increases steam production, and consequently 
increases the steam pressure.  The steam throttle valve is actuated to 
maintain the pressure. 
• As the reactor power increases, the measured Tavg increases.  The control 
rod motion stops once Tavg (measured) = Tavg (reference). 
• The pressurizer has no spray control (in IRIS) to reduce the pressure.  
There are heaters to increase the pressure.  No active pressurizer level 
control, except for an on-off control action. 
 
 
3.7 IRIS Plant used in Load Following Maneuvers 
 
When a power level change is performed, several modifications occur in the core 
from a neutronic point of view, i.e., the fuel and moderator temperature change, the 
xenon level is modified, the power distribution skews, etc.  These changes need to be 
adequately counterbalanced to keep both the core critical and the power distribution 
acceptable.  The usual approach is to compensate for the reactivity change due to the 
power variation by adjusting the soluble boron concentration and moving a limited 
number of control rod banks.  This, however, leads to large volume of liquid effluent, in 
particular toward the end of cycle, when the soluble boron concentration is low, and it is 
difficult to dilute.  To avoid this, Westinghouse has developed the innovative MSHIM 
(mechanical shim) strategy in 1988, where the control rods and control banks are 
designed to allow load follow using only control rods. 
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According to Franceschini and Petrovic [77], MSHIM capability is a desired 
feature in AP1000, and it becomes almost a required feature for IRIS.  Basically, due to 
its large inventory of the primary coolant, the dilution/boration strategy becomes not only 
more expensive, but may additionally be limited by the achievable dilution rate (in 
particular at the end of cycle).  Therefore, MSHIM capability was specified as one of the 
operational requirements for IRIS.  In particular, it is required that IRIS can perform load 
follow through MSHIM for the Westinghouse design basis load follow maneuvers, plus 
for additional power changes prescribed by the Electric Power Research Institute for 
Advanced LWRs.  The corresponding nine different power change profiles used in their 
research are shown in Figure 3.19, and were used as demand input to the IRIS 
SIMULINK model.  The results of the first profile are shown in Figures 3.20 through 
3.25.  The Tave controller in the reactor core module is able to keep the values close to 
the set point (Figure 3.20) by varying the external reactivity, hence Thot, making the 
reactor reach the necessary power to match the steam flow rate demanded by the 
turbine (Figure 3.23).  In Figure 3.21 only half of the profile was performed, and it is 
possible to see that, without Tave controller, the average temperature never settles 
around the set point but there is a bias between them.  As the power varies (Figure 
3.22) so does the steam generator water level, varying the available heat transfer area 
available for the steam to be heated (Figure 3.24), hence also varying Tcold,  while at the 
same time the pressure controller keeps the pressure as close as possible to the set 
point (Figure 3.25) by varying the steam flow rate. 
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Figure 3.21. Tave changes for half profile #1 load demand without controller. 
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Figure 3.25. Steam outlet pressure is controlled for profile #1 power load demand. 
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As seen from the results using the first profile, the same behavior was observed 
using the second load following profile, except profile #2 power change is faster than 
profile #1 (Figures 3.26 through 3.29).  Again, as power load changes Tave controller in 
the reactor core module is able to keep the values close to the set point by varying Thot, 
making the reactor reach the necessary power to match the steam flow rate demanded 
by the turbine.  The spikes in Figures 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29 are localized simulation 
numerical instabilities.  Such instabilities can happen, especially over long simulation 
times, so it is important to make sure that a stiff variable-step solver is used.  There is 
no exact definition of stiffness for equations. Some numerical methods are unstable 
when used to solve stiff equations and very small step-sizes are required to obtain a 
numerically stable solution to a stiff problem. A stiff problem may have a fast changing 
component and a slow changing component (a large condition number, λmax/λmin).  The 
results of simulation for the remaining profiles are given in Appendix 5. 
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Figure 3.27. Power changes for profile #2 load demand. 
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The existing IRIS SIMULINK model was studied and tested in this dissertation to 
be used later on in a steam-mixing scenario (next chapter).  The core steady state 
results are compatible with the literature, and once connected to the helical coil steam 
generator model, the steady state result values are comparable to those obtained using 
the more advanced and comprehensive NCSU IRIS FORTRAN code.  Both Tave and 
steam pressure control worked well for different power demand scenarios, with 
simulations taking around 30 minutes to complete.  Special attention was taken using 
this model to simulate fast changing transients, especially close to inflections points in 
the profiles, as it became numerically unstable due to the model stiffness and length of 
simulation.  Sometimes, different proportional-integral gains were used in the core 
model that helped avoid such instabilities, but it involved patience and some guess work 
but usually, faster changing transients required smaller proportional gains.   
Several load demand profiles were investigated, and the simulation results 
suggest the IRIS design as being suitable for load following applications.  But some 
discretion must be given in applying load following profiles, especially profile 7, because 
it is an unreal situation given no real life power system can be required to go from 100% 
power to 50% instantaneously.  Finally, the current SIMULINK model does not include 
other vital components and systems such as pressurizer, balance-of-plant, secondary 
feedwater controller.  Also, a feed-forward controller to quickly move the control rods 
based on changes in power load demands, is not included in the model. This makes the 









The use of IRIS as a platform for studying control strategies for multi-modular 
reactor systems and control issues related to steam mixing with multiple modules that 
operate in parallel and feed steam to a single turbine was studied and is presented in 
this chapter.  Such a configuration requires mixing steam from two or more modules in a 
steam header, with steam from all the units maintained at the same condition, with 
efficient operation of this configuration requiring advanced control strategy.  The 
objective was to evaluate and quantify the performance of a nuclear power plant 
comprised of two IRIS reactor modules operating simultaneously, with the steam from 
the two reactors flowing into a common header.  This in turn is connected to a single 
turbine, resulting in a steam-mixing control problem with respect to “load-following” 
scenarios, such as changing electricity demand.  The simulation includes two reactor 
core models, each with one helical coil steam generator.  Each of the units may be 




4.2 System Description and Model Assumptions 
 
The multi-modular reactor system used consists of two integral pressurized water 
reactors of the IRIS design and each unit has a rated power of about 350 MWe that 
operate in parallel, with the steam from the different units flowing into a common 






Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of an IRIS-type multi-modular power block. 
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Such power generating stations have the advantages of providing continuous 
power supply even when one of the units is down for maintenance, and load following 
features with the modules operating at different power levels.  This two-unit model is 
based on the single model and has the same constants, initial conditions, etc, but there 
are a few differences between the two versions, most notably a second Tave controller 
and a steam outlet pressure controller set of gains.  Steam coming from both units is 
superheated and any pressure loss between the steam generator exit and the pressure 
header is neglected.  Also, an additional demand input was added to the model to 
independently set the power in the second unit.  But the most important changes are in 
some of the assumptions (see bellow), specifically concerning the calculation of the 
temperature of the mixed steam.  Some of the assumptions are the same for the single 
unit model, and are repeated below for completeness; 
• Unlike in PWRs with recirculation-type steam generators, where there is a 
sliding Tave controller, the average core inlet-outlet temperature in IRIS 
remains constant, with a set point value of 310°C (590°F) over the entire 
simulation. 
• Steam pressure coming out of the HCSGs remains constant at 5.8 MPa 
(~841 psi) for the entire range of reactor operation. 
• Feedwater temperature is fixed at 223.9°C (435.02°F), corresponding to 
100% power for entire simulations. 
• There is no feed-forward controller to quickly move control rods based on 
changes in power load demands. 
• Pressurizer and balance-of-plant models are not included in the 
simulation.  These parameters are assumed to be at fixed values. 
• Steam generator feedwater flow rate is set based on FORTRAN code 
developed by North Carolina State University (NCSU), and is set 
according to power demand - feed flow program. 
• Steam mixture temperature at the steam header is calculated assuming 
constant pressure (see bullet above), balance of mass and steam 
properties, and is calculated as: 
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mmmT +=  (4.2) 
Where: 
( )thT is the temperature-dependent total enthalpy. 







m are total, unit #1 and unit #2 mass flow rates, respectively. 
The values of ( )thT  obtained from the combined steam temperatures are then 
used to determine the temperature of the mixed steam at the corresponding 
superheated steam pressure of 5.8 MPa (841 PSI) using a look-up table embedded in 
the SIMULINK model, assuming steam outlet pressure deviations can be neglected.  
In Figure 4.2 a screenshot of the two-unit IRIS reactor plant is shown, with the 
two reactor cores encircled in red (1), the two helical coil steam generators are encircled 
in blue (2) and the mixed steam temperature calculation block using the steam flow 
rates from the two units and the temperatures is encircled in dashed black (3).  The 
outputs of this model are the same as those for a single unit for each unit plus the 
calculated mixed steam temperature.  Because it is a large model to fit in one page, the 
image shown was zoomed-out, so there is loss of quality and many details are not 
properly shown.  Hence the blocks in the model were rearranged so that partial 
screenshots showing details could be properly depicted.  In Figure 4.2 the power 
demand to unit 1 is (Demand1) fixed, but the power to unit 2 is allowed to change over 
time following a power profile which started at specified times with controlled increasing 
and decreasing slope rate values.  The saturation blocks limited the input signal to the 
upper and lower saturation values, preventing the power demand values from going 
beyond specified limits.  As the demand power changed, so did the feedwater flow rate, 
calculated in the look-up table block.  Figure 4.3 shows details of the mixed steam 
calculation blocks with the values sent to the workspace in MATLAB for analysis and 
plotting.  Finally, Figure 4.5 shows a detailed representation of one of the helical coil 
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steam generators with the inputs and outputs converging to the patch panel.  The 
control schematic of a twin-unit IRIS system, with HCSGs connected by the feedwater 
line, is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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4.3 Results of IRIS Dual-Module Used in Load Following Maneuvers 
 
As stated earlier, load following is the capability of a reactor to follow changes in 
the grid demand; for example, reduced consumption over the weekend or load changes 
during the day.  Hence, it is desirable from an economical point of view that a multi-
modular reactor plant also be able to do just that, although there are currently no 
regulations in this regard.  For this purpose, the two-unit model with steam mixing is 
subjected to transients similar to profile 1, depicted in Figure 3.19.  However, only the 
first 36 out of the 60 hours of such profile were simulated for three main reasons: 
running the whole profile is not necessary (and avoid repetition), it is time consuming, 
and because of numerical stability issues. 
The results with the two-unit model using profile 1 (shown in Figure 4.7) load 
demand  as input to the second unit and corresponding core power (Figure 4.8), while 
maintaining first unit power constant at 100% are shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.13.  Having 
both feedwater lines connected, the feedwater flow rates to both units are shown in 
Figure 4.9.  In the figure, unit #1 flow rate is fixed corresponding to 100% power, but 
unit #2 varied with the power demand, and eventually matched the steam flow rate, 
shown in Figure 4.10.   Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the Tave value changes for units #1 
and #2 around the set point.  In the first unit it started at 309.5°C and reached a steady 
state value (310°C), while it varied by about 1.5°C in unit #2 because it followed the 
load demand as the controller varied the external reactivity.  Hence, the core inlet and 
outlet temperatures adjusted to maintain a constant average coolant temperature 
around the set point.  The changes in the steam temperature at each of the reactor 
modules and the temperature of the mixed steam in the common header are shown in 
Figure 4.13.  At first, both steam temperatures are the same, and remained constant in 
the first unit while it varied in time in the second unit because of the changes in the 
power demand.  As the power decreased, the area available for heat transfer in the 
steam generator increased, therefore increasing steam temperature, conversely 
decreasing following power increase.  The control strategy of regulating the average 
reactor temperature and the steam pressure is robust for this load following operation.  
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The controllers are capable of maintaining both average moderator temperature and 
steam outlet pressure around their set points in both units. 
 
 










































Figure 4.8. Unit #2 core power profile. 
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Figure 4.13. Units #1 & #2 and mixed steam header temperatures changes. 
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Another test was carried out to investigate the behavior of the model when both 
units are operating at different power levels during transients with both feedwater lines 
connected, using load demand profile 1 in unit #2, but an inverted version of it was used 
in unit #1, so that while the power demand decreased in one unit it increased in the 
other at the same time.  This profile version is described as 12-hours at 70%, 3-hour 
transient from 70%-100%, 6 hours at 100%, 3-hour transient down to 70%, and another 
12 hours at 70%, and the resulting reactor core power profiles from both units are 
shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.  The moderator average temperatures in both units 
moved in different directions as the power increased in one unit and it decreased in the 
other at the same time, as well as the steam temperatures coming out of the steam 
generators.  These results show that both units and their controllers are able to operate 
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Figure 4.18. Units #1 & #2 and combined steam header temperatures changes using 
inverted profile 1 in the first unit. 
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4.4 Model Simulation Robustness - Results 
 
Eight different perturbation cases were investigated to analyze the model 
capability of detecting small perturbations, therefore testing its robustness and 
sensitivity, and are listed and described bellow.  Cases 1, 2, and 3 involved sensor 
perturbations, in which the source of perturbation was not in the process itself but in the 
sensor measurements, but was propagated throughout the system.  On the other hand, 
cases 4, 5, 6, and 7 involved process perturbations due to hypothetical equipment 
malfunctions, and such perturbations propagated throughout the process. 
Case 1: 
• 2.8°C (5°F) step perturbation in Tcold temperature measurements in unit 1 
at t=6h, with both units operating steady at 100% power. 
Case 2: 
• 1.7°C (3°F) step perturbation in Tcold temperature measurements in unit 1 
at t=6h, with both units operating steady at 100% power. 
Case 3: 
• 2.8°C (5°F) step perturbation in Thot temperature measurements in unit 1 
at t=6h, with both units operating steady at 100% power. 
Case 4: 
• 1% Full Scale (FS) random perturbation in feedwater flow rate at t=6h for 
5 minutes in both units. Unit 1 operating at 90% and unit 2 at 95%. 
Case 5: 
• 1% FS perturbation in feedwater flow rate in unit 1 at t=6h. Unit 1 
operating at 95% and unit 2 at 100%. 
Case 6: 
• Negative 1.7°C (3°F) perturbation in feedwater temperature in unit 2 only, 
at t=6h. Both units operating at 100% power. 
Case 7: 
• Negative 1.7°C (3°F) perturbation in feedwater temperature in both units 
at t=6h. Both units operating at 100% power. 
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The first two cases involved a positive step change in the reactor core moderator 
inlet temperature sensor readings (faulty measurements), which caused the Tave 
controller to react by decreasing the reactivity in the reactor, therefore decreasing the 
reactor core power.  In the case involving the 2.8°C (5°F) perturbation, the core power 
decreased by 0.6% (Figure 4.19), and in the 1.7°C case only about 0.3% (Figure 4.20). 
In the cases involving faulty measurements, the average moderator temperature 
increased only 1.5°C in the first (Figure 4.21) case, but the controller brought it back to 
the set point; as expected, a similar response was seen with the 0.8°C jump in the 
second case (Figure 4.22).  It is important to note the transients shown are from the 
system itself, not from the faulty sensors. 
The temperature of steam coming out of unit 1 steam generator was also 
affected by the perturbation in moderator inlet temperature measurements, as expected, 
decreasing by 2.9°C in the first case and by 1.7°C in the second case (Figures 4.23 and 
4.24, respectively).  No significant changes were observed in unit 2 dynamics. 
The third case, 2.8°C step perturbation in Thot temperature measurements in unit 
1 produced exactly the same results as the first case, that is, a 2.8°C increase in Tcold, 
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Steam generator feedwater flow rate is set based on a look-up table which 
relates power and feedwater values.  Such table is based on a FORTRAN code 
developed by North Carolina State University (NCSU), therefore there is no feedwater 
control in the model used in this dissertation.  Multi-modular plants are expected to 
share components and systems as much as possible to take advantage of their 
smallness and design features, so a single feedwater line for all modules is not a far 
fetched assumption, although it is expected each module will have its own feedwater 
controller.  In case 4 a hypothetical 1% FS (9.525x10-4 Kg/s amplitude at 100% power) 
random temporary perturbation is added to the common feedwater line for five minutes.  
This signal was generated using SIMULINK block named “Gaussian Noise Generator” 
with zero mean and enough variance to encompass the 9.525x10-4 Kg/s amplitude and 
was added to the signal at t=6h.  The resulting feedwater input signal is shown in Figure 
4.25, Figure 4.26 shows the steam flow rate in unit 2 being manipulated by the 
controller to keep the steam outlet pressure close to the set point, and how it damps out 
most of the variation produced by the feedwater flow rate.  Changes in the superheated 
steam in both units were less than 0.7°C, pressure variations were around 0.03 MPa 
(4.3 PSI), and changes in core power in both units can be neglected, showing that the 
system was able to absorb the perturbation without significant changes in the dynamics 
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There is, however, a possibility of future multi-modular plants having independent 
feedwater lines to each module, or unit, with the only real connection between modules 
being in the steam header.  In case 5 a test involving a negative 1% step change in 
feedwater flow rate for only one unit, in this case unit 1, was carried out.  As expected, 
the superheated steam temperature from unit 1 increased as well (by 0.6°C), 
subsequently decreasing and stabilizing 0.4°C higher.  The core power decreased by 
0.9% and the Tave temperature in unit one increased by only 0.15°C.  No significant 
changes in unit 2 dynamics were observed.  These results are shown in Figures 4.27, 
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Figure 4.27. Steam header temperature perturbation for a negative 1% perturbation in 
















































Figure 4.29. Tave transient for a negative 1% perturbation in feedwater flow rate. 
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In the last case a small perturbation in the feedwater temperature was introduced 
in unit 2.  A negative 1.7°C (3°F) step perturbation at t=6h is less than 1% variation of 
the nominal value (223.9°), therefore not representing a significant change in 
temperature.  The model, however, was able to pick up the perturbation, which is 
reflected in the mixed steam temperature in the header, in the steam outlet pressure, in 
the moderator average temperature and in the core power, shown in Figures 4.30 to 
4.33 respectively, but unit 1 was not affected at all.  In Figure 4.30 the mixed steam 
temperature varied only about 0.3°C.  In the steam pressure (Figure 4.31) the 
perturbation amplitude was only about 0.013 MPa (1.9 PSI) and lasted 46 seconds from 
start to finish.  Such small pressure perturbation amplitude is very small for the steam 
generator to suffer any significant changes in its dynamics. Same minor effects were 
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Figure 4.30. Steam header temperature transient for a negative 1.7°C perturbation in 


















































































The existing IRIS SIMULINK model was extended to include a second unit, or 
module, with the objective of evaluating and quantifying the performance of a nuclear 
power plant comprised of two IRIS reactor modules operating simultaneously, with the 
superheated steam from both units flowing to a common header.  This in turn is 
connected to a single turbine, resulting in a steam-mixing control problem with respect 
to “load-following” scenarios, such as changing electricity demand.  The simulations 
involved only load following profile number one because the objective was to check if 
the model would be able to operate in load-following mode and its ability to detect small, 
controlled faults introduced either in sensor measurements or systems, so either profile 
could have been used just as well. 
A series of perturbation cases were investigated: 3 involving the moderator 
average temperature controller in the primary system by perturbing Thot or Tcold, and 4 
involving the secondary system2 by perturbing the feedwater flow rate or temperature.  
In all the cases, the unit not being subjected to the fault showed no effect due to this 
fault. The exception is only for the mixed steam temperature or pressure in the header, 
even when the modules are connected by a common feedwater flow pipeline.  In all 
cases the steam pressure and Tave controllers in both units performed as expected, 
maintaining the process values well within set points. 
Finally, from simulations it is possible to conclude that, for small variations in 
process variables, both units are somewhat independent of each other even with a 
common feedwater line connecting both steam generators, and are able to perform well 
even under such variations, with the real connection between the two units being 
located in the steam header. The simulation results show the feasibility of having two 
IRIS modules in a single plant. 
                                                 
2
 Such differentiation between primary and secondary systems is not absolutely true in IRIS design since both 









In order to develop research related to instrumentation and control, equipment 
and sensor monitoring, a two-tank multivariate loop was designed and built in the 
Nuclear Engineering Department, at the University of Tennessee.  Due to its flexibility, 
this loop provides the framework necessary to investigate and test control strategies 
and fault detection in sensors, equipment, and actuators. 
 
 
5.2 General Description 
 
The two-tank loop was built on a wheeled table-like steel frame structure seven-
foot long, four-foot wide and six-foot high.  This structure holds all sensors, piping, 
pump, sump tank, aircraft aluminum table top, cables, control valves, manual valves, 
connection boxes, power strips and 2 tanks and can be easily moved around.  Since 
around eighty percent of the piping used to build the loop is made of Chlorinated 
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC) or PVC and union connections were strategically distributed, 
any maintenance or minor setup modification can easily be carried out.  Figure 5.1 
shows the main structure at the beginning of the construction. Details of the bypass 
bore hole drilling operation on the ¼” thick aluminum sheet can be seen in Figure 5.2.  
In Figure 5.3 part of the layout with control valves, flow meters and pressure sensors 
positioned in place gives an idea of the final layout.   A user manual detailing the 
operation of the loop is provided in Appendix 6. 
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5.2.1  Water Tanks 
 
For the level control there are 2 similar acrylic tanks installed on this loop called 
Tank 1 and Tank 2, respectively, and their dimensions are: 5-3/4" in diameter and 3-foot 
long. A 27-gallon stainless steel tank is installed underneath the table top to provide the 
necessary water for the circuit.  Figure 5.4 shows the details of the two acrylic tanks 



















Figure 5.4. Level tanks detail. 
 
 
5.2.2  Sensors 
 
Several sensors for process measurement are installed in the loop: differential 
pressure transmitters, thermocouples, turbine flow meters, orifice meters and signal 




5.2.2.1 Pressure Transmitters 
 
Four differential pressure sensors with HART technology, donated by 
Rosemount™, are currently installed.  The HART (Highway Addressable Remote 
Transducer) Protocol is the global standard for sending and receiving digital information 
across analog wires between smart devices and control or monitoring systems.  More 
specifically, HART is a bi-directional communication protocol that provides data access 
between intelligent field instruments and host systems.  A host can be any software 
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application from technician's hand-held device or laptop to a plant's process control, 
asset management, safety or other system using any control platform. 
Two pressure sensors are used to measure the differential pressure between 
atmosphere and the water column inside each tank, whereas two other pressure 
sensors are connected to orifice meters and are used to measure the differential 
pressure caused by the water as it flows through the sensor going into each of the 
tanks.  Figure 5.5 shows the details of the two of the sensors, and in Table 5.1 provides 
information about the pressure sensors. 
To calibrate the range of the pressure sensors and relate their outputs to either 
level in mmH2O or flow rate in liters per second (l/s), a software package called AMS 
Device Manager Suite from Emerson® was used (username = admin, no password).  
This software package provides us with an easy way to calibrate, zero-trim, schedule 
maintenance and keep record of each and every calibration performed without having to 
remove the sensor from the loop, attach it to the workbench and physically calibrate it 
against a known sensor using a pressure source.  It comes with a RS-232 modem and 
cable. On one end it plugs into the computer serial port and on the other end a pair of 
probes is used to connect to the sensor terminals. 
 
Table 5.1. Important pressure sensor information. 
 
Sensor ID Function Output 
Calibration 
Range 
Tank 1 Measures Level in Tank 1 4 – 20mA* 0 – 900 mmH2O 
Tank 2 Measures Level in Tank 2 1 – 5 volts 0 – 900 mmH2O 
Flow 1 Tank 1 Inlet flow 4 – 20mA* 0 - 6303 mmH2O 
Flow 2 Tank 2 Inlet flow 4 – 20mA* 0 - 6303 mmH2O 





Figure 5.5. Pressure sensors used in the loop. 
 
 
Details of the connection between the computer and the pressure sensor are 
shown in Figure 5.6, with the two probes connected to the 250Ω resistor terminals, and 
in Figure 5.7 the main screen of the software is shown with the HART modem 
appearing at the bottom on the left hand side, and the sensor itself on the right hand 
side.  Some important sensor details, for example, calibration pressure limits, units, 


















Figure 5.9. Sensor detail and status provided by AMS software 
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5.2.2.2 Flow Meters 
 
Two different types of flow rate meters are used in the loop: turbine and orifice. 
Two orifice meters were donated by Rosemount™ and the turbine flow meters were 
manufactured by and bought from Omega™.  There are 3 turbines installed in the loop: 
one at each tank outlet and one in the bypass and all of them are factory calibrated.  
The electronic circuitry generates a magnetic field inside the turbine case and as a set 
of metallic blades, similar to those found in domestic fans, spins as the water passes 
through the turbine a signal is generated with a frequency linearly proportional to the 
flow rate.  A signal conditioner attached to each of the turbines transforms this 
frequency output (0-1000 Hz) to a voltage signal (0-5V or 0-10V, switch selectable) and 
finally the volumetric flow can be calculated using the calibration tables provided by the 
manufacturer for both the signal conditioner and the turbine flow meter.  In Figure 5.10 a 
turbine meter and the signal conditioner are shown and Figure 5.11 shows some details 
of the orifice plate and pressure lines.  Table 5.2 is an example of a typical calibration 
table provided for one of the turbine flowmeters by the manufacturer showing the 
relationship between frequency and voltage, and voltage and volumetric flow rate.  
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 shows the calibration data points provided by the 











Figure 5.11. Details of the orifice plate and the pressure lines. 
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Table 5.2. Calibration table provided by the manufacturer 
 








0% 0.0 0.000 0.000 
25% 250.0 2.500 2.502 
50% 500.0 5.00 5.000 
75% 750.0 7.5 7.500 







27.808007 9.083 813.60784 
21.849580 11.560 639.87889 
14.621356 17.275 427.38061 
8.182758 30.869 238.94523 
2.400992 105.205 70.25331 
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Figure 5.13. Turbine flowmeter calibration curve and predicted values. 
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The other flow meters are orifice meters, and their principle of operation is 
simple: as the fluid approaches the orifice the pressure increases slightly and then 
drops suddenly as the orifice is passed.  It continues to drop until the “vena contracta” is 
reached and then gradually increases until at approximately 5 to 8 diameters 
downstream; a maximum pressure point is reached that is lower than the pressure 
upstream of the orifice.  The decrease in pressure as the fluid passes through the orifice 
is a result of the increased velocity of the fluid passing through the reduced area of the 
orifice.  When the velocity decreases as the fluid leaves the orifice, the pressure 
increases and tends to return to its original level.  All of the pressure loss is not 
recovered because of friction and turbulence losses in the stream.  The pressure drop 
across the orifice increases when the rate of flow increases.  When there is no flow the 
differential pressure is zero.  The differential pressure is proportional to the square of 
the velocity. It therefore follows that if all other factors remain constant, then the 
differential pressure is proportional to the square of the rate of flow.  The pressure 
across the orifice plates are measured using differential pressure sensors. 
  The orifice meter calibration procedures and the results are given in 
Appendix 7, and a procedure to calibrate the turbine flow meters against the orifice 





To monitor the temperature in different points of the loop, four type J 
thermocouples are installed: one inside each level tank, one in the reservoir tank and 
one to monitor the pump temperature.  None of these sensors are calibrated and 
instead a standard calibration curve embedded in the software provided by LabVIEW is 
used.  In the system, the only source of energy is the work generated by the centrifugal 
pump, which is transferred to the liquid causing the water temperature to rise.  During 
warm days, and running for long periods of time, the water temperature changes from 
room temperature to about 38◦C, therefore not causing any significant changes in water 
levels due to density changes. 
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5.2.3  Water Circulation Pump 
 
A constant speed centrifugal Noryl-27 GPM pump is used to drive the water through the 
loop and is installed underneath the circuit.  It has a 0.5 HP motor, 1-1/2” inlet – 1-1/2" 
outlet piping connection, and 110-230V electric connection.  Details of the pump and of 
a thermocouple used to monitor the pump motor temperature are shown in Figure 5.14. 
 
 
5.2.4  Control Valves 
 
In order to manipulate the water flowing in the loop, five control valves are used: 
one at each tank inlet, one at each tank exit, and one connecting the piping between the 
tanks.  These control valves have two components: an electric actuator and a ½” ball 
valve.  Four of the electric actuators are manufactured by Bray International™ and one 
by Worcester Controls™, and are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.15.  Although not all five 
motor-operated valves (MOV) are actually used for control purposes, these actuators 
are manipulated via software and are responsible for opening and closing the ball 
valves to regulate the flow according to the experiment being carried out.  The actuators 
are 120 VAC powered, with input and output of 2-10 VDC and can be locally or remotely 
operated, with a typical stroke time of 15 seconds. (Stroke time is the time needed to 
move the valve from the fully closed to fully open position, and conversely). 
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Figure 5.16. Bray Controls electric actuator. 
 
 
5.3 Loop – Description 
 
The two-tank loop was built primarily to provide the necessary framework to 
develop research related to instrumentation and control strategies, equipment and 
sensor monitoring, model-predictive control, and the demonstration of fault detection 
and fault-tolerant control strategy and reconfigurable control.  With such objectives in 
mind, a set of sensors and actuators were placed in key positions throughout the loop to 
monitor and manipulate the water flow circulating in the loop.  The major equipment and 
parts are listed in Table 5.3. Figure 5.17 shows a schematic of this loop with low-
pressure water circulation that is facilitated by a fractional horsepower motor-driven 
pump.  The sensors are identified as follows: 
 
• LT-XX:  Level transmitter 
• LC-XX:  Level control 
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• CV-XX: Control valve 
• FT-XX:  flow rate meter 
• V-XX : manual valve 
• P-101: Centrifugal pump 
 
 
Table 5.3. List of equipment and major parts. 
 
ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 
1 
Rosemount 3051S Differential Pressure Transmitter. 
Part Number: 3051S 1CD 2 A 2 E12 A 1A B4 
Input Range: -250 to 250 inH
2
O 
Output: 4 – 20 mA 
04 
2 
Rosemount 1195 Integral Orifice Primary Element. 
Part Number: 1195 S 010 P1 S 0150 C 
02 
3 Omega Turbine Flow Meters FTB-953 03 
4 Worcester Control Valves – Series 75 01 
5 Bray Series 70 Control Valve 04 
6 Ball Valve 01 
7 Globe Valves 02 
8 Acrylic Tanks and Fittings 02 
9 Steel Tank 01 
10 Aluminum Sheets 02 
11 Shertec Centrifugal Pump CMPP12T (36GPM max.) 01 
12 Steel frame, bolts, nuts, brackets, wheels, etc - 
13 Electrical Connections (wires, cables, buttons, etc) - 
14 Computer and Data Acquisition Cards 1 / 2 










Figure 5.17. Schematic of the two-tank experimental control loop. 
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The loop has a centrifugal pump, one stainless steel water reservoir, two acrylic 
tanks, four flow meters, two level transmitters, five motor-operated control valves 
(MOV), and three manual valves.  The piping is made of either CPVC schedule 80 or 
PVC, with diameters varying from 1-1/2" to ½” and with enough flexibility to 
accommodate minor design changes.  A data acquisition and control system developed 
specially for this loop is used to monitor and control the loop by varying the position of 
two control valves until a stationary flow throughout the system as well as a pre-set 
water level in either one or both acrylic tanks is attained.  An MOV in between tanks 
provides the capability to work with both acrylic tanks (connected or not) the same time.  
A bypass valve is provided to divert the excess water back to the water reservoir 
and lower the pressure in the loop.  The maximum rated water flow is estimated to be 
around 32 GPM, provided the necessary pump pressure head is met.  Though water 
temperature is monitored, temperature control is not performed but changes can be 
implemented for this purpose.  The 4ft wide, 7ft long and 6ft high steel frame supports 
the equipment, up to a maximum load of 800 pounds. 
 
 
5.3.1  Data Acquisition and Loop Control 
 
In order to be able to perform various activities using the loop, a few human-
machine software interfaces, called Virtual Instruments (VI), were developed using the 
National Instruments LabVIEW® - based package and data acquisition (DAQ) hardware.  
These VIs are capable of controlling the loop in both manual and automatic modes 
while performing data acquisition, monitoring, and logging the data in computer files for 






Two different data acquisition (DAQ) cards are installed in the personal computer 
used to run the loop, and are used for data acquisition/control purposes, and both are 
manufactured by National Instruments. 
The first card is a 16-bit PCIe-6259 with 32 analog inputs and 4 analog outputs 
channels. This is a fast card capable of acquiring data at a speed of 1MS/s (mega-
samples per second) for multi-channels (1.25MS/s for one channel), and output update 
speed of 2.86 MS/s.  The second card is a 12-bit PCI-MIO-16E-4 (discontinued) now 
known as PCI-6040E with 16 analog inputs and 2 analog outputs, capable of acquiring 
data at 500 kS/s (for one channel) or 250 kS/s for multiple channels, and output update 
speed of 1MS/s. 
Three NI SCB-68 patch panels (shown in Figure 5.18) are used to connect the 
data acquisition cards to the various sensors and actuators installed in the loop.  The NI 
SCB-68 is a shielded I/O connector block for interfacing I/O signals to plug-in data 
acquisition (DAQ) devices with 68-pin connectors. Combined with the shielded cables, 
the SCB-68 provides rugged, very low-noise signal termination, and it has an onboard 
cold-junction compensation sensor for low-cost thermocouple measurements.  The 
analog outputs from these panels are used to control the MOVs through a CPVC box, 
also shown in Figure 5.18 on the far right side.  Appendix 9 has a table with variables 
and their corresponding channels and patch panel numbers. 
Due to the higher sampling rate speed of the PCIe-6259 card and the greater 
number of input channels available, it was selected to be used as the hardware 
interface controller with the loop, whereas the second card, the PCI-MIO-16E-4 is 
basically used for data acquisition monitoring and data logging, though it is also used to 
open or close the two control valves installed at the exit of the tanks. 
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Figure 5.18. SCB-68 patch panels. 
 
 
The first VI runs on the fastest DAQ and it holds all the control logic, control 
options (manual or automatic) for either Tank 1, Tank 2, both tanks operating together, 
tanks connected or disconnected, set point control options (manual or pre-set profile), 
controlled fault insertion (bias or drift), set point rate control, proportional-integral (PI) 
control gains for each tank separately and/or connected and gain optimization options 
using the auto-tune feature provided by LabVIEW, and many other functions.  It also 
contains the MATLAB m-file code that provides the expected values used in the fault 
detection feature when running in Tank 1-only mode.  The front panel automatically 
changes its appearance based on the configuration of the experiment being performed.  
Two different front panels are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively.  The first 
panel in Figure 5.19 shows the typical configuration when the loop is running in manual 
control using both tanks, disconnected or not.  A push button located right underneath 
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the MOV manual control input boxes opens or closes the MOV connecting both tanks.  
A second panel is shown in Figure 5.20 with the typical configuration when the loop is 
running in automatic control using PI and Tank 2.  Note that all controls related to Tank 
1 are no longer present.  Figure 5.21 shows a partial view of the block diagram with 
connections between blocks and PID filter and dead-band blocks for example.  





The VIs developed to monitor, control and store data acquired from the loop are 
based on National Instruments LabVIEW, which is a graphical programming 
environment used to develop sophisticated measurement, test, and control systems 
using intuitive graphical icons and wires that resemble a flowchart. 
Two main VIs were developed for the purpose of monitoring the dynamic 
condition by showing the current engineering values of all significant variables in SI 
units (International System of Units), storing the data and controlling the two-tank loop 
and are described next. 
The second VI runs on the second, slowest DAQ, and serves a dual purpose: it is 
used for monitoring the loop dynamic condition by showing the current engineering 
values of all significant variables and comparing some of these variables to the 
expected values (for one single tank) generated in the first VI, and is used to acquire 
and store the data files on the computer for later use.  The current file format used for 
saving the files is ASCII, which can be imported from and read by a plethora of different 
software packages.  All flow rate equations from turbine and orifice flow meters and unit 
conversions are located in this VI.  The main panel is shown in Figure 5.22, with the 
fault detection module output circled in red. 
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Integration of Fault Detection and Control Reconfiguration during 





Various techniques are well established for on-line monitoring of equipment and 
systems in nuclear power plants.  Since the early 1970s numerous efforts have been 
made to detect and identify anomalies and to provide alternative ways to measure 
critical and non-critical operating parameters in power plants, particularly reactor noise 
analysis which uses existing sensor signals to detect incipient faults, measure sensor 
response time, identify blockages in sensor lines, vibration of reactor internals, 
imbalance in rotating machinery, etc.  Such techniques evolved into on-line monitoring 
to track the vibration of reactor internals, measure reactor stability, verify overall plant 
thermal performance, leak detection, estimation of remaining useful life of equipment, 
and others.  Early detection of the onset of equipment and instrument channel 
degradation and failure can prevent loss of operational capability, reduce radiation 
exposure of plant personnel, enhance plant control, and minimize repair time [88].  The 
development of on-line techniques for monitoring and control with application to an 
experimental flow loop is described in this chapter, corroborating results available in the 
literature suggesting the applicability of such approach to operating plants with 
appropriate data acquisition and analytical redundancy.  In this chapter the process of 
obtaining empirical methods based on data acquired from the loop is described.  The 
approach uses data-based methods for characterizing the relationship among a set of 
measurements and the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT).  Both techniques are 
part of a MATLAB toolbox software package named Process and Equipment 




6.2 Tools for Developing Empirical Models 
 
A few MATLAB functions were used to obtain each one of the empirical models 
applied to detect faults in the loop, and they are described in the following sections.  
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), used to help determine what variables were to be 
used in each model, AAKR and SPRT are implemented for data analysis and are 
described in detail. 
The complete listing of MATLAB codes used to obtain the empirical models and 
perform online fault detection is given in Appendix 11, and a typical complete output 
from the m-file to obtain the models is presented in Appendix 12. 
 
 
6.2.1  Principal Components Analysis 
 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate method used to capture the 
relationships in the data while reducing the dimensionality of an input space without 
losing a significant amount of information (variability).  The method also makes the 
transformed vectors orthogonal and uncorrelated and is particularly useful for analysis 
of ill-conditioned data; hence such transformed vectors can be used by regression 
techniques without having the problems of collinearity.  A lower dimensional input space 
will also usually reduce the time necessary to train a data-based model and the reduced 
noise will improve the mapping.  The objective of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality 
and preserve as much of the relevant information as possible.  PCA can also be thought 
of as a method of preprocessing data to extract uncorrelated features from the data. 
Consider m samples of n random variables in a matrix X where the n columns 
are the variables and the m rows are the observations.  PCA decomposes X into a 
product of scores T and orthogonal loadings P as: 
 
 X = TPT +E (6.1) 
 
where E contains the residuals. 
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The principal components (PCs) in the successive columns of P are obtained 
such that maximum variance in X is explained.  Thus, in case the data is highly 
collinear, the first few PCs explain most of the variability in the data and are retained.  
The residuals in E constitute the unexplained variation in the data and contain the 
higher PCs that are rejected.  PCA is thus a very efficient method for data compression.  
The scores so obtained are uncorrelated, meaning TTT is a diagonal matrix.  The PCs 
can be easily obtained as the right singular vectors of X using Single Value 
Decomposition (SVD), described below. 
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm decomposes a matrix X of 
dimension (n x p) into a diagonal matrix S of the same dimension as X containing the 
singular values, and unitary matrix U of principle components, and an orthonormal 
matrix of right singular values V.  It is important to use the mean centered data (X) to 
give all variables the same importance, resulting in: 
 




X is an arbitrary (n x p) matrix. 
A is a (n x r) matrix of standardized PC scores with variance=1/(n-1). 
L is a (r x r) diagonal matrix, where r is the rank of X. 
U is a (p x r) matrix of eigenvectors. 
Both A and U have orthonormal columns resulting in: 
  A'A = I, and U'U = I 
 
 
6.2.2  Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) 
 
AAKR is a non-parametric, empirical modeling technique that uses historical, 
fault-free observations and can be used to correct any errors present in current 
observations.  Further details can be found in Hines & Garvey [89].  The exemplar or 
memory vectors used to develop the empirical model are stored in a matrix X, where Xi,j 
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is the ith observation of the jth variable. For nm observations of p process variables, this 


































Using this format, a query vector is represented by a 1×p vector of process 
variable measurements: x. 
 
 x=[ 1x    2x    …   px ] (6.4) 
 
The corrected version of the input is calculated as a weighted average of 
historical, error-free observations termed memory vectors (Xi).  The mathematical 
framework of this modeling technique is composed of three basic steps.  First, the 
distance between a query vector and each of the memory vectors is computed.  There 
are several distance functions that may be used, but the most commonly used function 
is the Euclidean distance, whose equation for the ith memory vector is as follows: 
 
 id (Xi,x)= ( ) ( ) ( )2,222,211, ppiii xXxXxX −++−+− L  (6.5) 
 
For a single query vector, this calculation is repeated for each of the nm memory 
vectors, resulting in an nm × 1 matrix of distances: d. 
Next, these distances are transformed to similarity measures used to determine 
weights by evaluating the Gaussian kernel, expressed by: 
 












Where h is the kernel bandwidth, w are the weights for the nm memory vectors. 
Finally, these weigths are combined with the memory vectors to make the 













































The parameters to be optimized in an AAKR model are the memory matrix (X) 
and the kernel bandwidth (h).  The researcher must decide how many vectors to include 
in the memory matrix and how large to make the bandwidth which indirectly controls 
how many memory vectors are weighted heavily during prediction. 
 
 
6.2.3  Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) 
 
The method chosen to detect faults in sensors and actuators in this research was 
the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT), and is based on the assumption that the 
residuals of your model are normally distributed and uncorrelated.  This method, which 
was originally developed by Wald [90] and applied by many investigators [91], detects 
changes in signal properties, such as mean and standard deviation of a signal, and is 
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used to identify drifts and changes in noise levels, while minimizing the probability of 
false alarms. 
When performing a hypothesis test between two point hypotheses, the likelihood-
ratio test is the most powerful test of size α  for a threshold η .  So when 
00 : θθ =H , and 10 : θθ =H the likelihood ratio test rejects the null hypothesis 0H  
when, 












0 , where ( )( ) αη =≤Λ 0| HxP  (6.3) 
 
Given the likelihood equation P with residuals sk at time k and mean mi and 















k =  (6.4) 
 
The log likelihood ratio becomes: 
 







































kk  (6.5) 
 






















kk  (6.6) 
 
According to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the distribution of an average 
tends to be normally distributed, even when the distribution from which the average is 
































































kk  (6.7) 
 
Expanding the logarithmic term and simplifying equation (7): 
 
 




























+= −  (6.8) 
 
 
The residual distributions can be assumed to be normally distributed with zero 

















λλ  (6.9) 
 





















lnB  (6.10) 
Where: 
 
α is the probability of false alarm, and should be kept small to avoid a Type I 
error, or false positive. 
β is the  probability of missing an alarm for a Type II error, or false negative. 
 
The status of the equipment being monitored is determined by a comparison of A 
and B with the log likelihood ratio, i.e.: 
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For Am <λ  the sensor can be considered in good condition. 
For Bm >λ the sensor can be considered degraded. 
 
Depicted in Figure 6.1, rather than computing a new mean and variance at every 
new sample acquired, the SPRT monitors the equipment's performance by processing 
the residuals in a sequential fashion.  The residual signals, which are the differences 
between the sensor measurements and the estimates from the model, are used to 
generate a likelihood ratio (ratio of joint probability density of residuals) based on the 
statistical properties of the incoming data compared with the statistics in the model.  In 
other words, based on the statistics of the new data coming from the equipment being 
monitored, the method is capable of detecting differences in such statistical properties 
and inform if the new data comes from a similar statistical distribution or not.  This 
process of comparing the model predictions with values coming from the equipment is 
depicted in Figure 6.2, where the likelihood ratio is evaluated by the SPRT threshold for 
the specified component to make a logical decision concerning its status. 
 






































Figure 6.2. SPRT analysis diagram. 
 
 
6.2.4  Process and Equipment Monitoring (PEM) Toolbox 
 
On-line monitoring (OLM) commonly uses an autoassociative empirical modeling 
architecture to assess equipment performance.  An autoassociative architecture 
predicts a group of correct sensor values when supplied a group of sensor values that is 
usually corrupted with process and instrument noise, and could also contain faults such 
as sensor drift or complete failure.  The Process and Equipment Monitoring (PEM) 
Toolbox [92] [93], which was developed at The University of Tennessee, is a set of 
MATLAB based tools, which have been developed to support the design of process and 
equipment condition monitoring systems.  Its purpose is to provide the necessary tools 
so that different empirical modeling and uncertainty estimation methods may be easily 
investigated and compared.  In this dissertation several PEM toolbox functions were 
used to obtain the empirical models necessary to perform fault detection using the 
sensors and actuators measurements installed in the loop, and as such, some stand-
alone, low-level PEM-based functions are currently implemented in the data acquisition 
VI to monitor and compare measurements and predictions. 
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6.3 Data Generation and Model Development 
 
In this dissertation a 2.5 hour long dataset with level set points varying from 
300 mmH2O to 600 mmH2O, containing ten variables for a single-tank configuration was 
acquired and used to obtain six empirical models: five linear models and one Auto-
Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) model which is a non-parametric technique, 
commonly called memory based technique, that do not compute optimal weights a 
priori, but instead store all the "training data" and directly use it to compute predictions 
when a query is made [94], in contrast to parametric techniques, such as neural 
networks or linear regression, that uses data to "train" a model and determine 
parameters such as regression coefficients or weights to optimize the performance of 
the modeled input-output relationships.  Of those ten variables, six were considered to 
be used in the modeling process for being true representatives of the loop dynamics, 
and these variables are listed in Table 6.1.  The process of obtaining the models using 




Table 6.1. Variables considered in the empirical modeling process. 
Tag Description Units 
N/A* Tank 1 water level mmH20 
OM1 Tank 1 inlet flow rate l/s 
TFM1 Tank 1 outlet flow rate l/s 
Bypass Bypass flow rate l/s 
ToCV1 
Is the control system output to the inlet flow rate control valve 
actuator 
V 
FromCV1 Is the voltage signal from the inlet control valve actuator V 




6.3.1  Process of Obtaining the Models 
 
As depicted in the flowchart in Figure 6.3, the dataset was acquired in such way 
to cover water levels ranging from 300 mmH2O to 600 mmH2O, with one second interval 
between measurements, and a maximum set point rate of change of 45mmH2O/min.  
The raw data acquired was then visually inspected for outliers and spurious values.  
Using PEM toolbox functions, the dataset was cleaned up to get rid of stuck values, 
outliers and spurious values, mean-centered, unit variance scaled to give all variables 
the same importance and a chance to contribute to the models.  The scaled dataset 
was then divided up in to three different blocks using venetian blind method.  The 
training block included 500 of the most significant data points, and both lowest and 
highest values from each variable to make sure the resulting training set included all the 
variance present in the dataset.  The test set was used to test the models, and the 
validation set was used as new queries to gauge how well the obtained models 
performed using unseen or new data.  Next, a PCA test was performed using the 
covariance matrix to obtain the principal component coefficients, also known as 
loadings.  Figure 6.4 shows a graphical representation of how each variable is 
correlated with each other using the absolute values of the correlation coefficient matrix 
for all six candidate variables, with dark blue meaning the variables are either weakly or 
not correlated at all, and dark brown meaning they are highly correlated with each other, 
and from this representation is possible to conclude: 
• Obviously, the water level is highly correlated with the outlet flow rate 
sensor (TFM1), and somewhat correlated with the inlet flow rate (OM1). 
• Inlet flow rate is correlated with the bypass flow rate, somewhat correlated 
with the outlet flow rate, and highly correlated with the control output 
(ToCV1) and valve position feedback signal (FromCV1). 
• The bypass flow rate is correlated with the inlet flow rate control valve. 
• And both control output to the inlet flow rate control valve and the valve 





Figure 6.3. Model development flowchart 
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Figure 6.4. Correlation coefficient matrix (absolute values). 
 
It is very important to remember that, since the multivariate loop is an open 
process, meaning the water inventory in the water reservoir varies over time due to 
small leaks and evaporation, so the obtained empirical models were obtained under 
very determined conditions, and are valid only within the range of operation the data 
was acquired.  Any significant deviations from such conditions will cause the predictions 
to diverge from measurements, causing the fault detection routine developed to 
misidentify the measurements as coming from a faulty condition. 
Based on the PCA findings, each model used variables that are correlated with 
each other based on their loadings, but making sure at least one not-so-much 
correlated variable was included in the model to provide the necessary robustness to 
the fault detection routine currently incorporated in the data acquisition VIs, although 
risking an increase in model bias.   This trade-off is particularly important in obtaining 
models that will be used for fault detection.  For instance, the outlet flow rate is highly 
correlated with the water level in the tank, and this variable alone would be enough in 
the model to predict water level.  But if the water level is to be inferred using faulty outlet 
flow rate sensor readings the predictions would be incorrect, but by including the inlet 
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flow rate readings such one-on-one variable dependency can be diminished, hence 
adding some robustness to the model. 
Three different models were investigated for each of the six variables: linear 
regression, kernel regression and AAKR, and the final models implemented in the 
routine responsible for the fault detection were chosen based upon their Mean Absolute 















n is the number of fitted points. 
i corresponds to the i-th value 
 
Figure 6.5 shows MAPE values for all three different modeling methods 
investigated: linear and kernel regressions, and AAKR.  In three of the cases, inlet flow 
rate control (ToCV1) and control valve feedback signals (FromCV1), the regression 
models performed just as well as the AAKR models, while linear regression worked well 
for four variables, outperforming both AAKR and linear.  In the case of the inlet flow rate 
the AAKR model outperformed the other two models, in great part due to non-linearity 
caused by the control valve hysteresis.  All bypass models presented the lowest MAPE 
of all, with less than 0.5%.  In this case the linear model was chosen for being the least 
complex model of all three.  In conclusion, five linear regression and one AAKR models 
were chosen to be used to perform the predictions and fault detection. 
The dataset acquired and used to obtain each of the six models is shown in 
Figures 6.6 to 6.11.  Figure 6.6 shows how close the current water level is to the set 
point.  Both inlet and outlet flow rates are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively, 
and the flow rate in the bypass is shown in Figure 6.9.  The PI controller outputs a 
voltage signal, which is sent to the control valve which varies the inlet flow rate to 
regulate the water level inside the tank according to the set point, and is depicted in 
Figure 6.10.  The control valve outputs a voltage signal that can be monitored to assess 
the control valve position and health, and is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level










































































Figure 6.9. Bypass flow rate. 
 
 



































Figure 6.11.  Tank 1 inlet flow rate control valve feedback. 
 
 
After the empirical models were obtained they were implemented in the data 
acquisition VI and a different dataset was acquired using the same set points as the 
original dataset used to obtain the models.  The new measurements were used as 
queries to the models, and the results comparing the predicted values with the new 
query are shown in Figures 6.12 to 6.17.  Noteworthy are the level predictions in Figure 
6.12 with an average absolute deviation from measured values of about 30 mmH2O, 
and maximum of 40 mmH2O, and the tank outlet flow rate with an average deviation of 
about 3x10-3 l/s.  Bypass predictions also very low around 2% of maximum flow rate 
(0.92 l/s).  The inlet flow rate showed a high absolute difference of about 26% or 0.04 l/s 
































































































































































































6.4 Final Models 
 
Using the procedure detailed above, the models obtained were implemented in 
the loop and are listed in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2. Final models implemented in the loop. 
Predicted Variable Predictors Model Type Coefficients 
Level 
Inlet flow rate 
Bypass 





Inlet flow Rate All AAKR N/A 
By Pass 
Inlet flow rate 









Outlet flow rate 
Level 

























6.5 Design of Experiments 
 
A set of controlled faults was implemented in the loop to test the capability of the 
fault detection routine that was executed in the data acquisition VIs and the suitability of 
substituting faulty readings with empirical model predictions.  Such faults involved 
controlled drifts in sensor readings to complete fault of the inlet flow control valve.  
Below is a list of the faults investigated in this dissertation: 
 
• Water level control (single tank): 
o Add 50 mmH2O drift to the water level sensor over 3 minutes 
(~17 mmH2O per minute). 
o Manually decrease the level set point to see how well the controller 
performs using the substituted values. 
o Add 50 mmH2O drift to the water level sensor over 60 seconds, and 
automatically change the set point at a rate of 45 mmH2O per minute to 
see how well the controller acts using substituted values. 
 
• Bypass manual valve: 
o With the bypass line fully open and indicating around 0.91 l/s, typically, 
introduce 5% drift in readings over 3 minutes, and replace faulty 
measurements with predictions. 
 
• Inlet flow rate sensor readings (orifice meter). 
o Introduce a drift in the inlet flow rate readings over 3 minutes, and 
substitute the faulty measurements. 
 
• Outlet flow rate sensor readings (turbine flow meter) 
o Introduce a 2% drift in the outlet flow rate readings over 3 minutes, and 
substitute the faulty measurements. 
 
• Partially closed inlet flow rate control valve: 
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o This test posed a control challenge because of lack of redundancy in 
the loop, such as an inlet flow rate bypass line.  So, to work around this 
problem, once the fault was detected, the control logic had to be 
transferred from tank one to the second tank inlet flow rate control, with 
significant changes in both tanks control logics. 
 
 
6.6 Application of Faulty Measurement Identification and 
Substitution to a Single-Tank 
 
With the models and the fault detection module developed implemented, the 




6.6.1  Fault Detection Experiments Involving Level Sensor 
 
The first experiment performed to test the fault detection capability and faulty 
measurement substitution was using the water level measurement sensor.  The water 
level in the tank is measured by a pressure sensor installed at the bottom of the tank 
and is regulated by varying the volume of water entering and exiting the tank at any 
given time.  By default and under normal operation, the tank exit control valve is left 
open so that the inlet flow rate control valve is fully responsible for controlling the water 
level in the tank. Any changes in the level measurement affect the PI controller output 
signal sent to the control valve. 
With empirical models and SPRT continuously running and monitoring each 
acquired level measurement and comparing its value to predicted values, it was 
possible to identify each measurement as belonging to either a faulty or a non-faulty 
condition.  When the residuals between prediction and measurement exceeded a pre-
determined threshold, based on the statistical properties of the dataset used to obtain 
each of the empirical models, the SPRT flagged that measurement, indicating a faulty 
condition.  Once the faulty condition was detected, the faulty measurements used as 
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inputs to both controller and empirical models were automatically substituted with 
predicted values.  Shortly after the faulty measurements were substituted with 
predictions, the empirical models misidentified the new situation as being non-faulty and 
switched back to the faulty measurements coming from the sensor.  This situation 
caused the system to keep switching back and forth, oscillating between faulty and non-
faulty modes.  To avoid such a problem, a “latch-on” control was added to the fault 
detection routine, keeping the system from going back to normal condition after 
identifying and replacing the faulty measurements. 
Two different experiments were performed by adding drifts to the level sensor 
measurements: a slow +50 mmH2O over 3 minutes and a fast, +50 mmH2O over 60 
seconds.  The results from the first experiment, or slowest changing drift, are shown in 
Figure 6.18, with set point values depicted in cyan-dashed line, predictions in solid red 
at the start of the experiment at steady state, and measurements substituted with 
predictions shown in solid-black line after a faulty condition was identified.  In this 
experiment, once the difference between measured and predicted values reached 
around 18 mmH2O, the level SPRT triggered changing from normal to faulty condition 
(Figure 6.19), causing measured values to be substituted with predicted values, 
therefore isolating the faulty sensor from the loop.  The outlet flow rate model was also 
able to detect the fault a few seconds later, but not the inlet flow rate until later in the 
experiment.  The controller had difficulties using the prediction values, in large part due 
to how both VIs were set up and data were transferred between them; but once the PI 
gains were tuned, the controller was able to successfully change the water level from 
600 to 300 mmH2O, although with some performance degradation, showing the 
applicability of this method for slow-changing processes.  Similar results were found 
with the fastest changing drift, and are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21, with level set 
points changing from 600 to 300 and back to 600 mmH2O, confirming again the 
controller ability to change the water level using predicted values as inputs and 



































































Figure 6.19. Water level absolute difference for slow changing drift. 
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Figure 6.21. Water level absolute difference for fast changing drift. 
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6.6.2 Fault Detection Experiments with Bypass, Inlet and Outlet Flow 
Rate Sensors 
 
The following experiments involved detecting and substituting faulty 
measurements not involved in the water level control, therefore not affecting how the 
single-tank loop was operated.  Following the sequence established in the design of 
experiments section of this chapter, the bypass measurements were involved in the 
next experiment.  The bypass flow rate was controlled using a manual valve and this 
valve was kept open by default to divert the excess water back to the tank and lower the 
pressure in the loop, with typical maximum values of 0.91 l/s, and was kept open when 
obtaining the empirical models, so any changes to its position would be flagged as a 
faulty condition.  A 5% (0.045 l/s) drift over 3 minutes was introduced in the bypass 
measurements, and as expected the SPRT was able to pick up the faulty condition at its 
incipient stage when the residuals reached 14x10-3 l/s, as shown in Figure 6.22.  The 
model of the level signal, with which the bypass variable has a correlation of less than 
0.3, was also able to detect the fault a few seconds earlier as shown in Figure 6.23, but 
not the inlet flow rate model with a correlation of 0.6, due to the large variance in the 
inlet flow rate data. 
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The inlet flow rate is measured using a differential pressure transducer attached 
to an orifice meter, and its value is governed by the PI controller output which opens or 
closes the control valve installed immediately after the orifice meter, closer to the tank 
inlet.  The empirical model showed a difference between measured and predicted 
values of about 26%, and in this experiment the SPRT flagged the fault at around 0.03 
l/s, or 22% of the nominal average value (0.152 l/s), which is in accordance with the 
inlet flow rate model capability.  No other model was able to detect the fault in the inlet 
flow rate measurements; the results are shown in Figure 6.24. 
A turbine flow meter, placed in the tank exit piping, measures the volumetric flow 
rate of water coming out of the tank.  A 2% drift (0.003 l/s) over 3 minutes was added to 
the measurements, and the results are shown in Figure 6.25.  The faulty measurements 
were detected by the outlet flow rate model when the residuals reached 1.4x10-3 l/s (1% 
deviation), and the level model detected the fault about 20 seconds earlier, as shown in 
Figure 6.26.  As mentioned earlier, the control valve positioned in this line remained 
opened throughout the experiment. 
 













































































Figure 6.25. Faulty outlet flow rate measurement detection for a 2% drift over 3 minutes. 
 
 


















Water Level - Fault Hypothesis
 




6.7 Application of Reconfigurable Control to the Two-Tank Flow 
Control Loop 
 
The final and most important experiment involved detecting a fault in the inlet 
flow rate control valve and automatically switching the control action to the second tank 
inlet control valve, therefore sending the error difference signal between set point and 
measured water level to the second tank inlet flow rate controller and have it control the 
water level in the first tank by varying its own level.  For this experiment the inlet control 
valve position was gradually changed at each experiment to see how the controller 
would work in each case and if it would be able to control the loop under such faulty 
conditions.  In all the cases, the single tank was initially operating at steady state, fault-
free, and the water level set point at 500 mmH2O.  The signal chosen to flag faulty 
condition and switching the control over to the second tank in both cases was the signal 
sent to the control valve, or controller output. 
Before performing these experiments it was important to establish the scenario in 
which such tests were performed prior to the fault was introduced and control switch 
happened.  This was the loop status: 
 
• Tank 1 was operating at steady state, with water level set point at 
500 mmH2O. 
• Tank 1 outlet flow rate control valve was at its default position, that is, 
completely opened. 
• Control valve connecting both tanks was closed. 
• Tank 2 was completely empty. 
• Tank 2 outlet flow rate control valve was half-way opened. 
 
The inlet flow rate control valve positions investigated were, 6.5V, 5.5V, 4.5V, 
and 3.5V, or 92%, 78%, 64% and 50% open, respectively, and substituted the controller 
output by overriding it in the controller VI.  The very second the acquisition VI detected 
the fault the following changes were automatically performed in the loop status to 
transfer the control over to the second tank inlet flow rate control valve: 
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• Control valve connecting both tanks was opened. 
• Tank 2 inlet flow rate control valve assumed the control of the first tank, 
receiving the error signal between tank 1 set point and current water level.  
The PI controller used the gains that were same as those used when both 
tanks were running and connected together. 
• Tank 2 outlet flow rate control valve completely opened. 
 
Initiating the experiments, the single-tank was running at steady state, and at a 
certain point the control output was overridden by a 6.5V signal sent to the control valve 
deviating from the normal valve opening for this level of 4.5V, opening the inlet flow rate 
to the tank more than necessary, causing the water level to experience a sharp 
increase.  Since this is a slow-changing system, the data acquisition VI was set by 
default to only flag faulty situations after ten consecutive measurements have been 
deemed as being faulty by the SPRT (10 out of 10 logic).  Ten seconds after the fault 
was introduced, the SPRT flagged the control output as being faulty and immediately 
opened the control valve that connects both tanks, while at the same time opened both 
inlet and outlet flow rate control valves to the second tank and transferred the control 
from the first to the second tank.  The results from this first experiment are shown in 
Figures 6.27 to 6.36.  As shown in Figure 6.27 the water level in tank 1 increased 
sharply while the control was transferred to the second tank.  As the control valve 
between tanks was opened, and the second tank control took over the water in tank 1 
reached a temporary steady state, but when the water level in tank 2 started to increase 
despite the inlet control valve being completely closed the water level in tank 1 resumed 
increasing again.  After a few seconds the experiment was interrupted, before tank 1 
overflowed.  All empirical models were able to detect the fault at the same time, as 
shown in Figures 6.28 to 6.30.  In Figure 6.31 the bypass flow rate was affected by the 
sudden increase in the inlet flow rate caused by the opening of the inlet flow rate control 
valve, then stuck at 6.5V.  With more water being drawn by tank 1 there is less water 
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Figure 6.28. CV1 stuck at 6.5V fault detection using CV models. 
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Inlet Flowrate - Fault Hypothesis
 




















Tank 1 Outlet Flow Rate - Fault Hypothesis



















Figure 6.30. CV1 stuck at 6.5V fault detection using outlet and bypass flow rate models. 
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Figure 6.31. Bypass flow rate transient originated by a control valve stuck at 6.5V. 
 
 
In the next experiment a 5.5V signal was sent to the valve, and the results are 
shown in Figures 6.32 and 6.33.  As soon as the controller signal was overridden by the 
5.5V signal there was a sharp increase in the water level in tank 1, followed by a sharp 
decrease as the control valve between tanks opened and the level in tank 2 increased, 
but unlike the 6.5V experiment the water level in both tanks stabilized at around set 
point in tank 1 and around 450 mmH2O in tank 2, with 23 mmH2O overshoot in tank 1 
and cycles of 140 seconds.  Being highly correlated with each other, both control valve 
and inlet flow rate models picked up the fault at the same time.  The bypass, water 
level, and outlet flow rate models picked up 30 seconds later.  From Figure 6.33 it is 
clear how the SPRT kept switching back and forth between faulty and non-faulty modes, 
but not the inlet flow rate SPRT, which kept signaling the faulty condition with the same 
frequency as the water level indication.  In the next test with the control valve stuck at 
4.5V there was not an initial increase in the water level as can be seen in Figure 6.34, 
but the sharp drop due to the connection between tanks being opened.  However, there 
was a significant improvement in the water level measurements with the water level in 
tank 1 showing a 10 mmH2O average overshoot with respect to the set point, but still 
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presenting the oscillating condition around set point, with 140 second cycles, the same 
occurring with the tank 2 level measurements.  Since the departure from normal 
condition started at the same voltage needed to achieve 500 mmH2O in the tank, the 
inlet flow rate model took 60 seconds longer and it flagged the faulty condition when the 
difference between measured and predicted values reached 22 mmH2O, compared to 
the 20 seconds needed by the level, bypass and outlet flow rate to detect the same 
fault.  The results are shown in Figure 6.34. 
 
 











































Tank 1 Water Level - Fault Hypothesis















Inlet Flowrate - Fault Hypothesis
 


























Figure 6.34. Inlet flow rate control valve position at 4.5V with control switch over to 
tank 2. 
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The first control switch experiment using the control valve stuck at 6.5V proved to 
be overwhelming to the system with tank 1 almost overflowing at the end of the 
experiment.  The next experiment with 5.5V showed an oscillatory behavior around the 
set point with 20 mmH2O overshoots.  At 4.5V the system was still oscillating, but with 
the water level very close to the set point.  The last experiment performed was with the 
inlet control valve stuck half-open, or 3.5V, with results shown in Figures 6.35 and 6.36.  
If the system trend was that of close normalcy as the voltage went down from 6.5V to 
4.5V, the valve stuck at 3.5V proved to drift away from that trend, with overshoots of 
100 mmH2O in average and the water level in tank 2 reaching its capacity of 850 
mmH2O.  Being a sharp transient, the inlet flow rate model was able to detect the fault 
quite rapidly at the same time as the valve signal models, followed 20 seconds later by 
















































Tank 1 Outlet Flow Rate - Fault Hypothesis
















Bypass Flow Rate - Fault Hypothesis
 




6.8 Possible Control Reconfiguration Application in IRIS 
 
Based on the work developed with the multivariate flow control loop and the 
results obtained with faulty measurements substitution and control reconfiguration it is 
possible to devise a scenario in which this kind of approach can be applied.  Such 
scenario involves a small problem where steam control valve position sensor 
malfunctions indicating a wrong position, or even a malfunction or normal operation 
wear causing the valve to drift a little bit over a long period of time, hence affecting both 
power being produced and steam pressure.  In both cases an inferential model based 
on historical fault-free data can easily be used to detect such problems at incipient 
stages and substitute the faulty measurements with predictions until a scheduled 
maintenance can be performed.  And in the case of very small drifts in the steam control 
valve, the reconfiguration can be performed to help offset it by performing small 






The objective of these experiments was to show the feasibility of using fault 
detection based on empirical models to substitute faulty measurements with predictions 
and perform control reconfiguration in the presence of actuator failure in a real system.  
For this purpose a multivariate loop was used in single-tank configuration where six 
important variables were subjected to controlled faults.  Their measurements were 
successfully substituted with predictions and provided the system the necessary 
flexibility to keep on operating even under degraded conditions, thus offering 
survivability to the system and the time necessary to perform corrective procedures, 
should that be the necessary.  These experiments were particularly important because 
they offered the opportunity to prove that a system like the multivariate loop can survive 
degraded circumstances, provided the empirical models used are accurate and 
representative of the system dynamics.  
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These demonstrations showed three very distinct scenarios as far as control was 
concerned.  First, simple variable measurement substitution not involving control proved 
to be a straightforward approach, but special attention was needed to make sure the 
fault detection system latched on and did not default to normal condition once the faulty 
measurements exceed the thresholds stipulated in the models and were substituted 
with predictions.  However, in the second scenario where the variable measurements 
were used in the single-tank control logic configuration, the time it took for the fault to be 
detected depended not only on variable correlation but also on the severity of the fault.  
In addition, some operational peculiarities, such as having dead-band implemented in 
the water level error signal, prevented the controller output to adjust the inlet flow rate 
control valve, SPRT’s  10 seconds memory vector, and high-speed rate control loop 
(2.5 kHz) using model predictions generated at much lower rate (1 Hz).  In this case the 
faulty level measurement substitution caused some control instabilities, which required 
controller re-tuning; but in the end the single-tank was successfully controlled, as the 
results have shown, with the water level closely following the set points changes.  The 
last scenario involved complete actuator fault with the inlet flow rate control valve stuck 
at various positions, 90%, 80%, 65%, and 50%, respectively, and total control transfer 
from tank 1 to tank 2 once such faults were detected.  From the results it is clear that 
the system was perfectly operable with the control valve stuck at 4.5V, but the system 
became less stable as the valve position strayed away from this value, a situation that 
could probably be worked around with new set of controller gains appropriate for each 
fault level.  A simple, and yet important additional test was performed in which the inlet 
control valve power cord was pulled from the power strip, interrupting the electrical 
power to the control valve.  In this case, since both control valve signals are intrinsically 
correlated, their empirical models were not able to detect the fault right away.  Instead 
the inlet flow rate measurement as well as the water level models detected it a few 
seconds later after the cord was pulled, showing that some discretion is needed when 
relying on empirical models to detect faults.   Though this is a slow-transient, non-critical 
safety system, the important point in this demonstration was to show that a system 
could have some level of survivability under degraded conditions, provided there is 
enough analytical and/or physical redundancy.  It is important to keep in mind that other 
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critical control systems present in airplanes, spacecrafts, ships, robots, etc., do have the 
necessary control redundancy to provide them with means to survive system faults. 
An important fact to keep in mind when using empirical models in real systems, 
such as the single-tank experimental loop is that, some of the solutions presented here 
are system/fault dependent and appropriate fault detection techniques such as expert 





Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Future Work 
 
 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
 
In the active but still developing realm of small modular reactors, the preceding 
chapters of this dissertation have presented a comprehensive and critical literature 
review of the most recent progress in small and medium reactors, with emphasis on 
integral designs and the application of once-through steam generators instead of the 
recirculation steam generators, used in most PWRs.  The research identified the 
necessity of utilizing an integrated approach to monitor the condition and perform fault 
diagnosis of nuclear power systems using robust data driven model based methods for 
both steady state and dynamic operation conditions which can help anticipate transients 
(i.e., a model based control system) and have significant impact on procedures and lead 
to better plant design and utilization.  Such novel designs most likely will also be used in 
applications other than just power generation, but in other important applications such 
as district heating and most importantly desalination, given the increasing necessity for 
potable water sources in arid areas of the world.  Such increasing interest in integral 
PWRs has led regulatory agencies, reactor manufacturers and research organizations 
throughout the world to focus their attention on the development of such smaller 
designs.  The NRC has recently informed several designers that through the end of 
fiscal year 2011, the offerings from Babcock & Wilcox and NuScale Power will be given 
priority over other designs, clearly corroborating the tendency of building plants with 
smaller footprints that will have proliferation-resistant, fault tolerant and reconfigurable 
control features. This approach would make them suitable for deployment in developing 
countries with less stable electrical grids with minimum human interference. 
An existing dynamic single-module IRIS Simulink model was studied and tested 
for consistency and the steady-state values were compared with values provided by 
North Carolina State University FORTRAN code and those found in the open literature.  
Both Tave and outlet steam pressure controllers in the reactor core and steam generator 
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models, respectively, were successful in keeping process variables close to set points 
during the simulations.  Several load demand profiles were investigated, and the 
simulation results suggest IRIS design as being suitable for load following applications.  
Numerical instabilities were observed causing the model to crash, especially during long 
simulation times and close to power inflection points, due in great part to the stiffness of 
the model.  This Simulink model does not include some important components and 
systems vital to have a complete understanding of the system dynamics such as 
pressurizer, balance-of-plant, secondary feedwater controller, and feed-forward 
controller to quickly move the control rods based on changes in power load demands. 
IRIS Simulink model was extended in this dissertation to include a second unit, 
with both modules operating simultaneously, with the superheated steam from both 
units flowing to a common header.  The simulations used one of the load following 
profiles.  The robustness of the new model was tested using small, controlled faults that 
were introduced either in sensor measurements or in the process.  The sensor 
measurements considered are moderator average temperature controller (Tave and Tcold) 
in the primary and the feedwater flow rate and temperature systems in the secondary.  
From the results, it was possible to conclude that the model was able to detect such 
faults, and that for small variations the system was able to absorb these effects without 
significant changes in the dynamics.  Also, the results showed that both units were 
somewhat independent of each other even with a common feedwater line connecting 
both steam generators.  The system was able to perform well even in the presence of 
small faults in one unit, with the real connection between the two units being located in 
steam header where most of the transients were observed, and that the prospects of 
having two IRIS modules in a single plant is feasible from simulation standpoint.  It was 
also possible to notice that with such a large reactor coolant inventory in a single unit 
(16,000 ft3), the coupling between reactor core and the steam generator is very weak, 
which translates in the reactor core being much less prone to transients due to sudden 
changes in the steam generator. 
A two-tank multivariate control loop was built and used to show the feasibility of 
using fault detection based on empirical models to substitute faulty measurements with 
predictions and perform control reconfiguration in the presence of actuator failure in a 
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real system. Six important variables were subject to controlled faults and had their 
measurements successfully substituted with predictions and provided the system the 
necessary flexibility to continue operating under degraded conditions, thus offering 
survivability to the system and the time to perform corrective maintenance if necessary.  
Also, an actuator, responsible for regulating the water level in the tank by varying the 
inlet flow rate was artificially disabled and the control was successfully transferred to the 
second tank after the fault had been detected by the fault detection and isolation 
module.  Some loss of control performance was observed, however, but the system was 
stable and controllable.  Residuals between prediction and measurements were 
monitored on-line.  Whenever they exceeded a pre-determined threshold, based on the 
statistical properties of the dataset used to obtain each of the empirical models, the 
SPRT flagged that measurement, indicating a faulty condition.  Once the faulty condition 
was identified, or flagged, the faulty measurements used as inputs to both controller and 
empirical models were automatically substituted with predicted values.  In order to 
prevent the empirical models from misidentifying the new situation as being non-faulty 
and switch back to the faulty measurements coming from the sensor or actuator a 
“latch-on” control was added to the fault detection routine, keeping the system from 
going back to normal after identifying and replacing faulty measurements. 
These experiments were particularly important because they offered the 
opportunity to prove that a real system like the multivariate loop can survive degraded 
circumstances, provided the empirical models used are accurate and representative of 




7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
 
To the author’s knowledge, this dissertation is the only work focused on 
developing a twin-unit IRIS plant to study the impact of having steam from both units 
converging to a common header, and is the first to offer an original contribution as an 
initial effort to help solve the control challenges posed by the operation of such a novel 
design applied to steam mixing when subject to different load-following scenarios, 
resulting in an IRIS model capable of operating as a single-unit plant or as a twin-unit 
plant.  To further improve the model, a feed-forward controller can be implemented to 
quickly move the reactor control rods based on power load demands.  Also, feedwater 
controllers (one for each unit) can be developed for implementation at low power 
operation and at power levels above a certain range. 
A multivariate flow control loop with two tanks, a series of control valves and 
sensors to provide the necessary framework to develop research related to 
instrumentation and control strategies, equipment and sensor monitoring was built.  This 
provides an excellent tutoring bench opportunity for researchers and students to learn 
about control strategy and equipment monitoring using advanced techniques.  Also, 
through the software application developed to control the loop, and with a few changes, 
the loop can provide an excellent opportunity for students to perform complete 
automatic control experiments, either over the departmental local area network or over 
the internet. 
Single-tank empirical models were used in this dissertation to substitute faulty 
measurements with predictions and perform control reconfiguration in the presence of 
actuator failure.  The experiments carried out can be generalized and extended by 
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Appendix 1: IRIS System SIMULINK Model Equations 
 
 
1. Reactor model:  Point Reactor Dynamic Model 
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Table 1: Reactor Model Variables 
 
Variable Definition Value(under 100% power) 
FCA  
Effective heat transfer area 
between fuel and coolant 
41631.6 ft2 (3867.7m2) 
C Precursor concentration  
pCC  
Coolant heat capacity 1.394 btu/lbm-F (5594.26J/kg-C) 
pFC  
Fuel heat capacity 0.059 Btu/lbm-F  236.77 J/kg-C 
rF  
Fraction of the total power 
generated in fuel elements 
0.97 
FCU  
Average overall heat transfer 
coefficient 
327.4 Btu/hr-ft2-F  1859.03 J/sec-m2-C 
CM  
Coolant mass in the core 1.24 x 104/7.45 x 105 lbm  5.868E3 kg 
Cρ  Coolant density 43.6 lbm/ft3  728.60 kg/m3 
FM  
Fuel mass in the core 7.66 lbm/rod or 1.8 x 10**5 lbm for the 
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Variable Definition Value(under 100% power) 
core 
3.6247 kg/rod or 8.5176E4 kg 
upM  
Coolant mass in the upriser  
W Coolant flowrate 3.7 x 107 lbm/hr  4.8634E3 kg/s 
P  Reactor Core power 1000 MWt 
FT  
Fuel temperature 841.8 (833.49） （445。27C） 
coldT  
Cold part temperature 557.6F (292C) 
hotT  
Hot part temperature 622.4F（623.12F）328.2 C 
Cα  Coolant coefficient of reactivity -.0004 F-1 , -0.00072 C-1 
Fα  Fuel coefficient of reactivity -.0000165 F-1, -0.0000297C-1 
β  Delayed neutron group 
fraction(One group) 
0.0044 
λ  Average of six group decay 
constant 
0.07561 sec-1 
Λ  Neutron generation time 0.0001 sec 
ρ  Total reactivity  
exρ  External reactivity  
fbρ  
Feedback reactivity  
 Number of fuel assemblies 89 
 Number of fuel rods per assembly 264 
Note:  
1 lbm = 0.4732 kg 
1 BTU = 1.055E3 Jour 
1 ft =0.3048 m 
1 ft2= 0.0929 m2 
F= 9/5*C +32 
2. Dynamic Modeling of HCSG 
A dynamic process is generally modeled as a distributed parameter system characterized 
by a set of partial differential equations. It is usually rather complicated to solve such a time 
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dependent system with spatial variations. For this reason, a lumped model is used to describe the 
HCSG dynamic behavior. Each lump has the same averaged properties, so the spatial 
dependence can be represented simply by the interaction between adjacent lumps. In addition to 
the assumptions implied in a lumped model, the other major assumptions are as follows: 
Only one pressure is used to characterize the superheated region. 
The superheated vapor satisfies ideal gas law modified by an expansion coefficient. 
The temperature of the second node in the subcooled region is equal to the saturated 
temperature. 
The pressure drop between superheated region and saturated region is constant during 
any perturbation 
The pressure drop between the saturated region and the subcooled region is constant 
during any perturbation 
The steam quality in the boiling region can be assumed as a linear function of the axial 
coordinate so the density in the boiling region can be approximated as a function of steam 
pressure. 
The steam generation rate assumes to be equal to the boiling rate. 
The heat transfer coefficient for the superheated region, the saturated region and the 
subcooled region is assumed constant. 
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2.1. Nodalization 
Three regions – sub-cooled region, saturated region and superheated region, are used to 
characterize the significant difference of heat transfer and hydraulic behavior. In each region, 
two lumps with each volume are used to consider the axial temperature changes. 
Correspondingly, six metal nodes are needed to describe the heat transfer from the primary side 
to the secondary side. For the two lumps of the secondary side in the saturated region, saturated 
temperature is maintained.  
2.2. Primary Side Equations 



























































sL = superheated length. 
bL = boiling length. 
scL =sub-cooled length. 
T   =primary side temperature. 
pW =coolant flow rate. 
pC =specific heat. 
ρ  =density of the primary coolant. 
xsA =flow area. 
h =heat transfer coefficient. 
wP =perimeter for heating.  
In the above equations, subscript p and w  refer to primary coolant and tube wall respectively. 
2.3. Metal Equations 
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=wscwbws hhh ,, heat transfer coefficient on the tube side for superheated steam region, saturated 
water region, and sub-cooled water region respectively  
=wscwbws PPP ,, heating circumference on the tube side for superheated steam region, saturated 
water region, and sub-cooled water region respectively  
 
2.4. Equations for the Superheated Region 
The mass balance of the steam in the superheated steam nodes, node 1 and node 2, are given by: 
ss WWM −= 211&  
212 WWM bs −=&  
where 
sM = steam mass in the superheated region. 
sW = steam flow rate to turbine, which is an external constraint imposed by the controller. 
bW = steam production rate. 
The heat balance equations of the two superheated steam nodes, node 1 and node 2, are given by: 









sM = steam mass in the superheated region. 
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sP = steam pressure in the superheated region. 
sV = steam volume in the superheated region. 
sH =specific enthalpy of the steam. 
21 , ss QQ = heat transfer rate to the two superheated nodes. 
2/)( 111 swswswss TTLPhQ −=  
2/)( 222 swswswss TTLPhQ −=  
Assuming the pressure loss in the superheated steam region is small, we have 
21 sss PPP ==  

































Combining with the mass balance equations and the expansion of the specific enthalpy, the 






















   
The steam pressure in the superheated region can be described by compressibility adjusted ideal 
gas law, which is given by [18]:   
)2/()( 21
*
stmssssss MTTRMZVP +=  
The time derivative of the steam pressure can then be determined by the following equation: 

















    
where 
stmM = mole mass of steam. 
*
sZ = steam expansion coefficient. 
2.5. Equations for Boiling Region 














































In the operation pressure range, we have [18]: 
ssb PP 00552445.061594.1)( +=ρ  
Therefore,  











dbW = flow rate leaving sub-cooled region to the saturated region. 
fgh = vaporization heat. 
2.6. Equations for Sub-cooled Region 





















fwW = feed water flow rate. 



















































































    
If we assume that 21 scsc
MM && =
, then we have: 
2/)( dbfwsc WWW +=  




 into the heat balance equation for the subcooled 














































scP =pressure at the sub-cooled region. 
satP =pressure at the saturated region. 
tpbP∆ =two-phase pressure loss in the boiling region. 
spscP∆ =single phase pressure loss in the sub-cooled region. 
spssP∆ =single phase pressure loss in the superheated region. 
2.7. Equations for the Steam Pressure Controller 
The secondary side pressure is maintained by regulating the steam flow rate.  The steam flow 












=u  controller output. 
=τ   time constant. 
0sW = initial steam flow rate on the secondary side. 
stC = an adjustable parameter. 
If a PI controller is used, the controller output has both the proportional part )(1 tu and the 

























=1k  proportional gain. 
=2k  integral gain. 
tbP =  turbine header pressure. 
setP = turbine header pressure set-point. 
0P =  turbine header pressure set-point.
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Appendix 2: IRIS Steam Mixing Codes 
 
% File name: IRISMixing.m 
% August 10th, 2010 
% M-file developed by Xiaojia Xu 
% Changed in part by Sergio Perillo to add a second IRIS unit 
% For steam mixing purposes 
% IRIS Reactor System Parameters 
% Table 8 IRIS Steam Generator Parameters (One of Eight) 
% Rated power 125 MW 
% Tube outside diameter 17.46 mm 
% Tube thickness 2.11 mm 
% Tube inside diameter 13.24 mm 
% Number of helical rows 21 
% Tubes number 656 
% Tube bundle average length 32 m 
% SG height (headers centerline) 7.9 m 
% SG overall height 8.5 m 
% Primary side inlet temperature 328.4°C (623.12°F) 
% Primary side outlet temperature 292°C (557.6°F) 
% Tavg = 310.2°C (590.36°F) 
% Feedwater temperature 223.9°C (435.02°F) 
% Steam temperature 317°C (602.6°F) 
% Primary side pressure 15.5 MPa 
% Steam outlet pressure 5.8 MPa 
% Primary flow rate 589 kg/s (1298.524 lb/s) 
% Secondary flow rate 62.5 kg/s (137.789 lb/s) 
% Primary side pressure loss 72 kPa 











% Reactor Core 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Units converter 
kk=1.054e-3;  % 1BTU =1.054e3 J = 1.054 e-3MJ 
  
%from mm to ft; 
% c1=0.1*0.3937/12;  




% 1lb= 0.4732kg 
  
% 1 ft =0.3m 
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% One group delayed neutron fraction 
%beta=0.0044; 
% decay constant  (sec-1) 
% lamda=0.07561; 
  
% 6 groups delayed neutron  
beta= [0.000215,0.001424,0.001274,0.002568,0.000748,0.000273]; % Neutron 
fraction 










% Nominal Power output is 1000 (MWth) 
 P0=1000;% 994.85492; 
 %from calculations, efficiency is 33.59% 
  
% total coolant mass flow rate (coolant flow rate lbm/sec) 
  
Wc=3.7e7/3600; % 1.028e4 lbm/s 
  
W=Wc/8;   % Coolant goes to one HCSG 
  
% Mann's two nodes model 
Wc1=Wc;    
Wc2=Wc; 
  
mf = 1.8e5; % Mass of fuel (lb) 
  
% total mass of coolant in core 




%% reactor core thermal model 
% Moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity (1/F) 
Alpha_c =-4.0e-4; 
%Alpha_c = -3.6e-4 ; % 1/K; 
% Fuel Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity (1/F) 
Alpha_f =-1.65e-5;  % 1/K 
  
% Fraction of Total Power Deposited in Fuel 
Fc = 0.97; 
  
% Specific Heat capacity of Fuel (BTU/lbm-F) 
Cpf = 0.059*kk; 
% Cpf=246.5; % (J/kg-K) 
% Specific heat capacity of Moderator (BTU/lbm-F) 
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Cpc = 1.394*kk; 
%Cpc = 5807; % (J/kg-K) 
% Effective fuel-to-coolant heat transfer area (ft2)  
Afc = 41631.6; 
Afc1=Afc/2; 
Afc2=Afc/2; 
%Afc =5570.7; % m2 
  
% overall fule-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient (BTU/Hr-ft2-F) 
Ufc = 327.4/3600*kk; 
%Ufc = 5.672; % J/s-kg-K 
rho_h2o = 45.71; %lbm/ft3 
%rho_h2o = 732.6 ; % kg/m3 
  
% lower riser volume  
Vlr=19.0*35.288;  %ft3 
% upper riser volume 
Vur = 35.4 * 35.288;   %ft3 
%RCP suction plenum 
Vcp = 23.5 *35.288; %ft3 
  
% 1 m3 = 35.288 ft3 

















Demand=100; %Power Demand (31-89%), 31% barely making it 













%% HCSG Model 





%from mm to ft; 
c1=0.1*0.3937/12;  
%conversion from kg to lbm; 
c2=1/0.4536;  
%Number of tubes=820; 
N =656; 
Ntube=656; 
% Tube inner diameter=13.24mm 
Ri_thermal=13.24/2*c1; 
% Tube outside diameter=17.46mm 
Ro_thermal=17.46/2*c1; 
% Inlet temperature on the primary side 
Tpin=1.8*328.62+32;%(From NCSU code: 328.62F, original=328.4F) 
  




%Internal shell external diameter Di=0.61 m; 
Di=0.61*1000*c1; 




%Total shell side projected area 
Ap_total=1/4*pi*(Do^2-Di^2)*(1-Ro_thermal*2/t); 




Ap=pi*Ro_hydraulic^2;   
  
%Tube side hydraulic dimater 
Ri_hydraulic=Ri_thermal; 
%Flow area on the secondary side; 
As=pi*(Ri_hydraulic^2);   
%Cross section for the tube; 
Aw=pi*(Ro_thermal^2-Ri_thermal^2); 
  











rhoavg=8.86; %for entire boiling region; 
rhofw=51.71; 

































%Feed water temperature=224C; 
Tfw=1.8*224+32; %OK  
  
%Tube length 
Lt=32*3.2808; %total bundle length 
Lb=21.5*3.2808;  %this value is fixed to determine accurate heat transfer 
coefficient in this region. 


























































%Preparing data matrix; 
a1=Ap*Cpp*rhop/2;   %primary side; 
a2=Aw*Cpw*rhow/2;   %metal; 














a9=hws*pi*Ri/a3;     
  
a11=As*Cpsc*rhosc/2; %  
a12=hwsc*pi*Ri/a2; %  







%Saturated temperature for 7Mpa 




%X5=402.94; K5=0.14;  %Tsat~Psat 
Tsat=X5+K5*Psat; 




a99=hws*pi*Ri/Cps;   
a88=2*Wfw/As/rhosc; 
a77=2/As/rhosc; 




Z=0.76634; % 570K, 60atm; steam expansion coefficient 





% Steam valve position controller 
%Pset=5.8*c3; 
Pset=841.22; 
% Adustable parameters 
cst=10; 
%cst=0.1; 




ti2=1; %unit 2 
kc=.5; % 0.5 is the original value change the response of pressure;  the 
smaller, the larger change 
  
  
%% Balance of Plant 
epsilon = 1;%.7033;%0.6354; %%Not using this value in calculations. 
Kapp = 3.4137e6; 
%number of steam generators 
Nsg = 8; 
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gc=32.174; 
% turbine control valve open loss coefficient 
Ktcv=44.85; 
Refload = 335;  % MWe 
  





%% Core model only 
close all 
% sim('MyCore') 
tick=[0 6:1:8 9 12 15 18 21 24 30 36]; 
% axis([.1 26 580 620]) 
% axis([.1 28 580 620]) 
% axis([.1 29 580 620]) 
% axis([.1 28 580 620]) 
% axis([.1 28 595 620]) 
% axis([.1 28 70 100]) 
% axis([.1 28 595 620]) 
% axis([.1 28 .1 .3]) 
% axis([.1 28 587 593]) 
% axis([.1 28 .7 1.05]) 












title({['Core Inlet (T_C_L), Core Exit (T_H_L), and Average 
Temperatures'],... 

















title({['Core Inlet (T_C_L), Core Exit (T_H_L), and Average 
Temperatures'],... 











    grid on;hold; 
title({['Core Power P/P_o'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 









    grid on;hold; 
title({['Core Power P/P_o'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 










title({['Average Moderator Temperature'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 













title({['Average Moderator Temperature'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 












title({['External Reactivity'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 








title({['External Reactivity'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 










title({['Net Reactivity'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 








title({['Net Reactivity'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 
















title({['Steam Outlet Pressure'],['(Controlled Variable)'],['Unit 1']},... 






legend('Steam Pressure','Set Point','Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'fontweight','b') 







title({['Steam Outlet Pressure'],['(Controlled Variable)'],['Unit 2']},... 





legend('Steam Pressure','Set Point','Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'fontweight','b') 






title({['Steam and Feedwater Flow Rates'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 




legend('Steam Flowrate','Feedwater Flowrate','Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'fontweight','b') 
set(gca,'XTick',tick) 






title({['Steam and Feedwater Flow Rates'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 




legend('Steam Flowrate','Feedwater Flowrate','Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'fontweight','b') 
set(gca,'XTick',tick) 




title({['Steam Temperature'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 










title({['Steam Temperature'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 










title({['Power Demand Profile (%)'],['Unit 1']},'fontweight','b',... 








title({['Power Demand Profile (%)'],['Unit 2']},'fontweight','b',... 








% plot(tout2,TurbineP(:,1)*10*.3359,'-.r','LineWidth',2);grid on; 
% title({['Total Power Demand vs Turbine Power Output']},'fontweight'... 
%     ,'b',... 
%     'fontsize',f);hold; 
% plot(tout2,TurbineP(:,2),'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
% xlabel('Time [h]','fontweight','b','fontsize',f); 
% ylabel('[MW_e]','fontweight','b','fontsize',f); 








% title({['Total Power Demand vs Turbine Power Output'],['Absolute 
Values']},'fontweight'... 
%     ,'b',... 
%     'fontsize',f); 










title({['Superheated Steam Temperatures - Units 1 & 2'],... 
    ['and Header']},'fontweight','b',... 





legend('Unit 1 Steam Temp','Unit 2 Steam Temp','Mixed Steam Temp',... 
    'Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'fontweight','b') 





title({['Feedwater Flow Rate Temperature- Units 1 & 2']},'fontweight','b',... 





legend('Unit 1','Unit 2',... 








title({['Feedwater Flow Rate - Units 1 & 2']},'fontweight','b',... 





legend('Unit 1','Unit 2',... 







%% ---Save All Figures (GUIs are not saved)--------- 
savefigures = input('Save Figures? \yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savefigures=='y' 
    H=get(0,'children'); 
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        for n = 1:length(H) 
            saveas(H(n),['case1' num2str(n) '.fig']) 
        end 
     
















set(gca,'XTick',[0 12 18 24 36 39 45 48 60]) 
axis([0 60 65 110]) 
legend('Unit 2','Unit 2',... 
    'Location','Best'); 
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% M-file developed by Xiaojia Xu 
% File name: hsat.m 
% this function is used to calculate the parameters under saturation 
% condition. the subscripting symbol f stands for fluid, and g stands for 
% gas.  
% p = inlet pressure 
% Tsat = saturation temperature 
% h = heat transfer coefficient 
% k = Thermal conductivity (W/m C) 
% mu = viscocity () 




if P>1.676 && P<8.511 
    Tsat=185.0779*P^0.2323217-5.0; 
elseif P>8.511 && P<17.690 




if P>4.0200 && P<9.964 
    a=373.7665; b=0.4235532; c=415.00; 
elseif P>9.964  && P<16.673 





if P>2.955 && P<6.522 
    a=-1.347244; b=-2.999; c=-2.326913; d=2803.35; 
elseif P>6.5222  && P<16.497 

















if P>3.948 && P<9.514 
    muf=141.5415-25.91353*log(P); 
    muf=muf*1.0E-6; 
end; 
  
if P>2.207 && P<5.480 
 223 
    mug=(3.375163*P^(0.3916208)+11.8)*1.0E-6; 
elseif P>5.480 && P<9.585 







% M-file developed by Xiaojia Xu 
% File name: hsh.m 
% this function is used to calculate the Pressure and temperature related 
% parameters in the superheat region  
% Tsat = saturate temperature 
% h = heat transfer coeficient  
% Cp = Specific heat 





if P>2.955 && P<6.522 
    hgg=-1.347244*(P-2.999)^2.0-2.326913*(P-2.999)+2803.35; 
elseif P>6.522 && P< 16.497 





if P>3.932 && P< 8.996 
    vgg=(2.868721*P^1.252148+3.8)^(-1); 
elseif P>8.996 && P< 14.628 
    vgg=(0.5497653*P^1.831182+18.111)^(-1); 
elseif P>14.628 && P< 18.210 




if P>2.391 && P< 5.661 
Cpg=0.3187082*P^1.110271+2.3; 
elseif P>5.661 && P< 9.458 
    Cpg=0.064275995*P^1.766106+3.12; 
elseif P>9.458 && P<12.9 
    Cpg=3.8011048E-3*P^2.816897+4.40; 
elseif P>12.9 && P<16.309 
    Cpg=0.1876175*exp(0.2466925*P)+5.0; 
elseif P>16.309 && P<18.743 







% M-file developed by Xiaojia Xu 
% File name:hsub.m 
% This function is used to calculate the specific enthalpy in 
% sub-cooling region. 
% Inputs: 
%   P = the inlet pressure 
%   T =  inlet temperature 
% Outputs: 
%   Ps  =  saturation pressure 
%   h   =  specific enthalpy  
%   Cp  =  specific heat 




if T>89.965 & T<179.781 
    Ps=((T+57.0)/236.2315)^5.602972; 
elseif T>139.781 & T<203.662 
    Ps=((T+28.0)/207.9248)^4.778504; 
elseif T>203.662 & T<299.407 
    Ps=((T+5.0)/185.0779)^4.304376; 
elseif T>288.407 & T<355.636 
    Ps=((T+16.0)/195.1819)^4.460843; 
elseif T>355.636 & T<373.253 
    Ps=((T+50.0)/227.2963)^4.960785; 
end; 
if Ps>0.075 & Ps<0.942 
    h=912.1779*Ps^0.2061637-150.0; 
elseif Ps>0.942 & Ps<4.02 
       h=638.0621*Ps^0.2963192+125.0; 
elseif Ps>4.020 & Ps<9.964 
h=373.7665*Ps^0.4235532+415.0; 




if Ps>0.03 & Ps<0.671 
    cpf=0.247763*Ps^0.5704026+4.15; 
elseif Ps>0.671 & Ps<2.606 
    cpf=0.1795305*Ps^0.8967323+4.223; 
elseif Ps>2.606 & Ps<6.489 
    cpf=0.0935984*Ps^1.239114+4.340; 
elseif Ps>6.489 & Ps< 11.009 
    cpf=0.01068888*Ps^2.11376+4.740; 
elseif Ps>11.009 & Ps< 14.946 
    cpf=1.0E-4*1.333058*Ps^3.707294+5.480; 
elseif Ps>14.946 & Ps< 18.079 





if Ps>0.075 & Ps<1.000 
    rhof=(1.2746977*1.0E-4*Ps^0.4644339+0.001)^(-1); 
elseif Ps>1.00 & Ps<3.88 
    rhof=(1.0476071*1.0E-4*Ps^0.5651090+0.001022)^(-1); 
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elseif Ps>3.880 & Ps<8.840 
    rhof=(3.2836717*1.0E-5*Ps+1.12174735*1.0E-3)^(-1); 
elseif Ps>8.840 & Ps< 14.463 
    rhof=(3.3551046*1.0E-4*exp(5.8403566*1.0E-2*Ps)+0.00085)^(-1); 
elseif Ps>14.463 & Ps< 18.052 





% August 10th, 2010 
% M-file developed by Sergio Perillo 







    'LineWidth',2);grid on;hold; 
title({['Profile 1']},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 12 24 36 48 60]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({['Profile 2']},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 12 24 36 48 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 30 50:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 3'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 12 24 36 48 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 30 70:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 4'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 18 42 48 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50 60:10:100]) 





    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 5'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 16 38 46 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50 60:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 6'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 10 22 34 46 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50 60:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 7'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 17 23 34 47 60]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50 60:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 8'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[12 15 23 25]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50:10:100]) 




    'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title({'Profile 9'},'fontweight','b',... 




set(gca,'XTick',[0 18 72 84 96]) 
set(gca,'YTick',[0 50:10:100]);axis([0 96 40 110]) 
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% August 10th, 2010 
% Developed by Sergio Perillo 



































    [0.144642857142857 0.744238095238096 0.183928571428572 
0.123809523809524],... 
    'String',{'Normal Mode of','Operation'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'arrow',[0.230357142857143 0.316071428571429],... 
    [0.719047619047619 0.59047619047619]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'textbox',... 
    [0.695183023347842 0.773907707412863 0.18435298773249 
0.111474226804126],... 
    'String',{'Degraded','Mode'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
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    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'arrow',[0.766071428571428 0.696428571428571],... 
    [0.757142857142858 0.621428571428572]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'textbox',... 
    [0.445366046695686 0.659793814432989 0.0611238622872981 
0.0550677466863074],... 
    'String',{'Bias'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'doublearrow',[0.389285714285714 0.596428571428571],... 
    [0.646619047619048 0.647619047619048]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'arrow',[0.389285714285714 0.276785714285714],... 
    [0.253761904761905 0.254761904761905]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'textbox',... 
    [0.302142857142857 0.264285714285714 0.0657142857142861 
0.100428571428575],... 
    'String',{'\sigma^2_s'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'textbox',... 
    [0.591071428571428 0.261904761904762 0.111071428571428 
0.0637619047619084],... 
    'String',{'Var(x)'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 







    [0.216428571428571 0.461904761904763 0.0460714285714287 
0.0599523809523844],... 
    'String',{'x'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
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    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'arrow',[0.255357142857143 0.386071428571429],... 
    [0.480952380952381 0.363333333333337]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'textbox',... 
    [0.743214285714284 0.434761904761906 0.111071428571428 
0.0637619047619084],... 
    'String',{'E(x)'},... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',12,... 
    'FontName','Tahoma',... 
    'FitBoxToText','off',... 
    'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
annotation(figure(1),'arrow',[0.735714285714286 0.593571428571428],... 
    [0.457142857142857 0.369523809523815]); 
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Appendix 3: IRIS SIMULINK Model Sample Run 
 
This example applies to the twin-unit SIMULINK model, and the process is similar to the 
single-unit model. 
 
 Step 1: open the SIMULINK profile of your choice (Profile01.mdl through 
Profile09.mdl). 
 Step 2: open IRISMixing.mdl, and make sure all necessary files for both SIMULINK 
model and M-file are in the same directory or at least in Matlab path. 
 Step 3: copy and paste the profile of your choice in to the IRIS mixing and connect it 
to one of units of your choice. 
 Step 4: adjust the simulation time by opening ‘Simulation’ -> ‘Configuration 
Parameters.’ 
 Step 5: open M-file SMixing.m. 
 Step 6: Adjust power demands (Demand and Demand2) values (lines 144 and 145) 
and run the file. 
 Step 7: You will get the following error message: 
??? Undefined function or variable 'core_tran'. 
Error in ==> SMixing at 408 
bb=length(core_tran); 
o This error message appears because it needs outputs from the SIMULINK 
model that are not yet available, but by doing this all inputs are ready and 
uploaded in to the computer memory, so you can run the SIMULINK 
model again and again without having to run the m-file every time you 
make minor changes in the SIMULINK model.  To remove this error and 
run the whole thing at once, simply uncomment line 390 in the m-file. 
 Step 8: After the simulation is complete, skip over to line 392. This section of the m-
file plots out all important results.  Don’t forget to adjust the plotting axes before 
running it.  If the plots don’t look good, adjust plotting axes again and run this section 
again. There’s no need to run the whole m-file again, but if you do you’ll have to run 
the SIMULINK model again. 
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 Step 9: If you notice too many spikes in the results, you might want to change the 
Kp1 and Kp2 values. Usually, faster transients will need smaller Kp values. 
 Step 10: You can pause the SIMULINK model at any time and plot out the results to 
check if it is going smoothly, and resume the simulation again if you are happy with 
the results. 
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Appendix 4: IRIS SIMULINK Model Screenshots 
 
 








Profile01.mdl (created by Sergio Perillo). 
















hcsgss.mdl (helical coil steam generator steady-state, without steam pressure 
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Appendix 6: Two-Tank Loop Operation Manual 
 
This is a general manual on how to run the loop using the software developed in 
LabView. 
Check list before running the loop: 
 Check the water level in the sump tank, located underneath the loop tabletop and 
refill it if necessary. Remember: the results are heavily dependent on the water level, 
so always start your runs using the SAME water level every time! 
 Water is filtered, and filter is located in the kitchen, behind the door. 
 Open gate valve located at the pump inlet, underneath the sump tank plate support. 
 Flowrate inlet control valves should be closed, and outlet flowrate control valves 
should be open. 
 Bypass manual valve should be closed. (DO NOT fire up the loop with this valve 
open!!!!!). 
 Power on all power strips, and check if everything else is powered up as well 
(sensors, control valves, computer screen monitors, etc). 
 Check if computer is on. 
 
Software status check before firing up the loop: 
 Open LabView. 
 Open file FDI.vi and run it. If LabView don’t crash you should see both control and 
data acquisition Vis pop-up.  Matlab workspace window should also pop-up in the 
background. 
 Check if the control VI is running on manual mode, if not choose ‘manual’ from the 
drop down menu located right in the center of the VI. 
 Once VIs are running, check if values are being updated, and if they make sense.  
This check is important because it might indicate a sensor or a control valve not 
properly powered up. 
 With the VI in manual, change the values sent to each of the control valves, one at a 
time, to make sure all control valves are powered up, but leave the inlet control valves 
closed and the outlet valves open. 
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 Check if the control valve connecting both tanks is closed. 
 
Firing up the loop: 
 Once everything has been checked, flip the circuit lever located on the wall.  There 
are 3 boxes on the wall; you are to flip the one in the middle.  The third (from left to 
right) belongs to another experiment, and it might be already on, so don’t touch it!  If 
you don’t know what you are doing DON’T DO IT!  THINK FIRST! Call a 
professor. 
 Assuming you were able to fire up the pump, next thing you should do is slowly open 
the manual bypass valve. There may be air trapped inside the line. That’s not a 
problem, provided you opened the valve slowly.  Remember: there is a turbine 
flowmeter in this line, and it is very, very fragile.  And one other thing: don’t wait too 
long to start opening the bypass valve, as it might damage the pump! 
 With the VI in manual, input 5V to each tank inlet flowrate control valve. 
 Check process values after a few seconds to see if everything looks fine. 
 There may be air trapped in the inlet and outlet lines, so here we go. 
 
Getting rid of air trapped in the piping (this is valid for both tanks, but I’ll assume 
you are interested only in running tank 1) 
 With the water level below 100 mmH2O input 10V to the inlet control valve. You’ll 
notice some air bubbles coming out of the pipe and into the tank. 
 Once the water level reaches around 70% input 0V and let the level drop back to 
around 100 mmH2O. 
 Repeat the first and second steps a few times until you are certain there’s no more air 
inside the inlet piping. 
 Yes I know there is air trapped inside the outlet piping, and getting rid of it will 
require some ingenuity, skill and body coordination on your part, but here’s the kick: 
o Bring the water level up to around 700 mmH2O. 
o Look underneath the tabletop.  Look for the returning pipe, yes, you’ll see 
the water returning back to the tank, that’s the returning pipe. 
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o With your hand, or other tool you can improvise with, temporarily block 
the water exit. This will increase the backpressure inside the pipe just 
enough to help expel those air bubbles you should be looking at through 
the clear section of the pipe right in front of you. Remove your hand and 
let the backpressure take care of the rest. Repeat this process 3 or 4 times, 
or until you see the air has left the pipe. But keep an eye on the water tank 
level!  
 Assuming and hoping you successfully completed the previous steps without causing 
the tank to overflow, the next step is to return to the control table and switch the 
software from ‘manual’ to ‘tank 1’. This will bring up Tank 1 controller.  Select the 
water set point and the controller will take care of the rest. 
 If you decided to run both tanks at the same time, remember you’ll have to get rid of 
the air trapped inside Tank 2 lines (in and out) just the same way you did in Tank 1. 
 Once the loop is completely free of air, choose ‘Tank 1,’ ‘Tank 2,’ or ‘Both Tanks’. 
 The controller VI is wired to hide things you don’t need, depending on the choice you 
made using the drop-down menu. 
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Turning off the loop: 
 Switch the control to manual. 
 Input 0V to control valves 1 and 2 (inlet flowrate control valves, dummy!) 
 Input 10V to the outlet control valves, if you have changed it to begin with, of course. 
 Close the control valve between both tanks.  
 Close the bypass manual valve. 
 Check to see if the water levels in both tanks are actually coming down. 
 Remember that switch box lever? Flip it back to “off”. 
 Stop both VIs. 
 Close the VIs. 
 Close LabView. 
 Remember those power strips? Turn them off! But be careful not to turn off the 
computer. 
 Close gate valve located at the pump inlet, underneath the sump tank plate support. 
 
Congratulations! You just managed to successfully operate the loop without an accident, 
and kept my 3.5-year old Frankenstein-ish offspring, fruit of my hard, back-breaking, mind-
boggling work from complete disaster!  Yes, I know Michael helped me build it, and I’ll be 










Appendix 7: Orifice Meter Calibration Procedure and Results 
 
In order to calibrate the orifice meters, rigorous mechanical timing experiments 
were performed to find the proportionality of flow to pressure drop across the orifice 
using the relationship, Flow rate = K*SQRT (Pressure difference). Using a timer and 
pre-calibrated liter marks on the level tanks, average flow rates were determined for 
different positions of the control valves. Simultaneously, output voltages from the 
pressure sensors were compared to values set with the calibration software, AMS 
Device Manager. Using linear interpolation of voltages between the maximum and 
minimum pressure differences, a ∆P was found for each output voltage recorded at 
each control valve position. Four sets of test positions were performed for each tank; 
from these an average proportionality constant was determined. Any anomalous data 




1) Find Flow Rate 
• Isolate one tank.  
• Close all Valves. 
• Turn on Pump. 
• Open Bypass 
• Input test voltage into Control Valve in order to open it. 
• As water fills to zero line start timer. 
• Stop timer when a whole number a liters are filled. 
• Record Time to fill in seconds (T) and Liters filled (L) 
• From these Calculate Flow rate for each test point 
 
2) Find Pressure Difference (∆P) 
• Find Max and Min Voltage and corresponding ∆P using 
calibration software 
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• Record output voltage from pressure sensor at each test point 
• Perform linear interpolation between max and min to determine 
∆P at each point. 
 
3) Determine Proportionality constant K 
• Using flow rate and ∆P relationship find K at each point 





FRate (L/s) = L/T  
 
∆P: 
∆P (mm H20) = SLOPE(∆Pmin, ∆Pmax, Vmin, Vmax )*∆Ptest + INTERCEPT( ∆Pmin, 
∆Pmax, Vmin, Vmax) 





Orifice Meter 1 
 Average       














mm H2O K 
0 x x x x x x x 
1 x x x x x x x 
2 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
3 8 168.33 0.0475257 0.7532917 0.843152 84.36427 1.6523E-06 
4 8 64.54 0.1239493 1.9646218 1.112355 585.1418 1.63626E-06 
5 8 41.01 0.1950982 3.0923448 1.582293 1459.329 1.63086E-06 
6 8 29.65 0.2697918 4.2762533 2.252593 2706.235 1.6561E-06 
7 8 24.38 0.3281715 5.2015834 3.026973 4146.753 1.62737E-06 
8 7 18.72 0.3740315 5.9284745 3.712115 5421.27 1.62217E-06 
9 7 17.36 0.4032839 6.3921302 4.149825 6235.507 1.63085E-06 
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Orifice Meter 2 
 
 Average       















mm H2O K 
0 x x x x x x x 
1 x x x x x x x 
2 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
3 8 86.43 0.0925578 1.4670593 0.971 318.8873 1.65514E-06 
4 8 46.30 0.1727768 2.7385476 1.403 1128.569 1.64233E-06 
5 8 32.54 0.2458513 3.8967916 2.007 2260.625 1.65119E-06 
6 8 25.52 0.3134489 4.9682280 2.7375 3629.775 1.66137E-06 
7 8 22.09 0.3621548 5.7402263 3.48 5021.416 1.632E-06 
8 8 20.40 0.3921569 6.2157647 4.0175 6028.833 1.61281E-06 
8.5 8 19.56 0.4089980 6.4826994 4.16382 6303.075 1.64507E-06 
               
           Avg K 1.64284E-06 
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After analysis of the data, for orifice meter 1, the proportionality constant K is 
found to be 1.63666E-6, making the calibration curve for Orifice Meter 1, including all 
conversions: 
 
SQRT {(1860.2209*Voltage -1484.084253)*9.806652} * 1.63666E-6 * 15850.2 
=  
Flow Rate (GPM). 
For Orifice Meter 2 K is found to be 1.64296E-6. The corresponding calibration 
curve is: 
 
SQRT {(1874.264032*x-1501.023093)*9.806652} * 1.64296E-6 * 15850.2 =  
Flow Rate (GPM). 
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Appendix 8: Turbine Flow Meter Calibration Procedure and 
Results 
 
This is a procedure summary used to calibrate the turbine flow meters installed 
in the loop against the orifice meters. 
• Turn on the loop according to procedure described earlier. 
• Isolate both tanks by closing the valve connecting tanks. 
• Make sure there is no air trapped inside the piping. 
• You can look at the clear parts of the piping to check for entrapped 
pockets of air. 
• If there is, use your hand to plug the water exits located on top of the 
water tank underneath the loop table top for a few seconds at a time. 
This simple procedure helps coalesce the trapped air bubbles and the 
backpressure created inside the pipe helps purge the air out of the pipe as 
the exit is unplugged. 
• Set the first desired water level inside the tank and let the PI controller 
bring the level to a state as steady as possible (this can take from several 
minutes to a few hours per data point). 
• Monitor the level change inside the tank to make sure it has reached 
steady state. 
• Unplug the corresponding control valve to avoid the controller from 
making minor changes in the water level while reading the values). 
• Place probes in the data acquisition VI diagram to monitor the voltages 
coming from the orifice meter, and turbine flow meter signal conditioner 
being calibrated, and build a table similar to the tables below. 
• Proceed to the next calibration data point. 
• Perform a linear regression using the data points and update equation(s) 




Turbine S/N: 051310332 
Signal Conditioner S/N: 16334 
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 
 







0     
400 414.14 .143 1.20097 2.4526 
500 512.4 .152 1.23196 2.6298 
600 626.2 .161 1.267 2.807 
700 768.0 .173 1.3114 3.017 




Turbine S/N: 051310300 
Signal Conditioner S/N: 16253 
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 







0     
400 400.178 0.105 1.1740 2.30957 
500 470.65 0.111 1.1968 2.441 
600 606.73 0.120 1.2357 2.6806 
700 760.44 0.132 1.2801 2.927 
800 845.4 .138 1.302 3.06 
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Matlab example code for performing the linear regression: 
 
%Calibration of new turbines against OM1& OM2 respectively 
%S/N: 16334 & 051310332 (TFM1) 
%S/N: 16253 & 051310300 (TFM1) 







tfm1=[0; 2.453; 2.6298; 2.807; 3.017]; %V 
om1=[0; .143; .152; .161; .173]; %l/s 
figure(10); 
plot(tfm1,om1,'LineWidth',2);grid on; 
title('TFM1 Calibration Curve','fontweight','b',... 














tfm2=[0; 2.3096; 2.441; 2.6806; 2.927; 3.06]; %V 
om2=[0; .105; .111; .12; .132; .138]; %l/s 
figure(20); 
plot(tfm2,om2,'LineWidth',2);hold;grid on 
title('TFM2 Calibration Curve','fontweight','b',... 


























SCB Pin Out Pins
Temp Tank 1 ai01-ai09 ACH1-ACH9
33 (+)      
66(-)
Temp Tank 2 ai02-ai10 ACH2-ACH10
65 (+)       
31 (-)
CJC ai00-ai08 ACH0-ACH8
68 (+)      
34(-)
Sump Tank Temp ai03-ai11 ACH3-ACH11
30 (+)       
63 (-)
From CV 1 ai04-ai12 ACH4-ACH12
28 (+)       
61 (-)
From CV 2 ai05-ai13 ACH5-ACH13
60 (+)       
26 (-)
From CV 3 ai06-ai14 ACH6-ACH14
25 (+)       
58 (-)
To CV 1 Dev5/ao00 DAC0 Out
22 (+)       
55 (-)








SCB Pin Out Pins
Level 1 ai23-ai31 ACH7-ACH15
57 (+)         
23 (-)
OM 1 ai17-ai25 ACH1-ACH9
33 (+)         
66 (-)
TFM 1 ai18-ai26 ACH2-ACH10
65 (+)         
31 (-)
Bypass FM ai19-ai27 ACH3-ACH11
30 (+)         
63 (-)
Level 2 ai20-ai28 ACH4-ACH12
28 (+)         
61 (-)
OM 2 ai21-ai29 ACH5-ACH13
60 (+)         
26 (-)
TFM 2 ai22-ai30 ACH6-ACH14
25 (+)         
58 (-)
To CV 2 Dev5/ao1 DAC1 Out
 To CV 3 
(Bypass)
ao2 DAC0 Out
22 (+)         




Appendix 10: VI – Additional Screenshots 
 
 






































































































% May 27th,2009 
% Developed Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% 
% File name AAKRModels.m 
% 
% Old way to load a file 
% fileToImport=('UpdatedModel.txt'); 
% abrefile(fileToImport); 
% tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
%     'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
%     'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
%     'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
%     'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  






%% Plot Dataset 
    for i=1:11; 
        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 




plot(t,data(:,1),'r'); grid on 
% title({'Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level', ... 
%     ['File Used:  ',fileToImport]},'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
  
title({'Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level', ... 
    'File Used:  SecondTest.txt'},'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 









%% ---Build a Model 
buildmod = input('Build a Model?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if buildmod=='y' 
   
  






%% Plot Comparisons 





title({'Level Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'},'fontweight',... 










title({'OM1 Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'},'fontweight',... 









title({'By-Pass Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'},'fontweight',... 










title({'Outlet Flow Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'},... 
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title({'CV1 Feedback Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'}... 










title({'To CV1 Measured vs Predicted Values','Using AAKR'},... 





figure('name','Mean Absolute Percent Error of AAKR Models'); 
bar(AAKRerror);grid on 
set(gca,'xticklabel',{'Level','OM1','By-Pass','TFM1','FromCV1','ToCV1'}) 
title('Mean Absolute Percent Error Using AAKR','fontweight','b',... 




save AAKRerror AAKRerror         
%% Characterizing the Empirical Model. 
modelchar=modchar(BestModel,validation,false) 
  
figure('name','Auto-Sensitivity with All Variables in Model'); 
bar(modelchar.attributes.autosensitivity) 
title('Auto-Sensitivity Performance Metric with All Variables in Model',... 





figure('name','Cross-Sensitivity with All Variables in Model'); 
bar(modelchar.attributes.crosssensitivity) 
title({'Cross-Sensitivity Performance Metric',... 






figure('name','EULM with All Variables in Model'); 
bar(modelchar.attributes.eulmdetectability) 
title('EULM Performance Metric with All Variables in Model',... 





figure('name','SPRT Detectability with All Variables in Model'); 
bar(modelchar.attributes.sprtdetectability) 
title({'SPRT Detectability Performance Metric',... 






%% low level Implementation of Autoassociative Kernel Regression. 
  
p= aakr(train,[17.3716    0.1430    0.9665    0.1484    4.9047    4.8647], 
... 
    0.43,false); 
p(1)^2 















%% ---Save Files or Not 
savefiles = input('Save data?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savefiles=='y' 
    save AAKR_Data.mat 




%% ---Save Models 
savemodels = input('Save Training Vector Dataset?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savemodels=='y' 
    save AAKR_Train train test validation BestModel 
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%% ---Process Predicted Data 




   %% Plot Predicted Part of Original Dataset 
  
   for j=12:17 
       figure(j+250); 
       plot(t,data(:,j)) 
       title(tagnames(j),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
       ylabel(units(j),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
       xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
       grid on 
       set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
   end     





%% ---Plot Comparisons Between Predicted and Measured Data 
plotcomp = input('Plot Measured Versus Predicted Data?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if plotcomp=='y' 
    figure('name','Measured Level Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,2));grid on 
    title('Measured Water Level','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,12));grid on 
    title('Predicted Water Level','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]') 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,2)-data(:,12)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    figure('name','Predicted Water Level Versus Set Point') 
    plot(t,data(:,1));hold;plot(t,data(:,12),'r');grid on 
    title('Predicted Water Level versus Set Point','fontweight','b',... 
        'fontsize',11); 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    mape(data(:,1),data(:,12)) 
    legend('Level Set Point','Predicted Level','Location','Best') 
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    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Measured OM1 Flow Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,3));grid on 
    title('Measured Inlet Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,13));grid on 
    title('Predicted Inlet Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,3)-data(:,13)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
  
    figure('name','Measured By-Pass Flow Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,4));grid on 
    title('Measured By-Pass Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,14));grid on 
    title('Predicted By-Pass Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,4)-data(:,14)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    figure('name','Measured Outlet Flow Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,5));grid on 
    title('Measured Outlet Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,15));grid on 
    title('Predicted Outlet Flow','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,5)-data(:,15)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Measured CV1 Feedback Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,9));grid on 
    title('Measured CV1 Feedback','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
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    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,16));grid on 
    title('Predicted CV1 Feedback','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,9)-data(:,16)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    figure('name','Measured CV1 Signal Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,11));grid on 
    title('Measured CV1 Signal','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,17));grid on 
    title('Predicted CV1 Signal','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,11)-data(:,17)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 




%% ---Save All Figures (GUIs are not saved)--------- 
savefigures = input('Save Figures? (PEM Toolbox figures are not 
saved:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savefigures=='y' 
disp('PEM Toolbox generated figures will NOT be saved') 
    H=get(0,'children'); 
        for n = 1:length(H) 
            saveas(H(n),['AAKR_Model' num2str(n) '.fig']) 
        end 
     




% May 27th,2009 
% Developed Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% Run AAKRModels.m then InferentialModels.m first! 
% 
% File name: Buildmodel.m 
% This m-file sets up SPRT detection values to be used in the Data.... 










%% Plot Dataset 
    for i=1:11; 
        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 




plot(t,data(:,1),'r'); grid on 
title({'Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level', ... 
    'File Used:  SecondTest.txt'},'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 











%% --Chose Variables 2,3,4 and 5 as predictors to predict level 
predi = [ 2 3 4 5]; 
respi = 1; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[predi respi])); 
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
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%% Make Linear Model for Level 
Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,1:end-1); 
RM = Trn(:,end); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 






Levelmape2=mape(queryR.^2,pred2.^2); %Mean Squared Error 
  
figure('name','Query Dataset vs Predicted Level Using Linear Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([queryR.^2 pred2.^2]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Query Dataset vs Predicted Level','Using Linear Regression'},... 















%Train EULM Detection 
Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
  
















% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,train(:,1:end-1)); 
res = train(:,end)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:2873); 
VE = res(2873:end); 
  
%Train SPRT 
[M V T] = TRAINSPRT(TE,VE,.05,.1); 
  
%Run SPRT 
Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 




% By Pass Flow Rate Fault Detection Routine. 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% May 19th, 2009 





%Load Your Data 
load buildmodel 




predi = [ 1 2 4 5 6]; 
respi = 3; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[1 2 4 5 6]); 
RM = Trn(:,3); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)) 
  
  
%Run EULM Detection 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,Tol); 
  











% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[1 2 4 5 6])); 
res = selvector(:,3)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 






Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 
[FHyp FScore] = sprtn(M,V,Error); 
  






% To CV1 Signal Fault Detection 
% May 6th, 2009 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 












predi = [ 2 3 6]; 
respi = 5; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[2 3 6]); 
RM = Trn(:,5); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
  
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)) 
  
%Run EULM Detection 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,Tol);%.235 
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% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[2 3 6])); 
res = selvector(:,5)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 




Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 
[FHyp FScore] = sprtn(M,V,Error); 
  






% July 12, 2010 
% Sergio Perillo 
% The University of Tennessee 
% Nuclear Engineering Department 
% Multivariate loop 
% Actual Empirical Model and SPRT routine implemented in the loop 
%--------------------------------------------------------------- 
% File name: ImplementarLoop.m  
% Level Prediction 





predictors=[OM1 Bypass TFM1]; 






%% OM1 Predictions using AAKR 
%Level Bypass TFM1 FromCV1 











% Bypass Prediction the following predictors: 




predictors3=[Level OM1 TFM1 FromCV1 ToCV1]; 





% TFM1 Predictions following predictors: 




predictors4=[Level OM1 Bypass]; 






% FromCV1 Predictions following predictors: 




predictors5=[OM1 Bypass ToCV1]; 






%ToCV1 Predictions following predictors: 




predictors6=[OM1 Bypass FromCV1]; 







%Fault Detection Level 
Error = Level - Levelpred; 
[CFHyp FScore] = sprtn(-.0048,.0037,Error); 
  
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
% while running 
f(1:9) = f(2:10); %f(1:6) are initialized at Schematic Full VI 
 f(10) = CFHyp; 
if sum(f) == 10; CFHyp = 1; 
else CFHyp = 0; 
end 
  
%Fault Detection OM1 
ErrorOM1 = OM1 - OM1pred; 
[CFHypOM1 FScoreOM1] = sprtn(-2.7666e-4,4.315e-5,ErrorOM1); 
  
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
% while running 
f2(1:9) = f2(2:10); 
 f2(10) = CFHypOM1;%line 100 
if sum(f2) == 10; CFHypOM1 = 1; 
else CFHypOM1 = 0; 
end 
  
%Fault Detection By Pass 
ErrorBP = Bypass - BPpred; 
[CFHypBP FScoreBP] = sprtn(-1.3925e-4,6.3358e-6,ErrorBP); 
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
f3(1:9) = f3(2:10); 
 f3(10) = CFHypBP; 
 319 
if sum(f3) == 10; CFHypBP = 1; 
else CFHypBP = 0; 
end 
  
%Fault Detection TFM1 
ErrorTFM1 = TFM1 - TFM1pred; 
[CFHypTFM1 FScoreTFM1] = sprtn(1.5018e-5,8.2649e-8,ErrorTFM1); 
  
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
f4(1:9) = f4(2:10); 
 f4(10) = CFHypTFM1; 
if sum(f4) == 10; CFHypTFM1 = 1; 
else CFHypTFM1 = 0; 
end 
  
%Fault Detection To CV1 
ErrorToCV1 = ToCV1 - ToCV1pred; 
[CFHypToCV1 FScoreToCV1] = sprtn(-2.2097e-4,7.7959e-4,ErrorToCV1); 
  
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
f5(1:9) = f5(2:10); %f is initialized at Schematic Full VI 
 f5(10) = CFHypToCV1; 
if sum(f5) == 10; CFHypToCV1 = 1; 
else CFHypToCV1 = 0; 
end 
  
%Fault Detection From CV1 
ErrorFromCV1 = FromCV1 - FromCV1pred; 
[CFHypFromCV1 FScoreFromCV1] = sprtn(.0011,.0011,ErrorFromCV1); 
  
%Apply Screening Fault Logic 
f6(1:9) = f6(2:10); %f is initialized at Schematic Full VI 
 f6(10) = CFHypFromCV1; 
if sum(f6) == 10; CFHypFromCV1 = 1; 
else CFHypFromCV1 = 0; 
end 
  
a=[f; f2; f3; f4; f5; f6]; 
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% Level Fault Detection 
% May 26th, 2009 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 












predi = [2 3 4]; 
respi = 1; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[2 3 4]); 
RM = Trn(:,1); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)) 
%Run EULM Detection 
tt=0:(7.07/length(queryR)):7.07-(7.07/length(queryR)); %Create Drift 
queryRR=queryR+tt'; %Positive Level Drift 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,2);%.31 
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% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[2 3 4])); 
res = selvector(:,1)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 
[M V T] = trainsprt(TE,VE,.05,.1); 
  
%Run SPRT 
Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 












% This program investigates the effect of varying the predictors to 
% model the variable LEVEL 
% Sergio Perillo 
% UT, Knoxville 
% May 21th, 2009 









    figure(i) 
    plot(data(:,i)) 
end 
  
data=[sqrt(data(:,1)) sqrt(data(:,2)) data(:,[3:5 9 11])]; 
  














i=[1 3 4 5 6]; 
k=[3 4 5 6]; 




























































































% Inlet Flow Rate Fault Detection 
% May 6th, 2009 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 












predi = [ 1 3 4 5 6]; 
respi = 2; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[1 3 4 5 6]); 
RM = Trn(:,2); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,5,testP,testR); 
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)) 
  
%Run EULM Detection 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,Tol); 
  











% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[1 3 4 5 6])); 
res = selvector(:,2)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 






Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 
[FHyp FScore] = sprtn(M,V,Error); 
  






% Outlet Flow Rate Fault Detection 
% May 6th, 2009 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 











predi = [ 1 2 3]; 
respi = 4; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[1 2 3]); 
RM = Trn(:,4); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
  
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)); 
  
%Run EULM Detection 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,.02);%.134 
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% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[1 2 3])); 
res = selvector(:,4)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 






Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 
[FHyp FScore] = sprtn(M,V,Error); 
  







% To CV1 Signal Fault Detection 
% May 6th, 2009 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 











predi = [2 3 5]; 
respi = 6; 
  
train = cleandata(train(:,[respi predi])); 
  
  
testP = cleandata(test(:,predi)); 
testR = cleandata(test(:,respi)); 
  
  
queryP = validation(:,predi); 
queryR = validation(:,respi); 
  
%Make your Model 
%Trn = vectsel(train,'x',500); 
MM = Trn(:,[2 3 5]); 
RM = Trn(:,6); 
  
model = initmodel('linear',MM,RM); 
  
%Characterize Model 
model = modchar(model,testP,testR); 
  
%% EULM 
%Train EULM Detection 
%Tol = eulmtrain(model,.05,testP,testR); 
  
tol=logspace(-4,0,100); 
fap = nan(size(tol)); 
for i = 1:length(tol) 
Fhyp = runeulm(model,testP,testR,tol(i)); 
fap(i) = sum(Fhyp)/length(Fhyp); 
end 
  
Tol = tol(find(fap < .05,1)) 
  
%Run EULM Detection 
[Fhyp FScore Error Erru] = runeulm(model,queryP,queryR,Tol);%.23 
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% Run Model to Charetorize Error 
Mpred = runmodel(model,selvector(:,[2 3 5])); 
res = selvector(:,6)-Mpred; 
TE = res(1:250); 
VE = res(250:500); 
  
%Train SPRT 





Error = queryR - runmodel(model,queryP); 
[FHyp FScore] = sprtn(M,V,Error); 









% May 21st,2009 
% This m-file calculates several empirical inferential models after the... 
% data file has been appropriately prepared using prepfile.m 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 








% units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
%     '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 




%% Plot Dataset 
    for i=1:11; 
        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 




plot(t,data(:,1),'r'); grid on 
title({'Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level', ... 
    'File Used:  BuildModel.txt'},'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 








%% ---Build a Model 
buildmod = input('Build a Model?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
if buildmod=='y' 
     
%% Clean Data Using PEM's 'cleandata' function 
xc=[train(:,1) cleandata(train(:,2:4)) train(:,5:6)]; 
test=[test(:,1) cleandata(test(:,2:4))  test(:,5:6)]; 
  








title('Plot of Significant Variables - Cleaned Data',... 





figure('name','Plot of Scaled Version of Significant Variables') 
plot(xc_scored(3000:5000,:)) 
legend(tagnames2,'Location','Best');set(legend,'FontWeight','b') 
title('Plot of Scaled Significant Variables','fontweight','b',... 












figure('name','Noise Estimate After Cleaning Data'); 
plot(noise_est) 








title({'Signal-to-Noise-Ratio','Using Raw Data','',... 








%% Perform Variable Grouping Using Auto-Associative Grouping function 
[Groups Ungrouped Removed] = aagroup(xc,.3); 
tagnames3=({'Level','Inlet Flow Rate','Bypass Flow Rate','TFM1','FromCV1','To 
CV1'}); 
  
ccplot(train,{'AAGROUP Selected Correlations'},tagnames3); 
  










%% ---- Calculate the PCA of the Covariance Matrix, but excluding level-- 
[PC, Latent, Explained]=pcacov(C) 
  








title(' Cumulative % Variance Explained','fontweight','b','fontsize',11); 





%% Create Train and Test Sets (Level as predicted variable #1) 
%Excluding Variable 6 since it does not contribute to the model 
%selvector=vectsel(xc,'x',500); 
%save selvector selvector 
  
train_pred=selvector(:,[2 3 4]); 
train_resp=selvector(:,1); 
  
test_pred=test(:,[2 3 4]); 
test_resp=((test(:,1))); 
  
query_pred=validation(:,[2 3 4]); 
query_resp=validation(:,1); 
  




            'bandwidth',.2:.1:.5); 
  
[pred,predu]=modelu(BestModel,test_pred,test_resp);%Optimized ... 
                                                    %Model Uncertainty 
  
[pred2,pred2u,modeul]=modelu(Levelmodel,test_pred,test_resp);% Unoptimized 
                                                    %Model Uncertainty 
                 
%Plot Uncertainties 
%Figure 3% 
figure('name','Level Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized Models'); 
plot([predu pred2u]) 
 334 
title({'Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized Models',... 












title('Model Predictions and Test Set Comparison','fontweight','b',... 
    'fontsize',11) 
legend('Level','Optimized KR','Unoptimazed KR');set(legend,... 







%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[predicted metric]=runmodel(BestModel,query_pred); 
Leveldiff=abs(query_resp.^2-predicted.^2); 
Levelmape=mape(query_resp.^2,predicted.^2); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Query Dataset vs Predicted Level Using Kernel Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([query_resp.^2 predicted.^2]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Query Dataset versus Predicted Level','Using Kernel Regression'},... 



















Levelmape2=mape(test_resp.^2,predicted2.^2) %Mean Squared Error 
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%   Calculate accuracy performance metric 
a = mean((predicted2-test_resp).^2); 







figure('name','Test Dataset vs Predicted Level Using Linear Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([test_resp.^2 predicted2.^2]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Test Dataset vs Predicted Level','Using Linear Regression'},... 













%% Characterize the Linear Model 
Levelmodelchar = modchar(Levelmodel2,query_pred,query_resp); 
  
  
%% Create Train and Test Sets (Inlet Flow rate as predicted variable #2) 















            'bandwidth',1.14); 
  




%OM1 Unoptimized Model Uncertainty 
[OM1pred2,OM1pred2u,OM1modeul2]=modelu(OM1model,OM1test_pred,OM1test_resp); 
                 
figure('name','Inlet Flow Rate Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized 
Models'); 
plot([OM1predu OM1pred2u]) 
title({'Inlet Flow Rate Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized 
Models',... 













title('Inlet Flow Rate Model Predictions and Test Set Comparison', ... 
    'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 






%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[OM1predicted OM1metric]=runmodel(OM1BestModel,OM1query_pred); 
OM1diff=abs(OM1query_resp-OM1predicted); 
OM1mape=mape(OM1query_resp,OM1predicted); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Inlet Flow Rate Predicted Values Using Kernel Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([OM1query_resp OM1predicted]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Inlet Flow Rate Query Dataset vs Predicted','Using Kernel 
Regression'},... 


















OM1mape2=mape(OM1test_resp,OM1predicted2) %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Inlet Flow Rate Predicted Values Using Linear Approximation'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([OM1test_resp OM1predicted2]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Inlet Flow Rate Test Dataset vs Predicted','Using Linear 
Approximation'},... 












%% Characterize the Linear Model 
OM1modelchar = modchar(OM1model2,OM1query_pred,OM1query_resp); 
  
  
%% Create Train and Test Sets (Bypass Flow Rate as predicted variable #3) 
BPtrain_pred=[selvector(:,1) selvector(:,[2 4 5 6])]; 
BPtrain_resp=selvector(:,3); 
  
BPtest_pred=[test(:,1) test(:,[2 4 5 6])]; 
BPtest_resp=test(:,3); 
  









            'bandwidth',.68); 
  
%Bypass Flow Rate Optimized Model Uncertainty 
[BPpred,BPpredu]=modelu(BPBestModel,BPtest_pred,BPtest_resp); 
  
%Bypass Flow Rate Unoptimized Model Uncertainty 
[BPpred2,BPpred2u,BPmodeul2]=modelu(BPmodel,BPtest_pred,BPtest_resp); 
                 




title({'Bypass Flow Rate Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized 
Models',... 












title('Bypass Flow Rate Model Predictions and Test Set 
Comparison','fontweight',... 
    'b','fontsize',12) 







%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[BPpredicted BPmetric]=runmodel(BPBestModel,BPquery_pred); 
BPdiff=abs(BPquery_resp-BPpredicted); 
BPmape=mape(BPquery_resp,BPpredicted); %Mean Average Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Bypass Flow Rate Query Dataset vs Predicted Using Kernel 
Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([BPquery_resp BPpredicted]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Bypass Flow Rate Query Dataset vs Predicted','Using Kernel 
Regression'},... 




















BPmape2=mape(BPtest_resp,BPpredicted2); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Bypass Flow Rate Predicted Values Using Linear 
Approximation'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([BPtest_resp BPpredicted2]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Bypass Flow Rate Measured vs Predicted Values',... 












%% Characterize the Linear Model 
BPmodelchar = modchar(BPmodel2,BPquery_pred,BPquery_resp); 
  
  
%% Create Train and Test Sets (Outlet Flow Rate as predicted variable #4) 
















            'bandwidth',.44); 
  
%Outlet Flow Rate Optimized Model Uncertainty 
[TFM1pred,TFM1predu]=modelu(TFM1BestModel,TFM1test_pred,TFM1test_resp); 
  
%Outlet Flow Rate Unoptimized Model Uncertainty 
[TFM1pred2,TFM1pred2u,TFM1modeul2]=modelu(TFM1model,TFM1test_pred,... 
    TFM1test_resp); 
                 
figure('name',... 
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    'Outlet Flow Rate Uncertainties from Optimized & Unoptimized Models'); 
plot([TFM1predu TFM1pred2u]) 
title({'Outlet Flow Rate Uncertainties from Optimized & Unoptimized 
Models',... 











title('Outlet Flow Rate Model Predictions and Test Set 
Comparison','fontweight',... 
    'b','fontsize',12) 







%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[TFM1predicted TFM1metric]=runmodel(TFM1BestModel,TFM1query_pred); 
TFM1diff=abs(TFM1query_resp-TFM1predicted); 
TFM1mape=mape(TFM1query_resp,TFM1predicted); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','Outlet Flow Rate Predicted Values Using Kernel Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([TFM1query_resp TFM1predicted]);grid on 
xlabel('Observation Number','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Outlet Flow Rate Query Dataset vs Predicted',... 




















TFM1mape2=mape(TFM1test_resp,TFM1predicted2); %Mean Squared Error 
  
figure('name','Outlet Flow Rate Predicted Values Using Linear 
Approximation'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([TFM1test_resp TFM1predicted2]);grid on 
ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'Outlet Flow Rate Test Dataset vs Predicted',... 












%% Characterize the Linear Model 
TFM1modelchar = modchar(TFM1model2,TFM1query_pred,TFM1query_resp); 
  
  
%% Create Train and Test Sets (CV1 Feedback as predicted variable #5) 
%Variables 1 and 4 are weakly correlated and are left out: 
%(level and Outlet Flow Rate) 
CV1train_pred=selvector(:,[2 3 6]); 
CV1train_resp=selvector(:,5); 
  
CV1test_pred=test(:,[2 3 6]); 
CV1test_resp=test(:,5); 
  









            'bandwidth',.24); 
  
%CV1 Feedback Signal Optimized Model Uncertainty 
[CV1pred,CV1predu]=modelu(CV1BestModel,CV1test_pred,CV1test_resp); 
  
%CV1 Feedback Signal Unoptimized Model Uncertainty 
[CV1pred2,CV1pred2u,CV1modeul2]=modelu(CV1model,CV1test_pred,CV1test_resp); 
                 
figure('name', ... 
    'CV1 Feedback Uncertainties from Optimized and Unoptimized Models'); 
plot([CV1predu CV1pred2u]) 
title({'CV1 Feedback Uncertainties with Optimized and Unoptimized',... 
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title({'CV1 Feedback Signal Model Predictions and Test Set Comparison',... 
    'Using Kernel Regression'},'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 






%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[CV1predicted CV1metric]=runmodel(CV1BestModel,CV1query_pred); 
CV1diff=abs(CV1query_resp-CV1predicted); 
CV1mape=mape(CV1query_resp,CV1predicted); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name', ... 
    'CV1 Feedback Signal Predicted Values Using Kernel Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([CV1query_resp CV1predicted]);grid on 
ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'CV1 Feedback Query Dataset vs Predicted',... 
















CV1mape2=mape(CV1test_resp,CV1predicted2); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','CV1 Feedback Predicted Values Using Linear Approximation'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([CV1test_resp CV1predicted2]);grid on 
ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'CV1 Feedback Test Dataset vs Predicted Values',... 
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%% Characterize the Linear Model 
CV1modelchar = modchar(CV1model2,CV1query_pred,CV1query_resp); 
  
  
%% Create Train and Test Sets (CV1 as predicted variable #6) 
%Variables 1 and 4 are weakly correlated and are left out: 
%(level and Outlet Flow Rate) 
ToCV1train_pred=selvector(:,[2 3 5]); 
ToCV1train_resp=selvector(:,6); 
  
ToCV1test_pred=selvector(:,[2 3 5]); 
ToCV1test_resp=selvector(:,6); 
  









            'bandwidth',.15); 
  
%ToCV1 Feedback Signal Optimized Model Uncertainty 
[ToCV1pred,ToCV1predu]=modelu(ToCV1BestModel,ToCV1test_pred,ToCV1test_resp); 
  
%ToCV1 Feedback Signal Unoptimized Model Uncertainty 
[ToCV1pred2,ToCV1pred2u,ToCV1modeul2]=modelu(ToCV1model,ToCV1test_pred,... 
    ToCV1test_resp); 
                 
figure('name','ToCV1 Uncertainties with Optimized and Unoptimized Models'); 
plot([ToCV1predu ToCV1pred2u]) 
title({'ToCV1 Uncertainties with Optimized and Unoptimized',... 











title('ToCV1 Signal Model Predictions and Test Set Comparison',... 
    'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 







%% ----Test Inferential Model Using Query dataset------ 
[ToCV1predicted ToCV1metric]=runmodel(ToCV1BestModel,ToCV1query_pred); 
ToCV1diff=abs(ToCV1query_resp-ToCV1predicted); 
ToCV1mape=mape(ToCV1query_resp,ToCV1predicted); %Mean Absolute Percent Error 
  
figure('name','To CV1 Signal Query Dataset Values Using Kernel Regression'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([ToCV1query_resp ToCV1predicted]);grid on 
ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 

















ToCV1mape2=mape(ToCV1test_resp,ToCV1predicted2);%Mean Absolute % Error 
  
figure('name','ToCV1 Predicted Values Using Linear Approximation'); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot([ToCV1test_resp ToCV1predicted2]);grid on 
ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
title({'To CV1 Test Dataset vs Predicted','Using Linear Regression'},... 













%% Characterize the Linear Model 




%% Need to run "AAKRModels.m" first before running this section!!! 
figure('name','Mean Average Percent Error'); 
bar1=bar([Levelmape OM1mape BPmape TFM1mape CV1mape ToCV1mape],1, ... 
    'FaceColor', 'b', 'EdgeColor', 'b');  
set(bar1,'BarWidth',.75);  
hold on;grid on 
bar2=bar([Levelmape2 OM1mape2 BPmape2 TFM1mape2 CV1mape2 ToCV1mape2], ... 
    1, 'FaceColor', 'r', 'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
set(bar2,'BarWidth',.5);  
bar3=bar(AAKRerror,1, 'FaceColor','k', 'EdgeColor','k'); 
set(bar3,'BarWidth',.25); 
hold off;  




title('Model Mean Average Percent Error','fontweight','b','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Percentage','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
  
%% ---Save Files or Not 
savefiles = input('Save data?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savefiles=='y' 
    save Linear_Data.mat 




%% ---Save Models 
savemodels = input('Save models?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if savemodels=='y' 
    %comm=('este modelo eh novo May 26 2009'); 
    save LinearModel BPmodel2 CV1model2 Levelmodel2 OM1model2 TFM1model2 ... 
        ToCV1model2 meanlevel stdlevel coefflevel Levelmodelchar ... 
        train_resp predicted2 test_pred test_resp comments 
         





%% ---Process Predicted Data 




   %% Plot Predicted Part of Original Dataset 
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   for j=12:17 
       figure(j+250); 
       plot(t,data(:,j)) 
       title(tagnames(j)) 
       ylabel(units(j),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
       xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
       set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
       grid on 
   end     




%% ---Plot Comparisons Between Predicted and Measured Data 
plotcomp=input('Plot Measured Versus Predicted Data?:\yes,no? y,n: ','s'); 
  
if plotcomp=='y' 
    figure('name','Measured Level Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,2));grid on 
    title('Measured Water Level','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,12));grid on 
    title('Predicted Water Level','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,2)-data(:,12)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Water Level - Predicted Versus Set Point') 
    plot(t,data(:,1));hold;plot(t,data(:,12),'r');grid on 
    title('Water Level - Predicted versus Set Point','fontweight',... 
        'b','fontsize',12); 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[mmH_2O]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    mape(data(:,1),data(:,12)) 
    legend('Level Set Point','Predicted Level','Location','Best'); 
    set(legend,'FontWeight','b') 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Measured OM1 Flow Rate Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,3));grid on 
    title('Measured Inlet Flow Rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,13));grid on 
    title('Predicted Inlet Flow Rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
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    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,3)-data(:,13)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
     
    figure('name','Measured Bypass Flow Rate Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,4));grid on 
    title('Measured Bypass Flow Rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,14));grid on 
    title('Predicted Bypass Flow Rate rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,4)-data(:,14)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Measured Outlet Flow Rate rate Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,5));grid on 
    title('Measured Outlet Flow Rate rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,15));grid on 
    title('Predicted Outlet Flow Rate rate','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,5)-data(:,15)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[l/s]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    figure('name','Measured CV1 Feedback Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,9));grid on 
    title('Measured CV1 Feedback','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,16));grid on 
    title('Predicted CV1 Feedback','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,9)-data(:,16)));grid on 
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    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    figure('name','Measured CV1 Signal Versus Predicted'); 
    subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,data(:,11));grid on 
    title('Measured CV1 Signal','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
    subplot(3,1,2);plot(t,data(:,17));grid on 
    title('Predicted CV1 Signal','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
  
    subplot(3,1,3);plot(t,abs(data(:,11)-data(:,17)));grid on 
    title('Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
    xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    ylabel('[V]','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
    set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
     
  




%% ---Save All Figures (GUIs are not saved)--------- 




disp('Figures generated by PEM Toolbox will NOT be saved') 
    H=get(0,'children'); 
        for n = 1:length(H) 
            saveas(H(n),['LinearModel' num2str(n) '.fig']) 
        end 
     






%  Imports data from the specified file 
%  FILETOREAD1:  file to read 
%  Jan 8, 2009 
%  This m-file calculates several empirical inferential models after the... 
%  data file has been appropriately prepared using prepfile.m 
%  Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% Import the file 
  
[newData1] = importdata(fileToRead1); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 





% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% 
% 2 . Code a function that divides the data into training, test, and 
% validation using the following guidelines: 
%  
% • The correlations in the training, test, and validation sets should be 
% similar (this guideline was not required in this HW). 
% • The data ranges in the training, test and validation sets should be 
% similar with the test set enveloped by the training and validation sets. 
% • A venetian blinds method should be used.  If odd-even selection was 
% used, the data would be too simular due to serial correlation.  It first 
% half/second half were used, the data may not be similar enough. 
% In venetian blinds sampling, the data is segmented into 
% several time series (~20 blocks) and some selected for training and some 
% for testing. 
% • Since the validation data should cover the entire region of historical 
% data, it will be randomly selected and removed from the set before the 
% training and test data are evaluated.  We will select 10% of the data 
% randomly for the validation set. 
% • Nominally the training set should be 75% and test should be 25% (15 for 
% train and 5 for test). 
% • Validation data can be randomly selected and removed from the entire 
% set before the training and test are selected. 





%Opens a file without any input from user and returns the correlation  
%matrices of the validation, test and training data, the validation, test 





hat = 1:size(data,1); 
  
for i = 1:size(data,1)*.1; 
    rr = ceil(rand(1,1)*length(hat)); 
    val(i) = hat(rr); %#ok<AGROW> 





validation=data([val J JJ],:); %Include max and mins in the validation 
data(val,:)=[];                   %set 
  
validation=[validation; I; II]; 
  
%Divide Dataset Using Venezian Blind 
[X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 ... 
 X13 X14 X15 X16 X17 X18 X19 X20]=vensample(data,20); 
  
%Create Test and Train Sets 
 351 
test=[X4; X8; X12; X16; X20]; 
train=[X1; X2; X3; X5; X6; X7; X9; X10; X11; X13; X14; X15; X17; X18; ... 




%This function calculates the Mean Absolute Percent Error of two variables 












% This program prepares data to be used in modeling the 1-Tank Loop 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% May 22, 2009 
% File name: prepfile.m 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 




        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 
    end 
  
  
%% Divide Set 
xc=[sqrt(data(:,2)) data(:,[3:5 9 11])]; 
[validation,test,train]=divideset(xc); 
  
selvector=[xc(:,1) cleandata(xc(:,2:4)) xc(:,5:6)]; 
selvector=vectsel(xc,'x',500); 
  
comments=({'This dataset does NOT contain the set point data!!','May 
27th,2009'}) 
  
save buildmodel test selvector data tagnames tagnames2 test train units 
validation comments; 
 354 
Appendix 12: Typical Output from the Code Used to Obtain 
Empirical Models 
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Appendix 13: Miscellaneous MATLAB Codes 
 
 
%This M-file plots faults and data from SPRT in a single-tank config. 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
%June, 24, 2010 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 





        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 




















axis([0 length(data) 0.9 1.007]); 












title ('Bypass Flow Rate Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 








xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',11)     
axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 







axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 









axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
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axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('FromCV1 - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
 
 376 
% Developed Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 




















% This M-file plots faults and data from SPRT in a single-tank config. 
% Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
% June, 24, 2010 
% File name:  LevelReconfigPlottings.m 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 





        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 
end 
     














axis([0 length(data) 200 700]); 









xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',11)     




title ('Water level Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 










axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 










axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('FromCV1 - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
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%This M-file plots faults and data from SPRT in a single-tank config. 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
%June, 24, 2010 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 





        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 



















axis([0 length(data) 0.1 .26]); 













title ('Inlet Flow Rate Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 








xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',11)     
axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 







axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 










axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('FromCV1 - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
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clear all; close all;clc 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 





tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By-Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted',... 
    'Level Fault','Inlet Flow Fault','Outlet Flow Fault',... 









    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 
%% Plot Dataset 
    for i=1:11; 
        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 




plot(t,data(:,1),'r'); grid on 
title({'Tank 1 Set Point and Actual Water Level', ... 
    'File Used:LevelDrift.txt'},'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 







plotmatrix(data(:,[1:5 9 11])); 
  
figure('name','Measured Level Versus Predicted & Fault Hypothesis'); 
subplot(2,1,1);plot(t,data(:,2));grid on 
hold;plot(t,data(:,12),'r-'); 












xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',11)     
axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
figure('name','Measured Inlet Flow Rate vs Predicted & Fault Hypothesis'); 
subplot(2,1,1);plot(t,data(:,3));grid on 
hold;plot(t,data(:,13),'r-'); 





     
bb=subplot(2,1,2);plot(bb,t,data(:,19),'o');grid on 





axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
  
figure('name','Measured By-Pass Flow Rate vs Predicted & Fault Hypothesis'); 
subplot(2,1,1);plot(t,data(:,4));grid on 
hold;plot(t,data(:,14),'r-'); 






     
cc=subplot(2,1,2);plot(cc,t,data(:,21),'o');grid on 





axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
  
figure('name','Measured Outlet Flow Rate vs Predicted & Fault Hypothesis'); 
subplot(2,1,1);plot(t,data(:,5));grid on 
hold;plot(t,data(:,15),'r-'); 






     
dd=subplot(2,1,2);plot(dd,t,data(:,20),'o');grid on 






axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
  
figure('name','Measured Controler Feedback vs Predicted & Fault Hypothesis'); 
subplot(2,1,1);plot(t,data(:,9));grid on 
hold;plot(t,data(:,16),'r-'); 






     
dd=subplot(2,1,2);plot(dd,t,data(:,23),'o');grid on 





axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
  










     
dd=subplot(2,1,2);plot(dd,t,data(:,22),'o');grid on 





axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
  
%% Plot Absolute Differences (measured vs predicted) 
figure('name','Absolute Differences (Measured vs Predicted) I'); 
subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,abs(data(:,2)-data(:,12)));grid on 


















figure('name','Absolute Differences (Measured vs Predicted) II'); 
subplot(3,1,1);plot(t,abs(data(:,5)-data(:,15)));grid on 


















comment=({'This run uses a 10 seconds memory'}); 
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%This M-file works with LEVEL reconfigurable control experiments. 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
%July, 07, 2010 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Set Point','Tank 1 Level','Tank 2 Set Point',... 
    'Tank 2 Level','Orifice Meter 1','Orifice Meter 2','By Pass',... 
    'Turbine From Tank 2','Turbine from Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Tank 2 Temperature','Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature',... 
    'From CV1','From CV2','From CV3','From CV4','To CV1','To CV2'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]',... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]','[Celsius]','[Celsius]','[Celsius]',... 
    '[V]','[V]','[V]','[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]',... 
    '[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 





        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i),'LineWidth',2) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
        xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 
        grid on 
end 
  












legend('Set Point','Tank 2 Level','Tank 1 Level','Location','Best'); 
set(legend,'FontWeight','b') 
axis([0 length(data) -20 1000]); 
title('Set Point, Tank 1 and Tank 2 Water Levels','fontweight','b',... 
    'fontsize',11) 
  
 388 
% bb=subplot(2,1,2);plot(t,data(:,30),'o');grid on 
% %title(bb,'Signal to Control Valve','fontweight','b','fontsize',11); 
% ylabel('Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b','fontsize',12) 
% set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 
% set(bb,'Ytick',[0 1],'YTickLabel',{'False';'True'}) 
% xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',12)     
% axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
% title(bb,'Signal to Control Valve - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b',... 
%     'fontsize',12) 






axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('Tank 1 Water Level - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b',... 






axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 







axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('Tank 1 Outlet Flow Rate - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b',... 






axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 







axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 






axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 
title('From Control Valve - Fault Hypothesis','fontweight','b',... 
 389 





title('Tank 1 & 2 Level Difference (absolute values)','fontweight','b',... 
    'fontsize',11) 







% This little guy sets the memory matrix size in the SPRT implemented... 
% in the data acquisition VI. 
% Developed by Michael E. Sharp (my good friend) 
% Sergio Perillo, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
f = zeros(1,3); 
  
% while running 
f(1:2) = f(2:3); 
% f(3) = newvalue 
  
if sum(f) == 3; Fhyp = 1; 
else Fhyp = 0; 
end 
  
% end Running 
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%This M-file plots faults and data from SPRT in a single-tank config. 
%Sergio Perillo, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
%June, 24, 2010 
  
  






tagnames=({'Tank 1 Setpoint','Tank 1 Level','Orifice Meter 1', ... 
    'By Pass','Turbine From Tank 1','Tank 1 Temperature',... 
    'Temperature Sump Tank','Motor Temperature','From CV1','From CV3',... 
    'To CV1','Level Predicted','OM1 Predicted','Bypass Predicted',... 
    'TFM1 Predicted','From CV1 Predicted','To CV1 Predicted'}); 
  
tagnames2=tagnames([2 3 4 5 9 11]); 
  
units=({'[mmH_2O]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[l/s]','[Celsius]', ... 
    '[Celsius]','[Celsius]', '[V]','[V]','[V]','[mmH_2O]','[l/s]', ... 
    '[l/s]','[l/s]','[V]','[V]'}); 





        figure(i); 
        plot(t,data(:,i)) 
        title(tagnames(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
        ylabel(units(i),'fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        xlabel('Time [Hours]','fontweight','b','fontsize',10) 
        set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b'); 



















axis([0 length(data) 0.155 .17]); 













title ('Outlet Flow Rate Absolute Difference','fontweight','b','fontsize',11) 
set(get(gcf,'CurrentAxes'),'fontweight','b') 








xlabel(timeunit,'fontweight','b','fontsize',11)     
axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 







axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 









axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 








axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 










axis([0 max(t) 0 1]) 









%this function exports the figure figname to a file filename, using the 
%style sname 
% the style hast to be in your matlab home!!! 
  
%% check if figure is docked 
if strcmpi(get(figname,'WindowStyle'),'docked') 
undock = 1; 
else 
undock = 0; 
end 




if undock == 1 
disp(['undocking figure ' figname]) 
set(figname,'WindowStyle','normal') 
end 
%% export to filename 
hgexport(figure(1),filename,s) 
disp('file written') 
%% export to clipboard 
hgexport(figure(1),'-clipboard',s) 
disp('exported to clipboard') 
%% dock aggain if it was docked 
if undock == 1 
set(figname,'WindowStyle','docked') 
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